PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
October 17, 2013
SCRD Board Room, 1975 Field Road, Sechelt, BC

AGENDA
CALL TO ORDER

9:30 a.m.

AGENDA
Adoption of the Agenda
1.
PETITIONS AND DELEGATIONS
Mike Thomson, Coordinator Sunshine Coast Housing Committee
2.
Regarding Presentation/Workshop Meeting Request
REPORTS
Sunshine Coast Invasive Species Council
3.
(Regional Planning Services)

ANNEX A
pp 1 – 4

4.

Howe Sound Community Forum September 25, 2013
(Regional Planning Services)

ANNEX B
pp 5 – 15

5.

ALR Update
(Regional Planning Services)

ANNEX C
pp 16 – 40

6.

Invitation to Meet with the South Coast Conservation Program
(Regional Planning Services)

ANNEX D
pp 41 – 44

7.

Subdivision Access (information report – referral from Community Services
(Rural Planning Services)

ANNEX E
pp 45 – 48

8.

OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 600.2, 2011 & 310.138, 2011
(Penonzek and Johnson) for Lot Z, D.L. 909, Plan LMP24780,
1282 Sunnyside Road (consideration of 3rd reading)
Electoral Area E (Rural Planning Services)

ANNEX F
pp 49 – 69

9.

Geotechnical Review – Halfmoon Bay, Roberts Creek, Elphinstone and
West Howe Sound
Electoral Areas B-F (Rural Planning Services)

ANNEX G
pp 70 – 76

10.

Application File 2410890 by West Coast Wilderness Lodge for Commercial
Moorage fronting DL 5279 & 6590 in Egmont, BC
Electoral Area A (Rural Planning Services)

ANNEX H
pp 77 – 89

11.

Zoning Bylaw Amendment 337.107 (Green for Saunders)
Electoral Area A (Rural Planning Services)

ANNEX I
pp 90 – 95

12.

Zoning Bylaw Amendment 310.145 (Youngman)
Electoral Area D (Rural Planning Services)

ANNEX J
pp 96 – 110

13.

Bylaw Nos. 641.1 and 310.127 (Groom)
Electoral Area D (Rural Planning Services)

ANNEX K
pp 111 – 120

14.

Zoning Options for Federally Licensed Medical Marihuana Production
Facilities
(Rural Planning Services)

ANNEX L
pp 121 – 131
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15.

Building Department Revenues for September, 2013
(Building Inspection)

ANNEX M
pp 132 – 135

16.

Gibsons and District Chamber of Commerce Shuttle Funding Request
Economic Development

ANNEX N
pp 136 – 145

17.

Planning and Development Monthly Report for September, 2013
(Regional/Rural Planning Services)

ANNEX O
pp 146 – 152

18.

Agricultural Advisory Committee Minutes of September 24, 2013
(Regional Planning Services)

ANNEX P
pp 153 – 157

19.

Egmont/Pender Harbour (Area A) APC Minutes of September 25, 2013
Electoral Area A (Rural Planning Services)

ANNEX Q
pp 158 – 159

20.

Halfmoon Bay (Area B) APC Minutes of September 24, 2013
Electoral Area E (Rural Planning Services)

ANNEX R
pp 160 – 162

COMMUNICATIONS

21.

Shelley Webber, AVICC Executive Coordinator dated October 3, 2013
Regarding Derelict and Abandoned Vessels Manual

ANNEX S
pp 163 – 178

22.

P. Monteith, Executive Correspondence Officer, Office of the Prime
Minister dated September 18, 2013
Regarding Howe Sound
Tom Jensen, Assistant Deputy Minister, MFLNRO, dated Sept. 19, 2013
Regarding Mount Elphinstone

ANNEX T
pp 179

Patty Lee, (and five other property owners: Rosalie Boulter, Jeff Gau,
Patrick & Pamela Yearwood, H. Frank Foster) dated Sept. 30, 2013
Regarding New Woodlots on Gambier Island, Howe Sound

ANNEX V
pp 188 – 189

23.
24.

ANNEX U
pp 180 – 187

IN CAMERA

That the public be excluded from attendance at the meeting in accordance with Sections 90 (1) (g),
(i) and (k) of the Community Charter – “litigation or potential litigation affecting the municipality”, “the
receipt of advice that is subject to solicitor-client privilege, including communications necessary for
that purpose” and “ negotiations and related discussion respecting the proposed provision of a
municipal service that are at their preliminary stages and that, in the view of the council, could
reasonably be expected to harm the interests of the municipality if they were held in public”.

ADJOURNMENT

ANNEX A
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

September 12, 2013

TO:

Planning and Development Committee, October 17, 2013

FROM:

Teresa Fortin, Planner

RE:

Sunshine Coast Invasive Species Council

RECOMMENDATION
THAT the Planning and Development Committee consider the Terms of Reference for the
Sunshine Coast Invasive Species Council and provide staff support and a meeting room
location for one year.

BACKGROUND
In 2011, the SCRD joined the Coastal Invasive Species Council (CISC). The CISC is a
collective group that works to control invasive plants within BC’s southern coastal communities
including the Sunshine Coast and Vancouver Island. Over the past two years, CISC have
provided the Regional District with many resources: stakeholder meeting; brochures; strategic
consulting; participation in the province’s invasive alien plant program database; and inventory
and treatment of invasive plants.
In October 2012, the Regional District Board made the following resolution regarding setting up
a local invasive species council:
375/12

Recommendation No. 10
AND THAT staff be directed to work with community groups to facilitate the
formation of a Sunshine Coast Invasive Species Committee (SCISC);

This report will discuss the formation of a SCISC.
DISCUSSION
The benefits of having a local invasive species council include:
•
•
•
•
•

Outreach and education: Working with the community members. local governments,
First Nations, industry, land managers, and others to exchange information and raise
awareness about the impacts from, and management of, invasive alien species.
Collaboration: Promoting efficient, cooperative management of invasive alien species.
Advice: Providing advice and building capacity to manage invasive alien species.
Management: Providing services to manage invasive alien species.
Support: Seeking funding and other support to achieve the vision.
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It seems that neighbouring jurisdictions have handled development of an invasive species
council differently:
•

•

•

The District of West Vancouver organized a working group, “Invasive Plants Working
Group”, composed of volunteer citizens and staff, which was tasked with specific goals
(eg developing an Invasive Plant Strategy). This group reports directly to the District’s
council and has a one year mandate.
The Squamish Lillooet Regional District (Sea to Sky Invasive Species Council) and
Metro Vancouver (Invasive Species Council of Metro Vancouver) have non-profit
invasive species councils (citizens and paid staff) that work with organizations,
governments and industry. They have hired staff and are funded by the Province and
local governments within their jurisdiction.
In the Capital Region District, the Capital Region Invasive Species Partnership (CRISP)
has formed. CRISP comprises of representatives from local governments, First Nations,
Provincial representatives, Coastal Invasive Species Committee (Coastal ISC) and
major land managers in the region. This group is also funded by the Province and local
governments.

Staff have drafted a Terms of Reference for the SCISC (see Attachment A) based on the nonprofit model. A couple of concerns with this model are how the Regional District would
receive/act on recommendations from the SCISC and the longevity of such a group. Staff
recommend that the Regional District offer staff support and a meeting room location for at least
the first year of the SCISC to facilitate its establishment.
Once the Regional District is satisfied with the Terms of Reference for SCISC, staff will assist
the start of up the group.
CONCLUSION
Staff recommend that the Planning and Development Committee consider the Terms of
Reference for the Sunshine Coast Invasive Species Council and provide staff support and a
meeting room location for one year.

N:\Infrastructure & Public Works\5280 Environmental Management\5280-16 Invasive Species\2013 oct sunshine coast invasive
species council pdc report.docx
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Attachment A

SCISC

TERMS OF REFERENCE

Sunshine Coast
Invasive Species Council

PREAMBLE:
In 2011, the Sunshine Coast Regional District (SCRD) joined the Coastal Invasive Species Committee
(CISC). CISC is a collective group that works to control invasive plants within BC’s southern coastal
communities including the Sunshine Coast and Vancouver Island. CISC has provided the Regional District
with many resources: stakeholder meeting; brochures; strategic consulting; participation in the
province’s invasive alien plant program database; and inventory and treatment of invasive plants.
However, our community has expressed an interest in managing invasive species on a local level. In
2012, the SCRD Board has adopted a resolution to facilitate the formation of a Sunshine Coast Invasive
Species Council. These “Term of Reference” will outline the structure and goals for the council.

PURPOSE:

SCISC will be a non-profit affiliate of the Coastal Invasive Plant Committee, providing more efficient and
responsive invasive species management in the SCRD by increasing regional collaboration, information
sharing, planning and programs.

INTENDED GOALS OF SCISC:

Act as a community reference group for the Sunshine Coast
Raising the awareness of the need to manage invasive species
Providing education to the public and land managers on invasive species
Providing land managers assistance with planning invasive species management
Providing regional direction on invasive species management
Conducting on-the-ground management of invasive plants (inventory and control) when funding
permits
• Conducting research activities pertaining to invasive species management when funding permits
•
•
•
•
•
•

COMPOSITION AND CHAIR:

This Council shall consist of:
• Five members of the public. Individuals shall have an interest and/or expertise in one or more of the
following: invasive species, agriculture, garden nurseries, education, and biodiversity. An effort will
be made to ensure that a wide range of interests and expertise are represented on the Council.
• When available, designated representatives from:
• Local governments: including the Town of Gibsons, District of Sechelt, Sunshine Coast
Regional District, Sechelt Indian Band and Squamish Indian Band.
• Coastal Invasive Species Committee (CISC)
• Major land managers in the region (eg BC Hydro, FortisBc)
The Council shall elect its own Chair and Vice Chair.
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SCISC

TERMS OF REFERENCE

Sunshine Coast
Invasive Species Council

Chair, voting and quorum:

• Decisions of the council shall be by consensus
• The chair is one of the members, and will be elected as chair by the council members.
• The Council will establish a process for meetings, recommendations and decisions and the “Terms

of Reference” may be amended as required to incorporate these processes.
• Until such time as amendments are incorporated decisions and recommendations will be approved
by a majority of those attending the meeting.
• Quorum will consist of six members on the Council.

REPORTING RESPONSIBILITIES:
•
•
•
•

The Council shall provide meeting notes to each of the members for each meeting it holds.
Meeting notes of the Council shall be recorded and made available to the public.
Meeting notes shall be taken by a member.
The Council shall meet quarterly.

CONFLICT OF INTEREST:
•

Any member having a potential conflict of interest should identify such circumstances to the Chair.

N:\Infrastructure & Public Works\5280 Environmental Management\5280-16 Invasive Species\2013 Sunshine Coast Invasive Species Council
TOR Sept Version.docx
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ANNEX B
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

October 2, 2013

TO:

Planning and Development Committee, October 17, 2013

FROM:

Steven Olmstead, and Teresa Fortin, Planner

RE:

Summary of Howe Sound Community Forum September 25, 2013 Meeting

RECOMMENDATION
The Planning and Development Division recommend that the staff report dated October
2, 2013, 2013 titled “Summary of Howe Sound Community Forum September 25, 2013
Meeting” be received;
AND THAT the Sunshine Coast Regional District sign the revised 2013 Howe Sound
Community Forum Principles of Cooperation and inform the Howe Sound Community
Forum.

BACKGROUND
On September 25th, the District of West Vancouver hosted a meeting of the Howe Sound
Community Forum (HSCF).
DISCUSSION
Two action items arose from the HSCF:
1) The HSCF considered and revised the 2002 HSCF Principles of Cooperation and
collectively acknowledged the intent to table with their Board to endorse and
support these principles.
The Regional District have already endorsed an earlier version of the revised 2002
“Principles of Cooperation”. Earlier this year the Board made the following resolution:
052/13

Recommendation No. 4 Howe Sound Community Forum Principles of
Cooperation
THAT the staff report dated January 31, 2013 titled “Revised 2012 Howe
Sound Community Forum Principles of Cooperation” be received;
AND THAT the Sunshine Coast Regional District sign the revised 2012
Howe Sound Community Forum Principles of Cooperation and inform the
Howe Sound Community Forum.

The District of West Vancouver has sent a copy of a September 25, 2013 HSCF
“Principles of Cooperation” version (see Attachment A). Planning staff have reviewed
them and noted that the changes between the 2012 version (already endorsed by our
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Board) and the 2013 version are limited to formatting and : no substantial changes have
been made. See Attachment B for a comparison between the 2012 and 2013 versions.
Staff recommend that the Regional District endorse the 2013 version of the HSCF
“Principles of Cooperation”.
2) The HSCF acknowledged the need to ensure a balanced planning process is
initiated, and to that end requested that respective Boards and Councils of the
HSCF be asked to support the essence of the resolution endorsed at the 2013
UBCM, by replacing “UBCM” with their Municipality or Regional District. As
follows:
Be it resolved that (your Regional District or municipality) urge the
Provincial and Federal governments to support the development of a
Comprehensive Management Plan for Howe Sound that facilitates a
coordinated land and marine use planning process between First Nations,
senior and local governments, and other local bodies to ensure ongoing
recovery and responsible land use planning within the Howe Sound.
At the September meeting of the Union of BC Municipalities (UBCM), the delegation
endorsed resolution LR9 Howe Sound Management Plan as presented by the Sunshine
Coast Regional District. As this motion was the Regional District’s, it is not necessary to
endorse it separately.
CONCLUSION
Staff recommend that the Regional District sign the revised 2013 Howe Sound Community
Forum Principles of Cooperation and inform the Howe Sound Community Forum members.

N:\Administration\0360 Committees Non-SCRD\0360-40 Non-SCRD Committees\Howe Sound Community Forum\2013 oct howe
sound community forum sept meeting pdc report.docx
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Attachment A

DRAFT #2

Principles For Cooperation
Howe Sound Community Forum
To provide an overview of the need, purpose and structure for cooperative efforts by interested local
governments and First Nations in the Howe Sound area.
1.

Statement of Purpose
To provide a forum for local governments, Regional Districts and First Nations discussion to
maintain and enhance the economic, environmental, cultural and social well being of the Howe
Sound for the benefit of present and future generations.

2.

Rationale (The Need)
The Howe Sound Community Forum will enhance collective action among local governments,
regional districts and First Nations by:
• Providing a common forum for dialogue
• Sharing knowledge and information to avoid duplication of effort and to enhance any
single organization’s capacity for action
• Promoting the use of transparent processes that encourage awareness and
involvement.

3.

Scope (The area)
The Howe Sound area includes the marine waters and all the municipal, regional district, local
trust committee and First Nation lands that drain into these waters, the surrounding airshed on
the east side of the Strait of Georgia between Point Atkinson and Gower Point, and interested
adjacent communities.

4.

Common Vision
The Howe Sound Community Forum envisions that communities within the Howe Sound area
can be healthy, productive and sustainable by:
• promoting compact and complete communities;
• encouraging safe and livable communities;
• encouraging an integrated transportation system;
• preserving a healthy and natural environment;
• nurturing cultural heritage
• supporting sustainable use of resources;
• fostering a vibrant and dynamic economy;
• raising awareness about land use; and
• ensuring the public is informed and encouraged to be active.

1|Page
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5.

Shared Values

DRAFT #2

The Howe Sound Community Forum will involve the collective efforts of a wide variety of
governments, First Nations, non-government organizations, the private sector, educational
institutions and individuals to pursue the following values and objectives. The Forum shares the
following values and objectives.
Value...Spirit of Sharing
Objective – The many interests and organizations in the Howe Sound can strengthen the
effectiveness of programs by openly sharing information and knowledge.
Value... Action Orientation
Objective – The Howe Sound Community Forum will encourage groups to take actions that produce
positive observable results and public benefit to communities.
Value…Efforts towards Sustainability
Objective - The Howe Sound Community Forum members recognize the need to effectively manage
and maintain a balanced relationship between community development and the protection of
unique biophysical and cultural qualities of the region.
Value.. The need for Cooperation
Objective –Governments, First Nations and organizations will be encouraged to work together.
Value...Stewardship
Objective – Voluntary action of individuals and organizations as a powerful and effective tool for
achieving positive results is an objective of the Forum.
Value… Transcending Jurisdictions
Objective – The Forum will encourage communities to work together for the greater good because
territorial lines on a map mean nothing in terms of sustainability.
Value…Focus and Transparency
Objective – Forum member programs will encourage clear objectives and use accountable processes
that are available to Howe Sound Community Forum members and the public.
Value… Respect for Diversity
Objective – It is recognized that while every member of the Howe Sound Community Forum may
have a different focus or interest, they are encouraged to acknowledge a shared interest in the
sustainability of Howe Sound.
2|Page

September 25, 2013
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6.

Structure (The Members)

DRAFT #2

A hosting community from the membership will act as the focal point and be responsible to
coordinate meetings and agenda material.
The hosting community will rotate among the Howe Sound Community Forum members and
meetings will be held annually, or more frequently, as requested by any member or as predicated by
local issues.
Task forces or sub forums may be established to focus on specific projects.
Charter members of the Howe Sound Community Forum include elected representatives of:
District of Squamish

Greater Vancouver Regional District

Resort Municipality of Whistler

Squamish-Lillooet Regional District

Squamish Nation

Village of Lions Bay

District of West Vancouver

Sunshine Coast Regional District

Gambier Island Local Trust Committee

Bowen Island Municipality

Village of Pemberton

Town of Gibsons

7. Activities (Action and Results)
The Howe Sound Community Forum members are not expected to make decisions as a body and will
achieve its objectives through activities that build on the talents, knowledge and actions of its
individual members by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Facilitating information exchange about local or regional projects
Supporting members by sharing information, research and best practices
Apprise the public of topical and important matters that affect us all
Identifying areas of public policy that require attention and projects that deserve the support of
the Forum members
Assessing progress through benchmark, monitoring, and program assessments; and
Promoting transparency and accessibility by the Forum members.

3|Page
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DRAFT #2

Therefore, all the parties of the Howe Sound Community Forum commit to respect the Principles for
Cooperation
Approved by the District of Squamish this _____day of ____, 2013 by____________________________
Rob Kirkham, Mayor
Approved by the Bowen Island Municipality this _____day of ____, 2013 by________________________
Jack Adelaar, Mayor
Approved by the Squamish First Nation this _____day of ____, 2013 by___________________________
Bill Williams, Chief
Approved by the Gambier Island Local Trust Committee this ____day of ____, 2013 by______________
David Graham, Chair
Approved by Metro Vancouver this _____day of ____, 2013 by_________________________________
Greg Moore, Chair
Approved by the Town of Gibsons this _____day of ____, 2013 by_______________________________
Wayne Rowe, Mayor
Approved by the Village of Lions Bay this _____day of ____, 2013 by_____________________________
Brenda Broughton, Mayor
Approved by Squamish Lillooet Regional District this _____day of ____, 2013 by____________________
Patricia Heintzman, Chair
Approved by the Sunshine Coast Regional District this _____day of ____, 2013 by__________________
Garry Nohr, Chair
Approved by the Resort Municipality of Whistler this _____day of ____, 2013 by___________________
Nancy Wilhelm-Morden, Mayor
Approved by the Village of Pemberton this _____day of ____, 2013 by___________________________
Jordan Sturdy, Mayor, MLA Sea to Sky West Vancouver
Approved by the District of West Vancouver this _____day of ____, 2013 by______________________
Michael Smith, Mayor

4|Page
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Attachment B

Principles For Cooperation
Howe Sound Community Forum
To provide an overview of the need, purpose and structure for cooperative efforts by interested local
governments and First Nations in the Howe Sound area.
1.

Statement of Purpose
To provide a forum for local governments, regional districtsRegional Districts and First Nations
discussion to maintain and enhance the economic, environmental, cultural and social well being
of the Howe Sound for the benefit of present and future generations.

2.

Rationale (The Need)
The Howe Sound Community Forum will enhance collective action among local governments,
regional districts and First Nations by:
• Providing a common forum for dialogue;
• Sharing knowledge and information to avoid duplication of effort and to enhance any
single organization’s capacity for action;
• Promoting the use of transparent processes that encourage awareness and
involvement.

3.

Scope (The area)
The Howe Sound area includes the marine waters and all the municipal, regional district, local
trust committee and First Nation lands that drain into these waters, the surrounding airshed on
the east side of the Strait of Georgia between Point Atkinson and Gower Point, and interested
adjacent communities.

4.

Common Vision
The Howe Sound Community Forum envisions that communities within the Howe Sound area
can be healthy, productive and sustainable by:
• promoting compact and complete communities;
• encouraging safe and livable communities;
• encouraging an integrated transportation system;
• preserving a healthy and natural environment;
• nurturing cultural heritage
• supporting sustainable use of resources;
• fostering a vibrant and dynamic economy;
• raising awareness about land use; and
• ensuring the public is informed and encouraged to be active.

1|Page
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Principles for Cooperation: Howe Sound Community Forum
5.

Shared Values

The Howe Sound Community Forum will involve the collective efforts of a wide variety of interested
parties including governments, First Nation communitiesNations, non-government organizations,
the private sector, educational institutions and individuals to pursue the following values and
objectives. The Forum shares the following values and objectives.
Value.....Spirit of Sharing
Objective – The many interests and organizations in the Howe Sound can strengthen the
effectiveness of programs by openly sharing information and knowledge.
Value..... Action Orientation
Objective – The Howe Sound Community Forum will encourage groups to take actions that produce
positive observable results and public benefit to communities.
Value…Efforts towards Sustainability
Objective - The Howe Sound Community Forum members recognize the need to effectively manage
and maintain a balanced relationship between community development and the protection of
unique biophysical and cultural qualities of the region.
Value.. The need for Cooperation
Objective – Local Government andGovernments, First Nation agenciesNations and organizations will
be encouraged to work together to overcome institutional limitations.
Value...Stewardship
Objective – Voluntary action of individuals and organizations as a powerful and effective tool for
achieving positive results is an objective of the Forum.
Value..… Transcending Jurisdictions
Objective – The Forum will encourage communities to work together for the greater good because
territorial lines on a map mean nothing in terms of sustainability.
Value…Focus and Transparency
Objective – Forum member programs will encourage clear objectives and use accountable processes
that are available to Howe Sound Community Forum members and the public.
Value –… Respect for Diversity
Objective – It is recognized that while every member of the Howe Sound Community Forum may
have a different focus or interest, they are encouraged to acknowledge a shared interest in the
sustainability of Howe Sound.
2|Page
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Principles for Cooperation: Howe Sound Community Forum
6.

Structure (The Members)

A hosting community from the membership will act as the focal point and be responsible to
coordinate meetings and agenda material.
The hosting community will rotate among the Howe Sound Community Forum members and
meetings will be held annually, or more frequently, as requested by any member or as predicated by
local issues.

Formatted: Space After: 10 pt

Task forces or sub- forums may be established to focus on specific projects.
Charter members of the Howe Sound Community Forum include elected representatives of:
District of Squamish

Greater Vancouver Regional District

Resort Municipality of Whistler

Squamish-Lillooet Regional District

Squamish Nation

Village of Lions Bay

District of West Vancouver

Sunshine Coast Regional District

Gambier Island Local Trust Committee

Bowen Island Municipality

Village of Pemberton

Town of Gibsons

7. Activities (Action and Results)
The Howe Sound Community Forum members are not expected to make decisions as a body and will
achieve its objectives through activities that build on the talents and, knowledge and actions of its
individual members by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Facilitating information exchange about local or regional projects;
Supporting members by sharing information, research and best practices;
AppraiseApprise the public of topical and important matters that affect us all;
Identifying areas of public policy that require attention and projects that deserve the support of
the Forum members;
Assessing progress through benchmark, monitoring, and program assessments; and
Promoting transparency and accessibility by the Forum members.
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Therefore, all the parties of the Howe Sound Community Forum commit to respect the Principles for
Cooperation.
Approved by the District of Squamish this _________day of _______, 2012____, 2013 by
______________________________________________________
Rob Kirkham, Mayor

Approved by the Bowen Island Municipality this _________day of _______, 2012____, 2013 by
____________________________________________
Jack Adelaar, Mayor

Approved by the Squamish First Nation this _________day of _______, 2012____, 2013 by
___________________________________________________
Bill Williams, Chief

Approved by the Gambier Island Local Trust Committee this ____day of _______, 2012____, 2013 by
___________________________________
David Graham, Chair

Approved by Metro Vancouver this _________day of _______, 2012____, 2013
by_________________________________________________________________

Greg Moore, Chair

Approved by the Town of Gibsons this _________day of _______, 2012____, 2013 by
____________________________________________________________
Wayne Rowe, Mayor

Approved by the Village of Lions Bay this ________day of _______, 2012____, 2013 by
_________________________________________________________
Brenda Broughton, Mayor

Approved by the Squamish Lillooet Regional District this ________day of _______, 2012____, 2013 by
___________________________________
Susie GimsePatricia Heintzman, Chair
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Approved by the Sunshine Coast Regional District this ________day of _______, 2012____, 2013 by
___________________________________
Garry Nohr, Chair
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Approved by the Resort Municipality of Whistler this ________day of _______, 2012____, 2013 by
_____________________________________
Nancy Wilhelm-Morden, Mayor
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Approved by the Village of Pemberton this _________day of _______, 2012 by
_____________________________, 2013 by___________________________
Jordan Sturdy, Mayor, MLA Sea to Sky West Vancouver
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Approved by the District of West Vancouver this ________day of _______, 2012 by
______________________ ____, 2013 by______________________
Michael Smith, Mayor
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ANNEX C
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

October 9, 2013

TO:

Planning and Development Committee – October 17, 2013

FROM:

Stina Hanson, Planning Technician

RE:

Provincial Agricultural Land Commission: Message from the Chair: An Update

RECOMMENDATION:
THAT report titled “Provincial Agricultural Land Commission: Message from the Chair:
An Update” dated October 9, 2013 be received for information.

BACKGROUND
On October 4, 2013, Richard Bullock, Chair of the Agricultural Land Commission (ALC)
released his second “Message from the Chair”, included as Appendix A. This is not connected
to the provincial government’s ongoing “Core Review” process and is an annual update outlining
the ALC’s progress towards a set of operational changes that resulted from an internal review
conducted from 2010-2011. This review produced a set of recommended “strategic shifts” to the
ALC including:





An Agricultural Land Reserve that places agriculture first;
An ALC that evolves to a proactive planning organization and moves away from being
reactive and focused on applications;
An ALC the builds strong alliances with farm and ranch groups and organizations to
identify and cooperatively address emerging issues that may impact, positively or
negatively, bona fide farmers and ranger;
An ALC that is able to respond to and enforce against improper use of ALR land.

These “strategic shifts” form the foundation of a set of projects first introduced in 2012. The ALC
Chair’s report provides an update on the following: boundary reviews, application changes,
transitional projects, staff recruitment and oil and gas development.
The various projects do not specifically address ALR land on the Sunshine Coast: the boundary
review project currently underway is in the Elk Valley, and upcoming reviews remain focused on
the Regional District of East Kootenay. There is no mention of how the boundary review project
will be expanded to other areas of the province. The operational changes (application changes
and transitional projects) focus on internal ALC processes around application vetting,
transitioning to online applications and digital record-keeping and developing internal procedural
manuals. The most significant change for citizens looking to make an application to the ALC is
that the web-based system and electronic filing will place the onus of submitting a complete
application on the applicant, and may make it more difficult for citizen’s to gain access to ALC
staff support.
Stina Hanson, Planning Technician
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APPENDIX A

PROVINCIAL AGRICULTURAL LAND COMMISSION:
MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR: AN UPDATE
October 4, 2013
I.

THE PURPOSE OF THIS MESSAGE

On August 23, 2012, I issued my first Message from the Chair, entitled Changing the Way we do
Business: An Update on the Transition of the Agricultural Land Commission.1 In that Message, I
announced several changes the Agricultural Land Commission (ALC) would be making to our
operations. These changes resulted from an in-depth review of all aspects of the ALC by both me
and the Ministry of Agriculture over a two year period (2010 – 2011).2 The purpose of these
changes is to better achieve the mandate we have been given under the Agricultural Land
Commission Act, S.B.C. 2002, c. 36 (ALCA).
These changes are being implemented in the context of our legislative mandate in section 6 of the
ALCA, which requires the ALC to exercise all of our planning, adjudicative and enforcement
powers in accordance with the fundamental purposes set out in that section:
6 The following are the purposes of the commission:
(a) to preserve agricultural land;
(b) to encourage farming on agricultural land in collaboration with
other communities of interest;
(c) to encourage local governments, first nations, the government and
its agents to enable and accommodate farm use of agricultural land
and uses compatible with agriculture in their plans, bylaws and
policies.
My August 23, 2012 Message emphasized that the time had come to reset the ALC’s strategic
planning and priorities. For too long, the ALC’s limited resources have been dominated by the
reactive function of responding to applications intended to remove land from or allow non-farm
1
2

http://www.alc.gov.bc.ca/publications/Message_from_Chair-August_23-2012.pdf
http://www.alc.gov.bc.ca/publications/Final%20Report-Nov26.pdf
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uses in the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR). As stated in that first message, the ALC’s strategic
planning requires that we devote greater focus to our proactive planning functions:
… the time has come for the ALC to take control of our agenda and workload. To avoid
remaining a largely reactive organization whose priorities are dictated by the volume of
applications received, the ALC has had to seriously re-think the prominence given to
applications relative to other functions.
The inability to devote proper resources to local government and first nations planning has
had adverse downstream effects on many of the ALC’s objectives, including promoting
agriculture, preventing unnecessary urban/rural conflicts, discouraging speculative
applications, and minimizing enforcement issues.

I am issuing this Annual Update Message with two purposes in mind. One is to advise interested
readers about the ALC’s progress in carrying out our renewed strategic vision. The other is to
orient our strategic vision within a clear and focused discussion about the history and purpose of
the ALR and the ALC.
Such clarity is particularly important today given the ongoing public interest in the future role of
the ALC and the ALR, including the role agricultural land does and should play in the ongoing
economic development of British Columbia. This issue is specifically identified in the Premier’s
June 10, 2013 Mandate Letter to the Minister of Agriculture, which states as follows at item 3:
“Ensure the Agricultural Land Reserve is working for British Columbia and propose any changes
necessary. These changes must successfully balance our desire to protect valuable farmland while
allowing for responsible economic development opportunities”.3
The Mandate Letter was issued in the context of an ongoing ALR/ALC transformation project,
which began in earnest in July 2010 following directions from the Minister of Agriculture to the
ALC Chair, and which included work undertaken to comply with audit recommendations from
British Columbia’s Auditor General.

3

http://www.gov.bc.ca/premier/cabinet_ministers/pat_pimm_mandate_letter.pdf
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The following quotations will provide readers with a quick recap of the key points in the recent
chronology giving rise to our strategic vision for the ALC. It would be appropriate to start this
review with the Minister’s July 30, 2010 direction that I review the ALC’s operations, policy,
regulations and legislation:
Letter from Honourable Steve Thomson, Minister of Agriculture to Richard
Bullock, ALC Chair (July 30, 2010):
To ensure the operation and mandate of the Agricultural Land Commission
supports farm families and enhance the sustainability of agriculture in BC, I am
directing you as the new Chair of the Agricultural Land Commission (ALC) to
immediately undertake a review of the Commission operations, policy, regulations
and legislation. The purpose of this review is to verify that the ALC is meeting its
mandate as spelled out in the Agricultural Land Commission Act (Section 6) while
looking for ways to improve the decision making processes of the Commission.
Auditor General of British Columbia: Audit of the Agricultural Land
Commission (September 2010):4
British Columbians are fortunate to have one of the most diverse landscapes in the
world. We cherish this diversity and seek to protect it. One of the landscapes we
seek to protect is our scarce agricultural lands – less than 5% of the province’s
land base is suitable agricultural land and much less is considered ‘prime’
agricultural land.
In 1973, legislators sought to protect this valuable land by passing the Agricultural
Land Commission Act and creating the Agricultural Land Reserve and the
Agricultural Land Commission (commission). The purpose of the commission is to
preserve agricultural land and foster farming, as well as encourage local and
provincial governments and First Nations to enable farming through their plans,
bylaws and policies.
In 1994, my Office examined the commission’s performance and found that there were a
number of improvements needed if the commission’s mandate was to be met. Sixteen years
later and upon re-examination, I found that significant challenges continue.
We recommend that the commission:
1. Ensure that ALR boundaries are accurate and include land that is both
capable of and suitable for agricultural use.
2. Seek government’s support to make changes that will allow it to more
effectively preserve agricultural land and encourage farming through the
application process.
3. Engage in proactive long-term planning with local governments to
encourage farming.
4

http://www.bcauditor.com/pubs/2010/report5/audit-agricultural-land-commission
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4. Work with Fraser-Fort George Regional District to address concerns it has
with the District’s processes.
5. Work with the Oil and Gas Commission to develop an action plan to
implement the recommendations of the 2009 audit.
6. Ensure that it has a sufficiently robust compliance and enforcement
program.
7. Prioritize completion of the new database and finalize conversion of the
original paper ALR maps into digitalized format.
8. Evaluate the collective impacts of its decisions on applications and its
broader policy decisions.
9. Report publicly on the cumulative impacts of its decisions.
3

Richard Bullock, ALC Chair (November 26, 2010): Review of the Agricultural Land
Commission - Moving Forward: A Strategic Vision of the Agricultural Land Commission
for Future Generations:5
In accordance with the direction provided by the Honourable Steve Thomson in his
letter of July 30, 2010, over the course of a three month period I conducted a
review of the Agricultural Land Commission (ALC) regarding operations, policy,
regulations and legislation. The purpose of the review was to verify that the ALC is
meeting its mandate while looking for ways to improve its decision making
processes.
Following my review I can confirm that the ALC is extremely challenged to meet its
mandate. In my opinion, the ALC has done an admirable job despite financial
constraints. After nearly 40 years, I believe the ALR should be looked upon as a
solid foundation for the business of agriculture in BC. Regrettably however the
foundation has suffered erosion to the land base and loss of support from bona fide
farmers and ranchers - but thankfully not to a point that it is irreparable.
Continued government, support and adequate funding and resources, will allow the
ALC to meet its challenges.
As such, I am recommending that serious consideration be given to several
strategic shifts to set the ALC on course for the next 40 years. They are:
 An ALR that has defensible boundaries;
 An ALR that places agriculture first;
 An ALC that evolves to a proactive planning organization and moves away
from being reactive and focused on applications;
 An ALC that places priority considerations on bona fide farmers and
ranchers and issues that may impact, positively or negatively, bona fide
farmers and ranchers;
 An ALC that builds strong alliances with farm and ranch groups and
5

http://www.alc.gov.bc.ca/publications/Final%20Report-Nov26.pdf
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organizations to identify and cooperatively address emerging issues that may
impact, positively or negatively, bona fide farmers and ranchers;
 An ALC that is able to respond to and enforce against improper use of ALR
land; and
 An ALC that has up to date technology to undertake its legislated duties.
Honourable Don McRae, Minister of Agriculture - CFAX Interview (October 11,
2011):
The ALC chair, Richard Bullock, did a phenomenal job. He travelled around
British Columbia last fall, talked to 60 organizations, hundreds of individuals, and
he compiled a pretty comprehensive report. I'm looking forward in the next month
or so to actually release that report, but not just release the report; actually have
some mitigation factors that actually just reinforce the fact that this province and
this government find the Agricultural Land Reserve and the Agricultural Land
Commission a great entity that actually promotes farming, protects and preserves
quality farmland in this province and [inaudible] several decades but will continue
to do so into the future. But the reality is a report doesn't actually preserve
farmland; actions do that. And I'm making sure when it comes out it's got a buffet
of support to deal with it.
Honourable Don McRae, Minister of Agriculture: News Release, Ministry of
Agriculture (November 14, 2011):
By improving the structure and sustainability of the ALC, we’re improving the lives
of 20,000 farming families in British Columbia and the $9.6-billion agri-food
sector our province supports,” said McRae. “The changes and support the
Province is providing the ALC is a commitment to ensure the ALC will be a
proactive organization dedicated to preserving farms, and expanding opportunities
for producers.”
Honourable Don McRae, Minister of Agriculture: News Release, Ministry of
Agriculture (November 25, 2011):
BC’s agricultural land now has even greater protection after legislation
strengthening the Agricultural Land Commission became law.
The changes will enhance the operation capacity of the ALC in order to expand
opportunities for farmers and ranchers. British Columbians value local food, local
farmers and local farms and the Province has supported those values with this
action.
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Honourable Norm Letnick, Minister of Agriculture: Ministry of Agriculture Fact
Sheet – Opinion Editorial: Budget Supports BC’s Agriculture Sector (February
28, 2013):
One of the elements of the budget I find most rewarding is the additional $4 million
the B.C. government is providing to the Agricultural Land Commission over the
next three years. The boost in funds results in the ALC receiving almost $3 million
in operating funding from the B.C. government this year, and re-emphasizes our
government's commitment to help the Agricultural Land Commission become a
stronger organization, and transition to a more self-supporting operating model.
Province of BC Budget and Fiscal Plan 2013/14 – 2015/16:
Budget 2013 provides an additional $4 million over three years to support the
Agricultural Land Commission in providing better oversight over the Agricultural
Land Reserve, a provincial zone which recognizes agriculture as a priority use,
encourages farming and controls non-agricultural use. This additional funding will
be directed to addressing recommendations of the Auditor General in the
September 2010 Audit of the Agricultural Land Commission, including providing
more expedient application reviews, undertaking targeted Agricultural Land
Reserve boundary reviews, and working with local government to encourage
farming.

II. NATURE AND PURPOSE OF THE ALR
Persons unfamiliar with the history and purpose of the ALR and the ALC sometimes hold the
perception that the ALC’s function is simply to balance competing land uses at large, so that if it
is believed that a higher or better economic use exists for particular agricultural land at a
particular moment in time, such use should be allowed. This is a misperception, and it does not
accurately reflect the purposes of the ALCA or the ALR. Rather, as stated in one of the ALC’s
recent decisions:
The ALR exists precisely because British Columbia has long recognized that if agricultural
land were to succumb every time anyone proposed a development on particular land that
proponents and politicians viewed on an ad hoc basis as being more economically
favourable than the current use of that land, expedient and even short-sighted decisions
would often follow, to the long term detriment of the province’s agricultural land base.
The Commission exists precisely to prevent the British Columbia public waking up one day
and asking - “what happened to our agricultural land?”
This dynamic is precisely what an Act dealing with less than 5% of the provincial land
base was intended to avoid, and is precisely why an independent Commission was created.
Rather than basing decisions on the politically expedient, the crisis of the day or short
term profit that sacrifice agricultural land forever, an independent Commission’s task is to
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make its decisions in a principled fashion in a fair process that reflects coherent
agricultural policy and planning and which reflects the purposes set out above in s. 6, one
of which is to preserve agricultural land.
The Commission is not under any illusions that these decisions will always be easy.
However, for as long as the Act exists, the decisions must reflect utmost fidelity to the
purposes the legislature has assigned under the Act.6

As noted above, the Auditor General audited the ALC in 2010. The audit report emphasized that
less than 5% of the province’s land base is suitable agricultural land and much less is considered
“prime” agricultural land. The Auditor General described the dynamics that led the ALR being
established in the first place (p. 7):
In the 1970s, loss of agricultural land to development, coupled with evidence that local
governments were unable or unwilling to halt development pressure, led to a political
urgency to save farmland. The outcome was the creation of the Agricultural Land Reserve
(ALR) in 1973.

In his recommendations to improve the operation of the ALC, the Auditor General reiterated the
fundamental importance of the ALR (p. 7):
Agricultural land is an indispensable, natural resource. Once taken over for urban
development, farmland is no longer available for food production. Protected farmland
fosters local economic stability and provides environmental services and public benefits.
One of the main reasons for any jurisdiction to preserve farmland, however, is to secure
food production into the future, especially in light of the impending effects of climate
change.
Like other jurisdictions, British Columbia relies on agriculture as an important sector of
the provincial economy through the export of agricultural products and providing locally
grown agricultural products to feed its citizens. However, the province’s farmers today
produce less than half of the food consumed here, the balance being imported. Given
population growth predictions, production will need to increase to simply maintain this
level of self-reliance.

The reality that agricultural land is indispensible does not prevent the ALC from altering the ALR
boundaries by way of an individual application to exclude land, or by way of a more
comprehensive boundary review process.7 One key factor in making those decisions is the
agricultural capability of the land. In Brentwood Pioneer Holdings Ltd. v. British Columbia

6
7

http://www.alc.gov.bc.ca/application_status/Docs/53049d2a.pdf
In fact, as will be noted below, several boundary reviews are currently underway in British Columbia.
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(Provincial Agricultural Land Commission), 2000 BCCA 320, the British Columbia Court of
Appeal stated as follows (paras. 61-62):
The chambers judge also concluded that the word "preserve" in s. 7(1) indicates that
agricultural land was more than land currently being farmed, and that the legislation
explicitly recognized that not all land in the ALR would be "family farms" or available for
"farm use". She held, at para. 35, that "a test which focuses on the present and potential
future needs for agricultural land through capability more than economic viability is more
in tune with the Act as a whole".
In my opinion, the foregoing conclusions accord with the object and purpose of the
legislation.

As noted in our recent decision quoted above, decision-making that is true to the purposes set out
in section 6 of the ALCA is not always easy. Difficult and contentious questions can arise about
how our mandate to “preserve agricultural land” is properly understood and applied where
applications may be made for non-farm use and exclusion. Questions can arise about how the
objective of preserving agricultural land - together with our mandate to “encourage farming on
agricultural land in collaboration with other communities of interest” and to encourage
governments “to enable and accommodate farm use in their plans, bylaws and policies” - is best
realized within the ALC’s policy or planning exercises with local governments. The ALC is also
regularly required to address land use applications affecting agricultural land that fall within the
“community issues” set out in s. 13 of the ALCA.8
As Chair, I know full well that our decisions on particular applications only rarely please
everyone. That being the reality, I have viewed my mandate as being to ensure that the ALC is, as
an organization, positioned to confront these difficult questions honestly, impartially,
professionally and in a principled fashion. All of my energy as Chair, and the overarching
purpose of the transformation initiative started in 2010, has been to allow the ALC to better
achieve these purposes.

8

Section 13 recognizes that the ALC may approve applications for use of agricultural land for various listed
community interests, including: “a use of agricultural land for a school, hospital, publicly funded institution or public
utility, or another purpose prescribed by regulation”.
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III. THE ALC’S ROLE: A NON-PARTISAN ALC
The ALC must exercise its statutory responsibilities with utmost fidelity to the ALCA. The rule of
law requires that we interpret and apply the ALCA as the statute has been developed and written
by our elected legislators, and not based on how we, or others, might wish it would read.
It has been recognized from the beginning that a specialized, independent and non-partisan ALC
is essential to the proper administration of the ALCA. As an administrative tribunal, the ALC is
expected to conduct itself in a fair and impartial manner, governed solely by the law and by a
principled approach to decision-making.
Partisan political decision-making by the ALC would be illegal and would bring the entire
regulatory scheme into disrepute. To prevent this, the ACLA contains several safeguards to assure
ALC independence.
One set of safeguards lies in the legislature’s 2004 decision to apply ss. 1-10 of the Administrative
Tribunals Act (ATA) to the ALC, which provisions provide for merit-based appointments, fixed
terms, dismissal for cause and identification of the Chair as being “responsible for the effective
management and operation of the tribunal and the organization and allocation of work among its
members”: ATA, s. 9. Further, under section 5(1) of the ALCA, persons appointed to the ALC
must have knowledge and expertise in matters relating to agriculture, land use planning, local
government or first nation government.
A second set of safeguards is reflected in the ALC’s structure. The ALC forms part of the fabric
of provincial administrative tribunals which are designed to exercise their adjudicative functions
in a way that is in fact and perception outside the sphere of politics.
A third set of safeguards is reflected in the special processes that are required to be followed – the
Provincial interest provisions of the ALCA to be discussed below - before political action is
permissible by the Cabinet with regard to a matter before the ALC.
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A fourth set of safeguards is reflected in the ALC’s July 5, 2013 Policy Statement Concerning the
Role of Elected Officials in Applications to the ALC.9 That statement, which is focused on the
ALC’s adjudicative functions, reads in part as follows:
Our democratic system is predicated on the ability of the electorate to elect
representatives who will in turn represent constituents and assist them in problemsolving involving government. Constituency work is a key part of that role.
However, the ability of elected officials to advocate for constituents has limits.
Recent experience has shown for example that it is inappropriate for a Cabinet
Minister, even with the most honourable of motives, to attempt to influence a
court10 or administrative tribunal11 with regard to a particular civil, criminal or
regulatory decision. Even a telephone call to a judge asking when a decision
would be released has resulted in a Ministerial resignation.12 These examples show
that any perception of attempted direct political influence over adjudicative
decision-making undermines the confidence that parties and the public are entitled
to have in the administration of justice delivered by courts and administrative
tribunals.
The concern about improper influence is not limited to Cabinet Ministers.
Whenever an elected person with political power – whether that person is a
Cabinet Minister, an MLA, a Mayor or Councillor – attempts to influence the
outcome of a court or tribunal decision, there is a reasonable perception (both for
the public and the adjudicator) that the elected person has been brought in from
the outside precisely to use their power to influence the outcome of a dispute that is
supposed to be decided on the evidence and the judgment of the decision-maker.
This creates a potential ethical difficulty for the elected person and a serious legal
difficulty for the parties and the tribunal on the basis that the attempted influence
has in fact or perception tainted the fairness and impartiality of the decisionmaking process.

IV.

THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT UNDER THE ALCA

While the Policy Statement just quoted is intended to assist elected officials with regard to their
involvement in ongoing applications before the ALC, the same Policy Statement also makes it
clear that our elected officials DO have a legitimate and proper role to play under the ALCA.

9

http://www.alc.gov.bc.ca/publications/Policy_Statement_Elected_Officials_1.pdf
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/ottawa/story/2013/02/15/pol-aboriginal-affairs-john-duncan-resigns.html
11
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/politics/ethics-commissioner-rules-against-flaherty-for-crtcletter/article7509562/
12
http://www.venice.coe.int/WCCJ/Rio/Papers/CAN_Binnie_E.pdf at p. 2.
10
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To put this discussion in context, I will begin by stating candidly that the proper role of the
provincial Cabinet in the administration of an ALR administered by a non-partisan ALC has been
the subject of controversy from the very inception of the ALCA. It has always been a question of
finding the right balance.
When the Act was first enacted in the 1970s, it authorized persons adversely affected by ALC
orders to appeal to Cabinet’s “Environmental and Land Use Committee” (ELUC).
By 1993, however, Cabinet appeals from the ALC (and other tribunals) were abolished in the
Cabinet Appeals Abolition Act, for reasons the Attorney General outlined in Hansard:
For years cabinet appeals have been subject to criticism from many quarters,
including the Law Reform Commission of Canada and the Canadian Bar
Association. Cabinet appeals rarely provide the full range of procedures required
to ensure administrative fairness, and in the past they have been used to make
backroom political decisions. This has had the effect of undermining the integrity
of statutory decision-makers and of interfering in the rational development of
guidelines and precedents. Some types of cabinet appeals have taken an inordinate
amount of cabinet ministers' time, involving them in the adjudication of matters
that raise no broad public policy issues. While abolishing cabinet appeals, we
have recognized that the government has the responsibility to make decisions
involving issues of major public policy and that it must make these decisions in a
way that is open and accountable. This legislation strikes the balance between the
need to ensure that decisions of statutory decision-makers are free from improper
political interference and the need for government to make broad public policy
decisions.13
The “Provincial interest” provisions of the ALCA (ss. 40-45) replaced Cabinet appeals. The
Attorney General explained in Hansard how the new system was intended to work:
This legislation confirms the government's commitment to preserving and
enhancing the role of the Agricultural Land Commission as the protector of
farmland. In playing this important role, the commission is not required to
consider a broad range of interests; their decisions must focus on agricultural
considerations. There may be rare instances, however, where an application
before the Land Commission has such a significant impact that it needs to be more
comprehensively considered. In these extraordinary cases, cabinet will have the
power to suspend the proceedings before the Agricultural Land Commission and
refer the matter to an independent board for consideration of its environmental,
economic, social, cultural, heritage and agricultural effects. The board will hold a
public hearing and make a public report to cabinet. In these rare cases, cabinet
will make the final decision. The board is defined in the legislation as either the
13

http://www.leg.bc.ca/hansard/35th2nd/h0712pm.htm#8512
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Environmental Assessment Board or, if that board has not been established, a
commissioner or commissioners appointed under the Inquiry Act. In either case the
board will be independent and will conduct an open and public review. We firmly
believe that this process allows cabinet to exercise its responsibility to make
significant land use decisions in an open and accountable manner.14 [emphasis added]
While the Provincial interest provisions were fine-tuned in 1999 to add further transparency and
clarity to the process for Cabinet involvement15, those provisions continue to reflect the
appropriate role of Cabinet in decision-making under the ALCA with regard to applications before
the ALC. This is of course in addition to Cabinet’s considerable power to make regulations on a
wide variety of matters, ranging from designating uses of land as farm use to specifying
permissible non-farm uses.16

V.

TRANSFORMATION INITIATIVES

The ALC’s current strategic vision seeks to realize on a reform process that began in 2001
following a core services review process by Government, which determined that the ALR serves a
compelling public interest to protect the land base for agricultural activities, and that has
continued in earnest following a more recent review triggered by the Minister of Agriculture in
2010, described above.
My August 23, 2012 Message outlined the ALC’s resource allocation targets and outlined its plan
to deliver on its realigned priorities that flowed from the review processes summarized above. I
emphasized that the ALC would in future focus more on proactive functions such as planning and
boundary reviews, with less overall time spent on the reactive function of dealing with
applications to remove land from the ALR and to authorize non-farm uses.

14

http://www.leg.bc.ca/hansard/35th2nd/h0712pm.htm#8512

15

The amendments were made following a report by the Dean of Agriculture at UBC:
http://www.agf.gov.bc.ca/polleg/quayle/stakes.htm. Section 40(3) of the ALCA now provides that “In determining
whether it is in the Provincial interest to refer a matter to the board under subsection (1), the Lieutenant Governor in
Council must take into account (a) the preservation of agricultural land as a scarce and important asset, (b) the
potential long term consequences of failing to preserve agricultural land, and (c) the province-wide context of the
matter.”

16

ALCA, s. 58, and see Agricultural Land Reserve Use, Subdivision and Procedure Regulation, B.C. Reg. 171/2002
(as amended)
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VI. PROGRESS REPORT
This section of my Message provides readers with an update on the ALC’s progress in achieving
the objectives outlined in last year’s Message.
A.

Boundary Reviews

Under this heading, my August 23, 2012 Message stated:
The ALC initiated a number of boundary reviews up to the 1990s, but the resources to
undertake that work have been severely limited since then. The ALC today recognizes
that the most realistic approach to boundary reviews is to take a more modest and
targeted approach based on the areas in greatest need of review.
Any boundary review process requires great care. A boundary review is a superior
method for fine-tuning ALR boundaries than adjudicating hundreds of exclusion
applications. The ALR will have greater integrity, and fewer applications will be
generated, where boundaries are proactively reviewed to assess whether land is or is not
suitable for inclusion in the ALR. At the same time, the purpose of a boundary review
must be clear. A boundary review process cannot be allowed to turn into a debate about
whether there is a “higher or better use” for agricultural land, or about whether a
particular farm is economically viable. As the Courts have recognized, the ALC’s duty to
preserve agricultural land requires us to take a longer term view, and to recognize that
land not suitable for one agricultural purpose today may well be suitable for another
agricultural purpose tomorrow.
ALR boundary reviews can generate a great deal of interest, and controversy. As noted
in my November 2010 Report (p. 60), it is “imperative that such reviews be conducted in
an open and transparent manner by engaging local governments, agricultural
organizations, other stakeholder groups and the general public”….

Progress Report
The ALC has been reviewing the ALR boundaries in the Elk Valley in the area generally
described as Morrissey to Elkford. The purpose of the review is to refine the ALR boundaries so
that they encompass land that is both capable and suitable for agricultural use. Land that is
subject to review is based on the following set of criteria: agricultural capability, land use, parcel
size, land characteristics (i.e. slope), previous ALC application decision history and local
government Official Community Plan reviews and other land use planning studies.
Following stakeholder consultation exercises, the ALC has initiated applications pursuant to
sections 17(1) and 29(1) of the ALCA proposing to include land to and to exclude land from the
ALR respectively. In accordance with the ALCA and procedural regulation, the ALC held a
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public hearing to provide interested parties with an opportunity to express their views as they
relate to the applications. The public hearing was held on Thursday, August 15, 2013 at the Best
Western Plus Fernie Mountain Lodge in Fernie, BC.
All application information, including the transcript of the public hearing, can be viewed at the
ALC’s website at http://www.alc.gov.bc.ca/Application_Status/Elk_Valley_Review.htm .
The balance of the ALR review in the Regional District of East Kootenay will proceed as follows:
•

Review Area 2: Electoral Area “B” – work compiling land use information is well
underway;

B.

•

Review Area 3: Electoral Area “C” – work compiling land use information has begun;

•

Review Area 4: Electoral Area “E” – Work has yet to commence in this area; and

•

Review Area 5: Electoral Areas “F/G” – Work has yet to commence in these areas.
Applications

With regard to Applications, my August 23, 2012 Message stated:
As discussed in Parts I-III above, the reality is that the ALC will no longer allow the
purely reactive role of dealing with applications to drive our allocation of priorities. This
means three things.
Firstly, applications as a class will in future receive a lower relative share of the ALC’s
overall resources. Instead of application work accounting for 80% of the ALC’s budget,
the ALC is targeting to have that work account for 30% of our budget.
Second, applications will not be addressed according to a simple “first in time” rule, but
rather according to the priority of the application, after a screening process that takes
into account the nature of the applicant, the purpose of the application, and the
application’s potential to encourage farming and the larger purposes of the ALCA.
Finally, within the targeted 30% budget allocated to application work, the ALC must find
creative ways to increase our efficiency by streamlining the processing of applications.
To achieve the streamlining objective, several initiatives are being given active
consideration. One involves creating an application process – in due course, a fully
electronic one - that places the onus to provide all relevant information on the person
making the application. (emphasis added) The days of the ALC helping to “perfect” an
application cannot continue. As with all other federal and provincial regulatory
processes in which persons seek an approval or a benefit, the onus must be on the person
applying to provide all required information. If all relevant information is not provided,
the application must be returned to the applicant until the required information is
provided. While it may in the past have been seen as a helpful public service for ALC
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staff members to “shore up” deficient applications made by landowners, this is no longer
economically feasible.
Other initiatives will also be taken. One will involve an effort to educate local
governments regarding applications that are and are not properly forwarded to the ALC.
Others will involve changes within the ALC process, including eliminating the ALC staff
report to the extent that it merely duplicates information in the file, improving the ALC’s
information management systems (as funds are available), applying the ALC’s
reconsideration power according to the language and intent of the reconsideration power
in the ALCA, and improving the panel decision-making process through ongoing training
and organization of panels. The ALC believes that these changes, together with the new
power to refuse to consider an application for non-farm use made within 5 years of a
previous application (s. 30.1), will go a long way towards allowing us to make the best
use of the limited resources that can be allocated to applications.

Progress Report
To date the ALC has implemented the following improvements:
•

Early application “vetting” process – ALC staff review new applications within one week of
receipt to identify any key documentation deficiencies to be addressed by either the applicant
or local government. This process has increased applicant and local government feedback
and will effectively transition to the online application system currently in development.
Vetting the applications also allows triaging of agricultural or agriculturally-related
applications ahead of other applications.

•

Application scanning and online access – ALC staff now prepare a digital copy of the
application file material that is provided to Commissioners electronically. Online access to
the complete application file has improved Commission meeting effectiveness and
application processing efficiency.

•

Commission meetings – In an effort to continue processing applications and manage ongoing
projects and policy and planning work, the ALC has utilized additional funding to increase
the frequency of Commission meetings to enable decisions to be made. From January 1,
2012 until May 31, 2013 the Commission met nine times, or approximately once every two
months, for a total of 28 days. These are actual meeting days and do not include
Commissioners preparation/review time, site inspections or other meetings.
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The ALC conducted a review of application processing times for all applications received from
January 1, 2012 to May 31, 2013. The ALC made decisions on almost 400 applications received
during that time period, not including requests for reconsideration. The ALC made decisions on
80% of these applications in an average of 83 days. The ALC has since met in July for 3 days
during which 105 applications were reviewed and for another 3 days the first week of October
when another 82 applications were reviewed.
The processing of applications continues to consume the majority of the ALC resources - the
volume of new applications has not abated, and the foundation of work to allow the transition
away from the application focus is not yet complete. The ongoing work being done on the
transitional projects (described next) is critical to the ALC achieving its planned shift away from
the allocation of substantial resources to processing applications at the expense of the other
aspects of the ALC’s mandate. The shift will need to await the technology and staffing matters
discussed below.
F.

Transitional Projects Supporting ALC Change

With regard to Transitional Projects, my August 23, 2012 Message stated:
In support of re-establishing the ALC’s priorities we have embarked on a number of
significant projects using the transitional funding provided by Government which is
available to the ALC until March 31, 2013. The ALC has the following transitional
projects underway:
•

Updating ALR boundary review procedural manual to provide clear and concise
guidance regarding the methodology to be employed for reviews and to ensure
boundary reviews are conducted in an open and transparent manner;

•

Upgrading information technology and information management capabilities of the
ALC’s Online Application Tracking System (OATS);

•

Designing and building a web-based application portal and client self-help kiosk to
provide enhanced web services to clients;

•

Providing online access to public information such as applications currently under
review by the Commission, status of current applications, and historical decision
minutes. Online users will have the ability to research applications based on date of
application, name, application status, region, and application type. Availability of
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online parcel and application information will be valuable to potential applicants,
local governments, real estate agents, and any member of the public conducting
research on the ALR;
•

Establishing the ability to file applications electronically will further reduce the
amount of ALC resources devoted to processing applications as the person(s) wishing
to file an application will not be able to do so until all information is completed in the
form and provide content acceptable to the ALC. The onus of completing a thorough
and well documented application will be placed on the person(s) making the
application;

•

Scanning historical documents from the 25,000 applications to provide the ALC and
its clients with greater access to information;

•

Populating the ALC database with information from approximately 25,000
applications to provide the ALC and its clients with greater access to information;

•

Digitizing and quality assurance review of historical mapping of the 25,000
applications;

•

Digitizing agricultural capability mapping to provide the ALC and its clients with
greater access to information. This mapping will also form the technical foundation
for ALR boundary reviews; and

•

Preparing a compliance and enforcement procedural handbook.

Progress Report
•

ALR boundary review procedural manual to provide clear and concise guidance
regarding the methodology to be employed for reviews and to ensure boundary
reviews are conducted in an open and transparent manner.
STATUS: Final draft prepared

•

Upgrading information technology and information management capabilities of the
ALC’s Online Application Tracking System (OATS).
STATUS: A series of upgrades to the OATS database were completed March 14,
2012 and November 8, 2012. Currently, priority is being given to development of new
OATS fields and functions that will collect, store, and report on data that is collected
through the new Online Application Portal. Other OATS upgrades will continue
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throughout 2013/2014 as a secondary priority until the Online Application Portal is
completed.
•

Designing and building a web-based application portal and client self-help kiosk to
provide enhanced web services to clients and greater access to information.
Establishing the ability to file applications electronically will further reduce the
amount of ALC resources devoted to processing applications as the person(s)
wishing to file an application will not be able to do so until all information is
completed in the form and content acceptable to the ALC. The onus of completing a
thorough and well documented application will be placed on the person(s) making
the application.
STATUS: In April 2013 a new self-service Online Application Portal (“Portal”)
prototype was delivered from the contractor to the ALC. The portal is currently being
edited by ALC staff and the contractor for content and function. Upon completion of
the delivery phase, the portal will move to usability testing which will include
consultation with anticipated portal users including potential applicants, agents, and
local government staff to obtain feedback prior to release of the portal to the public.
Usability testing is anticipated to be completed In December 2013. The online
application portal is expected to be released early in 2014.
The ALC is also creating a new website. In June 2013, the ALC contacted a web
design company to assist in developing a website strategic plan including layout for
ease of use, visual re-design, analysis of user needs and stakeholder requirements
through a website gap analysis, as well as to conduct website usability testing with
stakeholders (public, potential applicants, local governments, etc). The new website is
essential to ensure that information required by applicants to make an online
application is available and accessible.
ALC staff is working with representatives at Corporate Services for the Natural
Resource Sector and Government Communications and Public Engagement to finalize
a contract for the web design. It is anticipated that website design and development
will commence in the very near future and be completed in early 2014.
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•

Scanning historical documents from the 25,000 applications to provide the ALC and
its clients with greater access to information

•

Populating the ALC database with information from approximately 25,000
applications to provide the ALC and its clients with greater access to information;
and

•

Digitizing and quality assurance review of historical mapping of the 25,000
applications.
STATUS: Action was initiated in December 2011, with approximately 20,000 –
25,000 application files to be processed. Data entry is contingent on document
scanning as it is more efficient to extract data from the scanned images than paper
files. Consequently steps were taken to accelerate the document scanning portion of
the project, so that data entry could continue without interruption. The ALC has
concentrated on document scanning from December 2012 to today. Progress to
August 2013:
 5,888 files have been completed (documents scanned, data entered and GIS
mapping verified);
 20,458 files have been prepared for file document scanning (documents delivered
for scanning; data entry and mapping verification needed);
 20,401 files have historical documents scanned (data entry and GIS mapping
verification underway and ongoing);
 7,064 files have digital mapping of properties verified; and
 Number of paper files awaiting full digital conversion: 14,650 – 19,650.
The purpose of scanning the historical file information and entering the information
into the database is to provide greater access to information and transparency for ALC
staff, Commissioners and the public via digital documents to be made available
online.
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•

Digitizing agricultural capability mapping to provide the ALC and its clients with
greater access to information. This mapping will also form the technical
foundation for ALR boundary reviews.
STATUS: Completed

•

Preparing a compliance and enforcement procedural handbook.
STATUS: Draft prepared.

VII. STAFF RECRUITMENT: PLANNING, POLICY, COMPLIANCE & ENFORCEMENT
My August 23, 2012 Message stated as follows with regard to Planning, Policy and Compliance &
Enforcement:
Planning
In the ALC’s view, the time has come for our planning mandate to have greater
prominence, with the following elements:
• Ensuring earlier and more extensive involvement in local government planning
processes.
• Encouraging the development and adoption of more detailed, agriculturally-focused
implementation plans and strategies, such as Agriculture Area Plans, Agricultural
Strategies and Agricultural Advisory Committees.
• Updating “off the shelf” services for local governments, including the ALC’s Planning
for Agriculture Document.
• Identifying high priority areas for ALR boundary reviews.
• Identifying local governments that may be suitable for delegation agreements and
addressing in appropriate detail the issues which must be resolved before the ALC can
have confidence that a delegation agreement is appropriate.
• Re-engaging joint Ministry of Agriculture and ALC efforts regarding “strengthening
farming” legislation: Farm Practices Protection (Right to Farm) Act.
Policy
As noted by the Auditor General, the time has come for the ALC to examine our decisions
in light of existing policies to help us develop a clear policy vision for the future.
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ALC staff members have a wealth of knowledge and experience to bring to policy
development, but that resource is not currently being properly harnessed owing to the
reactive demands on the ALC. Proper policy work cannot be undertaken off the “side of
the desk”, and it is not assisted by having to be developed on an ad hoc basis in response
to a pressing need. To be of greatest value, policies that encourage farming need to
result from active engagement with stakeholders and the collection of proper data and
research, including analysis of ALC decision-making. As with the ALC’s planning role,
the time has come to devote more of the ALC’s resources to our policy role.
Compliance & Enforcement
The ALR will retain its integrity only if individuals comply with the prohibition against
using ALR land for a non-farm use, or subdividing ALR land unless authorized by the
ALC: ss. 20, 21.
The threat of prosecution is not enough to dissuade some people from breaching the
ALCA. For that reason, in 2002 the ALC was given additional powers to ensure
compliance, including the power to inspect land, to issue “stop work” and remediation
orders, and to levy administrative penalties.
As noted in my November 2010 Report, the ALC does not currently have sufficient
resources to ensure a proper number of staff dedicated to compliance and enforcement.
While there are opportunities to partner with local governments, the ALC recognizes that
we “must have the ability to act when outside help is unavailable.” (p. 65).
The ALC has determined that resource allocation to compliance and enforcement
activities must be given higher priority than some types of applications. The ALC’s reallocation of priorities will reflect this reality.

These objectives have not yet been implemented as the ALC lost several key staff positions over
the past 12 months.
Since late 2012 the ALC has worked with the Public Service Agency (PSA) to update and re-write
job descriptions/profiles, write new job profiles and to undertake classification reviews for all
ALC staff positions. Following this exercise the ALC requested approval from the Deputy
Minister to the Premier to recruit staff to fill new, vacant and acting positions for the following
business activities:

•

Increase the ALC’s compliance and enforcement capacity by hiring a C & E Coordinator.
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•

Increase the ALC’s access to professional advice by hiring 1 or 2 Professional
Agrologists specializing in soil science, to assist with the review of applications, ALR
boundary reviews and in compliance and enforcement matters such as illegal land filling.

•

Move the ALC toward a more proactive planning role by restructuring and filling vacant
planner positions, a new planning manager position, and a vacant policy positions. The
proactive planning model will enable the ALC to strengthen ties to local government land
use planning and to more readily deal with emerging issues that relate to land use
agriculture. The added planners will also facilitate the commencement of concurrent
ALR boundary reviews in northern and central British Columbia and allow more
discussion with the oil & gas sector to look for new and creative opportunities to balance
the preservation of agricultural land with oil and gas activities.

•

Increase the ALC’s ability for oversight of delegation agreements; and

•

Increase the ALC’s information management capacity (website, Freedom of Information
(FOI) requests, statistics, annual reporting and client self-help) by recruiting an
information coordinator.

As of August 2013, the ALC has received approval from the Deputy Minister to the Premier to
recruit the required positions. Recruitment is underway and it is anticipated most, if not all,
positions will be filled by January 2014.

VIII. OIL AND GAS ISSUES
Approximately half of the land in the ALR lies within the northern region of British Columbia,
with one-third of the provincial ALR lying in the northeast. It is sometimes assumed that because
this ALR land is in the “north” this equates to the land being of lesser agricultural capability and
suitability. In fact, this region of the province contains some of the best quality agricultural land in
the province. As is well known, this is also a region of the province in which there is considerable
potential for oil and gas exploration and development.
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The ALC has long recognized that oil and gas activities in the ALR are generally temporary in
nature and are vitally important to the economic wellbeing of British Columbia. Since 1976 the
ALC has worked collaboratively with industry to develop a streamlined process of allowing the
non-farm use of land in the ALR for oil and gas activities without the need of an application based
on agreed to conditions.
Oil and gas activities are one of the “non-farm uses” the ALC may authorize under the ALCA. In
recognition of the special features attending this particular type of non-farm use (need for speedy
approvals, usually temporary works, need to ensure proper remediation and reclamation), the ALC
first passed a “General Order” specific to oil and gas development in the ALR in 1976 that
facilitated a streamlining of the approval process by removing the requirement for an application
for specified oil and gas uses in the ALR. New legislation and regulation that came into force on
November 1, 2002 provided the ALC with the ability, through a delegation agreement with an
authority, to exempt certain non-farm use applications. In 2004 the ALC entered into a delegation
agreement with the Oil and Gas Commission (OGC) as authorized by s. 26 of the ALCA. These
agreements - which recognize the specialized nature of the OGC and the ALC’s confidence in its
ability to administer the delegation agreement - allow the OGC to exercise the ALC’s power to
decide applications for non-farm use, and may exempt a non-farm use in a specified area within
the jurisdiction of the authority from the requirement of an application on the condition that the
authority conducts audits and reports to the ALC as required by the agreement.
In June 2013, an updated delegation agreement was entered into between the ALC and the OGC,
entitled Delegation Agreement for Oil and Gas Uses in the Agricultural Land Reserve Peace
River Regional District and Northern Rockies Regional Municipality.17 As stated in the recitals to
that agreement, a key purpose of the delegation agreement is to “further the one window
regulation of the oil and gas sector in British Columbia and seek ways to streamline and improve
the review and approval processes for oil and gas activities and ancillary activities on agricultural
reserve lands while preserving agricultural lands and encouraging the farming of agricultural

17

http://www.bcogc.ca/content/ogc-alc-delegation-agreement
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lands”. The key terms of that delegation agreement, and the accompanying safeguards, terms and
conditions attached, can be found in the full agreement.18

From 1976 to today, the ALC has consistently recognized that the significant economic
contributions of the oil and gas industry are vitally important to the economic wellbeing of British
Columbia while remaining focused on its mandate to preserve agricultural land and encourage
farming. The various iterations of the General Orders and the current ALC/OGC Delegation
Agreement attempts to balance the competing goals of the oil and gas industry and agricultural
land preservation.

IX. ACKNOWLEDGMENT
In preparing this year’s message, I have taken pause to reflect on the tremendous amount of effort
I have asked of my staff to maintain the momentum of change at the ALC. Despite being few in
numbers, staff has embraced the ALC’s new direction and dedicated themselves to assisting me
and my Commission colleagues to achieve our goals. The phenomenal amount of work to initiate
the ALR boundary review in the East Kootenays, to manage all the transitional projects and to
undertake staff recruitment, has all been done in addition to the other duties associated with the
day to day work of the ALC - planning, policy development, processing applications, compliance
& enforcement and liaising with the Ministry. The result has been truly amazing. I cannot express
enough to staff how proud I am of their absolute commitment to the ALC.
I am also thankful for the commitment and support of my Commissioner colleagues. I can say
without hesitation that the ALC now functions as a cohesive team (Commissioners and staff) that
is open to debate, respectful of opinions, welcoming of creativity and most importantly; a team
that is committed to the mandate of preserving British Columbia’s precious agricultural land base.
Thank you all.

____________________________________
Richard Bullock, Chair
Provincial Agricultural Land Commission
18

The full agreement is available at: http://www.alc.gov.bc.ca/Delegation/ALC-OGC/ogc-alc-delegation-agreementupdated-june-132013%5B1%5D.pdf
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ANNEX D
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

October 3, 2013

TO:

Planning and Development Committee, October 17, 2013

FROM:

Teresa Fortin, Planner

RE:

Invitation to Meet with the South Coast Conservation Program

RECOMMENDATION
The Planning and Development Committee recommend a date for a workshop with the
South Coast Conservation Program.

BACKGROUND
The Regional District has received an invitation from the Sunshine Coast Conservation Program
(SCCP) to attend a workshop later this fall (see Attachment A). The date has not yet been
determined. Staff would like Regional District Directors to confirm a date that works best for
those who would like to attend.
DISCUSSION
The SCCP is a multi partner conservation program helping facilitate projects and activities to
restore and protect species and ecological communities at risk on the South Coast of BC. Their
projects are funded by the Province and other groups (eg Real Estate Foundation of BC). This
summer they hosted a 2-day workshop at Buccaneer Bay Provincial Park for the community to
learn about and help protect the unique and endangered coastal sand ecosystems of the
Sunshine Coast. The group has also hosted an invasive plant weed pull on Thormanby Island.
SCCP are in the process of hosting a series of workshops for local government and decision
makers. The are interested in engaging those people who are involved in land use decisions
that impact species at risk. They would like both politicians and staff from all local governments
to attend (Powell River Regional District, Sunshine Coast Regional District, District of Sechelt,
Sechelt Indian Band, Town of Gibsons and other First Nation governments.)
A draft agenda for the upcoming workshop is expected soon.
Dates for the Regional District to consider include:
• Wednesday, October 30
• Friday, November 1

N:\Administration\0230 Associations, Clubs, Societies\0230-01 Associations - General\2013 oct sunshine coast conservation
program workshop date pdc report.docx
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Other Related Regional District Initiatives
The Regional District has expressed interest in seeking options to learn more about local
biodiversity and conservation issues on the Coast. For example, the Regional District does
have “Habitat Conservation Strategy 1” listed as a planning initiative for the 2014 budget year.
Also, in 2011, the Board adopted a resolution regarding biodiversity:
371/11

THAT staff from the Planning, Parks and Mapping Divisions provide a joint
report on what their participation in the Sunshine Coast Biodiversity
Strategy Framework project would involve; what part of that involvement
would be related to Rural and/or Regional planning; what impact the
involvement will have on work plans and what would be the ongoing costs
for the Regional District.

It is possible that SCCP initiatives might align with the intent of the Regional District.
CONCLUSION
Staff recommend that the Planning and Development Committee recommend a date for the
workshop with the South Coast Conservation Program.

1

As listed in the 2013 proposed Planning initiatives: Undertake a scoping exercise in consideration of a
region-wide strategy for habitat conservation, with a particular focus on under-recognized habitats.
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Attachment A

Founded in 2005, the SCCP is a multi partner conservation program
helping facilitate projects and activities to restore and protect
species and ecological communities at risk on
the South Coast of B.C.

	
  
	
  	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
September	
  19,	
  2013	
  
	
  
	
  
Re:	
  Invitation	
  to	
  participate	
  in	
  regional	
  dialogue	
  on	
  land	
  use	
  planning	
  for	
  species	
  and	
  ecosystems	
  at	
  
risk.	
  
	
  

Dear	
  Ms.	
  Teresa	
  Fortin,	
  
	
  

On	
  behalf	
  of	
  the	
  South	
  Coast	
  Conservation	
  Program	
  (SCCP)	
  and	
  partners,	
  it	
  is	
  my	
  pleasure	
  to	
  invite	
  you	
  
to	
  attend	
  our	
  ‘Making	
  species	
  and	
  ecosystems	
  at	
  risk	
  part	
  of	
  local	
  land	
  use	
  choices	
  ‘regional	
  dialogue	
  
session	
  on	
  October	
  24,	
  2013	
  (session	
  information	
  can	
  be	
  found	
  at	
  the	
  end	
  of	
  this	
  letter).	
  The	
  purpose	
  of	
  
this	
  session	
  is	
  to	
  provide	
  a	
  platform	
  for	
  local	
  government	
  officials	
  and	
  staff	
  of	
  the	
  Sunshine	
  Coast	
  Region	
  
to	
  discuss	
  the	
  challenges,	
  opportunities	
  and	
  solutions	
  for	
  integrating	
  species	
  and	
  ecosystems	
  at	
  risk	
  into	
  
land	
  use	
  planning.	
  	
  
	
  
The	
  SCRD	
  and	
  the	
  South	
  Coast	
  Region	
  more	
  broadly	
  support	
  some	
  of	
  the	
  highest	
  biodiversity	
  in	
  Canada.	
  
Ensuring	
  this	
  diverse	
  natural	
  capital	
  remains	
  healthy	
  is	
  integral	
  to	
  sustaining	
  community	
  health	
  and	
  well-‐
being.	
  Addressing	
  local	
  planning	
  that	
  includes	
  biodiversity	
  and	
  sensitive	
  ecosystems	
  varies	
  significantly	
  
across	
  the	
  regional	
  landscape.	
  	
  Local	
  governments	
  have	
  limited	
  resources	
  and	
  capacity	
  to	
  address	
  this	
  
disparity.	
  	
  As	
  such,	
  it	
  is	
  the	
  aim	
  of	
  the	
  SCCP	
  to	
  facilitate	
  the	
  opportunity	
  for	
  local	
  governments	
  to	
  come	
  
together	
  and	
  find	
  solutions	
  that	
  address	
  the	
  regional	
  dimensions	
  of	
  species	
  and	
  ecosystems	
  at	
  risk	
  
issues.	
  	
  	
  
	
  
This	
  initiative,	
  funded	
  by	
  the	
  Real	
  estate	
  Foundation	
  of	
  British	
  Columbia,	
  supports	
  components	
  of	
  the	
  
B.C.	
  Government’s	
  Species	
  and	
  Ecosystems	
  at	
  Risk	
  and	
  Local	
  Governments	
  Working	
  Group	
  (SEAR	
  LGWG)	
  
recommendations	
  found	
  in	
  “Working	
  Together	
  to	
  Protect	
  Species	
  at	
  Risk:	
  Strategies	
  Recommended	
  by	
  
Local	
  Government	
  to	
  Improve	
  Conservation	
  on	
  Municipal,	
  Regional	
  and	
  Private	
  Lands	
  in	
  British	
  
Columbia.”	
  	
  	
  
	
  
The	
  SCCP	
  is	
  a	
  partner	
  in	
  the	
  provincial	
  process	
  and	
  the	
  regional	
  dialogues	
  are	
  a	
  continuation	
  of	
  a	
  
Provincial	
  Species	
  and	
  Ecosystems	
  at	
  Risk	
  Symposium	
  taking	
  place	
  October7-‐8th	
  in	
  Vancouver.	
  The	
  
roundtable	
  discussions	
  will	
  provide	
  local	
  governments	
  the	
  opportunity	
  to	
  share	
  information,	
  explore	
  
case	
  study	
  examples,	
  discuss	
  challenges	
  and	
  develop	
  solutions	
  that	
  are	
  relevant	
  to	
  each	
  specific	
  region.	
  	
  
Session	
  dates	
  and	
  locations	
  are	
  as	
  follows:	
  
	
  
Squamish-‐Lillooet:	
  October	
  17th	
  ,	
  hosted	
  by	
  the	
  Resort	
  Municipality	
  of	
  Whistler	
  at	
  the	
  Whistler	
  Library	
  	
  
Sunshine	
  Coast-‐Powell	
  River	
  :	
  October	
  24	
  (	
  Venue	
  TBD)	
  
Fraser	
  Valley:	
  October	
  31st	
  hosted	
  at	
  the	
  Reach	
  Gallery	
  in	
  Abbotsford	
  
Metro	
  Vancouver:	
  November	
  7th	
  hosted	
  at	
  Metro	
  Vancouver	
  (Venue	
  TBD)	
  
	
  
The	
  SCCP	
  recognizes	
  that	
  local	
  governments	
  are	
  committed	
  to	
  the	
  long-‐term	
  health	
  and	
  resiliency	
  of	
  
their	
  local	
  communities.	
  Your	
  participation	
  will	
  be	
  key	
  to	
  ensuring	
  the	
  success	
  of	
  this	
  initiative.	
  	
  We	
  
The South Coast Conservation Program
info@sccp.ca, www.sccp.ca
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Founded in 2005, the SCCP is a multi partner conservation program
helping facilitate projects and activities to restore and protect
species and ecological communities at risk on
the South Coast of B.C.

sincerely	
  hope	
  you	
  will	
  join	
  us	
  in	
  the	
  regional	
  dialogue	
  session	
  and	
  pass	
  this	
  invitation	
  on	
  to	
  interested	
  
colleagues.	
  	
  	
  	
  
	
  
The	
  SCCP	
  looks	
  forward	
  to	
  your	
  response	
  and	
  contributions	
  to	
  this	
  important	
  project.	
  	
  If	
  you	
  have	
  any	
  
questions	
  or	
  require	
  clarification	
  please	
  do	
  not	
  hesitate	
  to	
  contact	
  me	
  at	
  conservationplanner@sccp.ca	
  
or	
  778-‐866-‐8112.	
  	
  
	
  
Sincerely,	
  
	
  
Jenna	
  Bedore,	
  B.Sc.,	
  MRM,	
  
Conservation	
  Planner	
  
South	
  Coast	
  Conservation	
  Program

The South Coast Conservation Program
info@sccp.ca, www.sccp.ca
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ANNEX E
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

October 3, 2013

TO:

Planning and Development Committee – October 17, 2013

FROM:

Andrew Allen, Planner

RE:

Subdivision Access

RECOMMENDATION
THAT the Planner’s report on subdivision access, dated October 3, 2013 be received for
information.

BACKGROUND
At the Regional District Board meeting on September 12, 2013 the following resolution was
passed:
Board Resolution 392/13 #6:
“The Community Services Committee recommended that the issue of how easements are
negotiated when subdivision is undertaken and the need for access from an unsubdivided
property be referred to a future Planning and Development Committee for discussion.”
The purpose of this report is to provide information and examples of access requirements during
subdivision and to provide for further discussion at the October Planning and Development
Committee meeting.

DISCUSSION
The approval of subdivisions is governed by the Land Title Act. Section 75 of the Land Title Act
pertains to access, as follows:
“75 (1) A subdivision must comply with the following, and all other, requirements in this Part:
(a) to the extent of the owner's control, there must be a sufficient highway to provide
necessary and reasonable access;
(i) to all new parcels, and
(ii) through the land subdivided to land lying beyond or around the subdivided land;”
The essential component of this section is that each parcel must have access and that access
shall be provided to other land beyond and around the subject parcel, if deemed necessary by
the Provincial Approving Officer. The Approving Officer is ultimately responsible for determining
access requirements for subdivisions and how the current subdivision fits with existing and
future road networks in the surrounding area. The SCRD can provide comments and input on
this topic, however it is the Approving Officer who makes the final determination on access
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Subdivision Access Requirements

requirements during subdivision review. This is the first component of subdivision approvals
within the subdivision requirements section of the Land Title Act. Essentially the design of
subdivisions starts with access, then other components such as safe building sites, septic fields,
park dedication and trails are considered. Sufficient access is required either from existing
roads or new road construction. Generally, subdivisions cannot be created when relying on
easements or undedicated access ways through adjacent properties.
In current subdivisions, that require new access points, road must be dedicated and constructed
to provide suitable access to each parcel. This is in contrast to the early subdivisions on the
Sunshine Coast, starting in the late 1890’s and onward. The early subdivisions simply had to
provide road dedication and not necessarily construction. As a result many roads exist on
paper but do not appear on the land.
A property owner may appeal to the Approving Officer to relief from Section 75 of the Land Title
Act. This may occur where there are already several options to access adjacent lands and
further road dedication would be excessive.

DL
877

DL
1576
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Above is an example of Gambier Island in the vicinity of Sir Thomas Lipton Park:

District Lot 1297 was subdivided in 1910; each parcel has road access and there is one access
point to the ocean. Road is directed to land beyond in a couple of locations including District Lot
1576 to the north, along the bay. District Lot 877 was subdivided in 1998 and it also has a road
network throughout, including road and ocean access to the park. Road access was also
granted to land beyond and to the boundary of District Lot 1576 to the south west.
The mapping indicates a road bed through District Lot 1576 connecting the adjacent subdivision
district lots. The absence of the grey outline around the road bed indicates that it is not a
dedicated road, but rather an undedicated access way. It appears to be a private road; however
it is not known what if any statutory rights of ways, easements, or other agreements are in
place.
In some cases undedicated road ways can be considered public roads. Section 42 of the
Transportation Act states that if public money has been spent on a road way it is deemed to be
a highway, even if the road is not dedicated. This applies only to the travelled road surface (from
edge of pavement to edge of pavement). This is the case on many parts of the Sunshine Coast
Highway, particularly throughout the Middlepoint area. Along the highway it is easy to
demonstrate public money being spent on the road; however, it is not apparent if public money
has been spent on the road throughout District Lot 1576 on Gambier Island.
Another example of a subdivision with difficult access is the upper Roberts Creek area around
Pixton and Firburn Roads, as shown below:
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In this example the original subdivision was created in 1910 with the road network on a grid
pattern north-south and east west orientation. All parcels had road frontage and roads were
dedicated to land on, beyond and around the subdivision. The roads were not constructed for
this subdivision as it was likely a speculative subdivision. At a much later date in 1991, a Forest
Service Road (known locally as Lemon Road) was constructed for access through the original
subdivision for forestry purposes. This access was constructed for easy access up the hill slope
and follows the grade of the hill slope rather than a road grid pattern. At that time most or all of
the parcels were under single ownership so the location of the forestry road in relation to parcel
boundaries was not an issue.
In the early 2000’s, after the forest company completed its operations in this area, properties
were sold for residential purposes. Out of convenience property owners were using the forest
service roads as well as driving over one another’s properties to reach their properties. In some
cases owners shared easements in other case there was unlawful passing over private
properties.
The original road network was partially constructed but not up to current standard. Recently the
Ministry of Forests announced its intention of removing the forest service road which would
cause a hardship for many property owners in the area. The forest service road was not
intended to be used for residential access and unfortunately the lack of a proper road network in
area left many owners with no other options. Many subdivisions from the early 1900’s are
subject to similar shortcomings.

Summary
As stated at the outset of the report, providing secure access to all parcels in a subdivision and
to adjacent land is a fundamental component of subdivision. In some cases on existing
subdivisions, due to un-dedicated right of ways or forest service roads that evolve into
residential access routes, access to properties can become a complex issue. However when
reviewing new subdivisions it is closely examined how each parcel will be accessed and what
level of construction is required. When designing subdivisions parcels must have secure road
and/or ocean access and cannot rely on unsecure access from adjacent parcels.
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ANNEX F
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

October 3, 2013

TO:

Planning and Development Committee, October 17, 2013

FROM:

Andrew Allen, Planner, Planning & Development Division

RE:

OCP / ZONING AMENDMENT BYLAW NOS. 600.2, 2011 & 310.138, 2011
(PENONZEK AND JOHNSON) FOR LOT Z, D.L. 909, PLAN LMP24780,
1282 SUNNYSIDE ROAD

RECOMMENDATION:
1. THAT Bylaws 600.2, 2011 and 310.138, 2011 (Penonzek and Johnson) be
forwarded to the Board for consideration of 3rd reading, as amended;
2. AND THAT prior to adoption the registered owners enter into a covenant
agreeing:
i.

That the subdivision layout will substantially comply with the site
plan entitled “Plan of Possible Subdivision of Lot Z, D.L. 909, Plan
LMP24780 to Accompany Rezoning Application” and, dated August
14, 2013;

ii.

That the developer will work with adjacent property owners to assist
in maintaining existing driveway accesses.

BACKGROUND:
For the past two years the Regional District has been reviewing an application for an official
community plan (OCP) and zoning bylaw amendment affecting Lot Z, D.L. 909, Plan LMP24780
located in proximity to Grandview and Sunnyside Roads Elphinstone (1282 Sunnyside Road).
The bylaws were granted second reading in July of this year. At that time the bylaws had a
minor typo where the legal description in one location was written correctly and in another
location two of the numbers in the subdivision plan number were reversed. Should the Bylaw
be granted 3rd reading, this minor error shall be corrected with an amended reading. The typo
has no impact on the use or density of the property and can be changed at this time without
further public hearing or notification. The amended bylaw will also remove the word ‘and’ in
between Comprehensive Development (and) Cluster Housing.
The intent of OCP Amendment Bylaw 600.2 is to re-designate the property from Rural
Residential to Residential C and to remove the property from Comprehensive Development
Cluster Housing Area #4. The intent of Zoning Bylaw 310.138 is to change the subdivision
district from F (10,000 square metre average) to C (2,000 square metre minimum).
If approved the changes in OCP designation and zoning will enable the property to be
subdivided into 2,000 square metre parcels and will remove the potential to create additional
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clustered development on the site. The application is a mix between the existing low density
rural residential development and the higher density clustering policies within the OCP.
The applicant has offered 20 per cent park dedication (which includes formalising of the trail
network) and protection of the wetland in the north east corner if the bylaws are adopted and the
subdivision proceeds.
The bylaw amendments have been considered by the Elphinstone Advisory Planning
Commission (APC) on two occasions: September 28, 2011 and April 24, 2013. At each
occasion the APC supported the bylaw amendments.
There were two public information meetings: December 5, 2012 and June 24, 2013.
The meetings were summarised in the July 18, 2013 Planning and Development Committee
report.
PUBLIC HEARING
A public hearing was held September 11, 2013 at Frank West Hall. The report of the public
hearing is attached to this report for review. There were several speakers who either spoke in
opposition to the bylaws or expressed concern. The concerns were not primarily centred on the
density of the development but rather the road that would run through the property and the
future impact on Sunnyside Road and the surrounding neighbourhood.
There were a couple of comments on the wetland area at the north east corner of the property.
One comment expressed concern about development near the wetland and the other comment
indicate support of providing a no-disturbance covenant around the wetland area.
The primary sentiment regarding the road dedication is that it is inconsistent with the OCP and
unnecessary for a development of this size and scale and in this location.
Frustration was expressed not so
much at the site plan of the
proposed development but the road
network, and the fact the Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure
was not willing to consider the
desire of the surrounding
neighbourhood to prevent a
through road.
Concern was also expressed about
the loss of existing access on
Sunnyside. This can be addressed
at subdivision stage when the road
extension plans are being
designed.
The Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure is the approving
authority for subdivisions within the
electoral areas and does have final
deciding factor when it comes to
subdivision layout.

Sunnyside Rd

Subject
Property
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Although there is no subdivision application for the property at this time, the intent of the bylaw
amendments is to subdivide the property and therefore the review has been treated like a
subdivision.
Ministry staff, including the Provincial Approving Officer for the Lower Mainland District, have
visited the site to determine road requirements at the future subdivision stage.
Road access to all parcels within a subdivision and to land surrounding and beyond the
subdivision is the Ministry’s primary concern when considering subdivision approval. Ministry
staff determined that a road through the property to Lot D to the north will be required at
subdivision stage.
While on-site to review road network options it was determined that there was no opportunity to
access the property from Grandview Road as the ravine runs straight through into the road
allowance for 13th street. The topography and environmental sensitivity do not provide an
opportunity for suitable road connection.
The Approving Officer did not support access from the south east corner of the property from
Grandview Road as this would have introduced a new off-set intersection halfway between the
existing intersections of 13th and 14th Street with Grandview.
The Ministry is not amenable to creating a cul-de-sac ending within Lot Z as the one way length
west of Clark Road already exceeds current length standards. The Ministry is seeking road
connectivity for future developments.
After all options were considered the Approving Officer and the development technician staff at
the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure felt a road connection north toward Lot D was
the best option.
To date there has been no discussion between the
SCRD and the owners of Lot D pertaining to future
development plans. Three mail notifications were
conducted during the bylaw amendment review
process and the owners did not contact staff, nor
attend public meetings.
There is no mechanism to decide during a
development review of Lot Z what road dedication
requirements will be required during a development
review of Lot D. If the road does extend through Lot
Z there will certainly be connectivity requirements
within Lot D. If could be one or both of a connection
at the north end toward Chaster Road or a
connection at the western boundary on Fairview
Road, which links to Grandview Heights Road.
A connection to Fairview only would help maintain
the local qualities of the road, whereas a connection
to King Road would open the road up to more
through traffic.

Subject
Property

The adjacent image is a portion of the
Transportation map within the Elphinstone OCP.
This shows a road network through the property
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extending from 13th street to the King and Chaster intersection and up to the highway.
As discussed above the decision has been made by the Ministry to not to pursue the road up
from 13th street due to the ravine and the associated constraints. The Planning and
Development Division support this decision and have negotiated the 20 per cent park and trail
dedication to be located within this ravine area.
The map schedule does show a road through the property toward the north. It does not show a
connection to Sunnyside; however there are no policies within the OCP which would prevent
Sunnyside from being utilised for access into the subject property.
Sunnyside is not intended on being used as a collector but it abuts onto the subject property,
which is intended on granting land at development stage for connected road network. This
contributed toward the Ministry’s decision for a through road network.
There are several objectives and policies within the OCP which support connected road
networks for the purpose of providing through roads for local and through traffic and providing
easier access to transit. In summary the proposed road is not exactly as depicted in the OCP, it
varies due to terrain constraints; however it is also not entirely inconsistent with the mapping,
objectives and policies within the OCP.
OPTIONS:
The options at this time are to proceed with the bylaw amendments to 3rd reading and adoption,
defeat the bylaw and encourage a new application, which features a clustered development
supported by the OCP, or defeat the bylaws, which would still allow a simple lot split as provided
for in the existing zoning.
Proceeding with the bylaws will enable an agreement with the applicant to preserve the trail
connectivity through the site, secure a 20% park dedication, protection of the wetland and
implementation of a storm water drainage plan at subdivision stage. This will also include a
road dedication through the property, which as described above leads to uncertainty about how
the road may be configured through the adjacent Lot D, when it is considered for development.
If the bylaws are defeated due to lack of support throughout the review period and at the public
hearing, it could be suggested that the owners devise a plan more in line with the OCP. This
option would not address the issues as it would require a road through and introduce more
dwellings than currently being contemplated. One of the reasons this option was not pursued
was the expense required to design and install a community sewage system. A community
sewage system for a development containing less than 20-25 units can be costly for
development and maintenance. It is simpler to maintain a 2,000 square metre or larger parcel
size than can be serviced by individual septic fields.
Defeating the bylaw and knowing that the subdivision can proceed under the current F
subdivision district is also problematic. A lot split would not garner park dedication or trail
connectivity across the head of the ravine toward Grandview and Grandview Heights Roads. It
is also likely that the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure will continue to require a road
dedication through to the north property line. If this occurs the development will have the
feature that concerns the community, without the benefits of green space dedication and
preservation. This would be an unfortunate scenario.
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CONCLUSION:
Although the development is unpopular with some of the neighbours in the Sunnyside and
Grandview Heights Road area, Planning staff feel that proceeding with the application as
proposed is the best outcome of the potential scenarios.
It is recommended that the development as proposed proceed as proposed subject to a
covenanted agreement from the owner at subdivision stage to dedicate the park and trail as
shown, to protect the wetland with covenant and to implement a storm water management plan.

__________________
Andrew Allen, Planner
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SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT

REPORT OF A PUBLIC HEARING HELD AT
FRANK WEST HALL
1224 Chaster Road, Elphinstone, BC
September 11, 2013

"Elphinstone Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 600.2, 2011”
and
“Sunshine Coast Regional District Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 310.138, 2011”
PRESENT:

Chair, Area F Director
Alternate Chair, Area B Director

L. Turnbull
L. Lewis

ALSO PRESENT:

Planner
Recording Secretary
Members of the Public

A. Allen
J. Stevens
26

CALL TO ORDER
The public hearing for "Elphinstone Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 600.2, 2011”
and “Sunshine Coast Regional District Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 310.138, 2011” was called to
order at 6:30 pm.
L. Turnbull, Chair
The Chair introduced staff in attendance and read prepared remarks with respect to the procedures to be
followed at the public hearing. The Chair then indicated that following the conclusion of the public
hearing the SCRD Board may, without further notice or hearing, adopt or defeat the bylaws or alter and
then adopt the bylaws providing the alteration does not alter the use or increase the density. She then
asked Andrew Allen, Planner, Planning & Development, to introduce "Elphinstone Official Community
Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 600.2, 2011” and “Sunshine Coast Regional District Zoning Amendment
Bylaw No. 310.138, 2011”.
PURPOSE OF BYLAW
Andrew Allen, Planner, SCRD Planning and Development
The Planner began by explaining that the subject property is located at 1282 Sunnyside Road and is
described legally as Lot Z, District Lot 909, Plan LMP24780. The property is designated in the
Elphinstone OCP as Rural Residential. The corresponding zoning for the Rural Residential OCP
designation is RU1-F and the Residential C OCP designation is R2-C. The proposal is to change the OCP
land use designation from Rural Residential to Residential C – (OCP Amendment 600.2) and the zoning
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from RU1-F to R2-C (Zoning Amendment 310.138) to enable a residential subdivision. Currently the
property could be subdivided in half, whereas the rezoning application could create up to six parcels,
whereas the OCP has a provision that might enable 12-15 parcels.
Zoning amendments must be consistent with the OCP designations and therefore in order to change the
zoning to allow subdivision the OCP must be changed as well.
CONSULTATION
APC Referral
The application was referred to the Area E Advisory Planning Commission on two occasions: September
28, 2011 and April 24, 2013 at both occasions the APC favoured the half acre parcels over the smaller
parcels recommended in the OCP.
Public Information Meetings
An initial public information meeting was on December 5, 2012 with a follow up meeting June 24, 2013.
At the first public information meeting the proposal was presented and there were several questions about
the process and development of the site.
The intent of the follow up meeting was to show the three options; existing zoning, OCP designation and
proposal and describe how they relate to the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure’s requirement
for road dedication.
At both meetings there were concerns expressed around traffic, road network, drainage, protection of the
wetland and site layout.
Agency Referrals
As part of the Regional District’s consultation program, the application was referred to the Vancouver
Coastal Health Authority (VCHA) and the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure (MoTI) for
comment.
VCHA indicated that it has no objection to the bylaw amendment. The applicant has been working with
VCHA to ensure that each parcel has sufficient soil for on-site septic treatment.
The MoTI has no objection to the bylaw but indicated that an extension of Sunnyside Road to the north
property line will be required at subdivision. MoTI staff including the Provincial Approving Officer for
the Lower Mainland District visited the site and determined this road extension will be required if the
property subdivides.
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Site Plan
•

20% park dedication – subdivisions that meet the zoning trigger 5% dedication

•

Formalizing trail network

•

Shows location of existing dwelling, septic fields, wetland

•

Preliminary drainage plan involves rock pits on each site and filtered into drainage course.

Written Submissions:
The Planner concluded his remarks, advised that four submission letters had been received and that a
report of this public hearing would be forwarded to the October, 2013 Planning & Development
Committee meeting for consideration of options.
The Chair asked the Planner to read aloud the four letters of submission.
The Planner read aloud four letters of submission as follows and which are attached to this report.
•
•
•
•

Email letter of opposition dated September 10, 2013 from Mr. Clinton Smart, 1136 Sunnyside
Elphinstone, BC
Letter of opposition dated September 10, 2013 from Ms. S. Goddard, 1136 Sunnyside,
Elphinstone, BC
Letter of concern from David and Jill King, 1243 Sunnyside Road, Elphinstone, BC
Letter of support dated September 8, 2013 from Ms. Marion Toffan, 170 Grandview Heights Road,
Elphinstone

The Chair called a first time for submissions.
Mrs. Anna Vrkic
399 King Road
Elphinstone, BC
Mrs. Vrkic said she is opposed to the rezoning application. The proposed rezoning would bring about a
higher density of population and vehicle traffic which would have a negative affect on the rural nature of
this area. She said that many people herself included choose to live in a rural setting and that the area
should remain residential and the size of the lots should not be reduced.
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Mr. Rick Cloherty
1164 Sunnyside Road
Elphinstone, BC
Mr. Cloherty is opposed to changing the bylaws. He believes the increased density from the proposed
subdivision will have a deep impact on the roadway system, especially due to the MoTI plan for the
proposed extension of Sunnyside Road to Lot D for the subdivision. He added that the past two OCP’s
continue to reflect Sunnyside Road terminating at a residential property. This proposal changes that quite
dramatically. The road will make that turn to the north and MoTI wants to see that road continue.
He read aloud a letter delivered to SCRD Planning from the MoTI that in summary said the following:
“It has been and will continue to be the Ministry’s intention to extend Sunnyside Road in the interim of
with the ultimate goal of creating a local road connection in the future with the development of Lot D
(which is the Lot to the north of Lot Z in the proposed subdivision development). The purpose of the
expansion would be to provide access to properties abutting the road and to the lands beyond. The exact
layout and connection would be determined as part of the development of Lot D. The further expansion
of Sunnyside Road without a connection is not supported by the Ministry”.
Mr. Cloherty further said that the MoTI has a completely different concept for Sunnyside Road than what
is in the Elphinstone Official Community Plan. He further said that the MoTI prefers long straight lines
which as a consequence using Gibsons as an example does not always work. He does not begrudge the
developer the right to put the four houses at the end of it accessed by a driveway and basically leave the
street alone. He said that Sunnyside is a tranquil save, secure street for families, and that if the proposed
subdivision is permitted to go forward the neighbourhood is looking at a drastic change to ultimately
squeeze another two building lots in.
Mr. Scott Davis
174 Grandview Heights Road
Elphinstone, BC
Mr. Davis said his family and he are not against the proposed development for the new homes and new
neighbours that would be here but they are against the way the proposed road is designed. Previous
before the last meeting there was a plan shown on the SCRD website on the internet which showed that
the road terminated at a cul-de-sac. That cul-de-sac road also had a small 10 metre road for emergency
vehicles which he was happy to see and that he supported but the meeting that followed showed that the
road was gone and instead of 5 lots there was 6. Mr. Davis said he was not upset about the 5 to 6 lot
change as he thinks that is OK but is very upset about the road and still is. He thinks it is a very odd
situation that the MoTI would recommend that a road like Sunnyside would suddenly turn 90 degrees and
stop temporally for who knows how long because there is no set plan.
Mr. Davis said he is not objecting to the proposal for this development but feels sorry for the applicant
because he is put in this situation because of the road. He said a dead end road that turns 90 degrees is
confusing to people and that is logical, and emergency vehicles follow to the end of this and where do
they turn around? Mr. Davis said that Lot D which is directly above already has a road frontage on
Chaster and a secondary one off of Fairview, and for this reason he does not understand why Lot D
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deserves to have three road accesses for its size and shape when Lot Z has two accesses which are
Grandview and Sunnyside. He said this does not make any sense to him and his family and for these
reasons he is opposed to the rezoning.
Mr. Ward Ellis-Winters
1106 Sunnyside Road
Elphinstone, BC
Mr. Winters said that the difficulty with this plan is not necessarily what the developer is trying to do with
regard to building homes with this density, but the problem is that the property owners are being asked to
make decisions that have an impact on the future which will impact their children because of the whole
issue of the road. He believes that this road that comes and terminates at Lot D is a road that would
continue up to Chaster Road which continues up to King and then continues up to the Highway, so what
that does is then put the property owners in a position of making a decision not about whether there will
be six more families but a decision about a road that will lead to a thoroughfare up to the Highway that
will affect all of the families on Sunnyside and Clark as well.
He said that the difficulty that they have is that they have to look at opposing this plan in order to
accomplish what they really want which is to stop the road from going through and keeping the area small
rural and calm for their children. He said he moved here five years ago and that he moved specifically to
this street for his young children and the safety of that park and the safety of the road, and now what
being proposed is essentially a link to the Highway through our residential street.
Ms. Karen Mahoney
1210 Sunnyside Road
Elphinstone, BC
Ms. Mahoney is opposed to both bylaw amendments on the grounds of the road changes and the nature of
the community that she lives in. She said that she lives in one of the bigger lots and that she loves that it
is a rural road and that the rezoning is dealing with not so much the application as its implications for the
road and thanked the applicant for offering to protect the wetland with a covenant.
Mr. Larry Penonzek
70 Head Road
Elphinstone, BC
He said that he hears everyone’s concerns but for the most part they are out of his hands. The OCP that is
in place proposes ¼ acre lot sizes for his property and he is proposing ½ acre lot sizes and that the
concern about density is irrelevant because if the development follows the Community Plan there would
be twice the number of houses that he is proposing.
The road would still go through which is a concern and has discussed numerous times at information
meetings and with MoTI and with Andrew Allen, Planner and the different proposals that he has put forth
dead ending the road have not been accepted by MoTI.
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The road decision is under the jurisdiction of the MoTI. If this rezoning does not go through and the
SCRD decides to not support the cluster housing option, the other option for the property is a subdivision
development under the existing zoning, which will still have a road going through it because MoTI will
require the road to continue to the adjacent lot D.
When the property is subdivided into two parcels there is no park dedication, there will be no legitimizing
the trail effort which is proposed in this proposal which he thought was extremely important to the
community to walk through this area.
Mr. Penonzek indicated that when he proposed this plan he put together the trail network that would
connect all those people and enable them to walk through the property to the adjacent neighbourhoods.
He said that Andrew Allen and he met with John Miller, Head of Parks and Trails, SCRD and John Miller
was very excited about this trail network which he thinks would be a good asset to the community.
Mr. Penonzek indicated it is unfortunate that he was not allowed to set any other road plan; MoTI insists
that the road be connected to Lot D. He also indicated that he understands the frustration of the
community but is proposing a development that is less dense then what is recommended in the OCP.

Mr. Ward Ellis-Winters
1106 Sunnyside Road
Elphinstone, BC
Mr. Winters is not opposed to the rezoning and subdivision, but has a concern with the proposed road
going through to King Road and beyond to the Sunshine Coast Highway. He said that none of the citizens
have had a conversation with MoTI and he believes that there has not been enough time for the
community to fight against this proposal or have a discussion regarding the rezoning with MoTI. He
asked the Chair and Directors to give some thought to this issue because at the end of the day if the entire
plans and are being driven by MoTI then citizens are not needed to do anything to except to let MoTI plan
their community. More time should be allocated to fight the through road requirement.
Ms. Merrily Corder
1123 Gower Point Road
Elphinstone, BC
Ms. Corder said that she has lived in her area for twenty years and is a regular user of all the trails and
paths in this area. She thinks the road going through would be a disaster to the wildlife and especially to
the pond. She is really concerned about the little pond that is situated on the property to be rezoned. She
said that it is one of the few areas where the red winged black birds and the red legged frogs inhabit and
over the years she has watched it gradually change and she thinks that this road going through would be
helping anything and that she does not think they need a road if just for six more houses.
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Mr. Rick Cloherty
1164 Sunnyside
Elphinstone, BC
Mr. Cloherty said that the present Official Community Plan allows for four homes on the proposed
property. Mr. Cloherty suggested that only four additional houses go in each accessed by their own
driveway and that’s it. He said that he does not think that MoTI should drive development and further
stated that the guidelines to Official Community Plan amendments states the any proposal must have
community support. He believes there is not community support due to the road.
Mr. Dave King
1243 Sunnyside
Elphinstone, BC
Mr. King is not opposed to the subdivision, but is against the MoTI proposed plan because he does not
want a through road as it will impact his property.
Lynda Chamberlin
1210 Reed Road
Elphinstone, BC
Ms. Chamberlin asked the Planner to clarify that the existing Official Community Plan does speak to
comprehensive cluster housing.
Andrew Allen, Planner
The Planner said there are multiple areas in the OCP that speak to comprehensive development cluster
housing areas. This Sunnyside area reaches up to King Road is within the comprehensive cluster housing
area which supports ¼ acre properties throughout that area subject to a number of items such as green
space, and community sewer system, and we don’t automatically change the zoning to that, we keep the
zoning at the base level and then the rezoning application is the time when we can ensure various criteria
is met. The Planner said he can confirm that it is within the comprehensive cluster housing area zone.
Cluster Housing Area No. 4 was added to the Official Community Plan when he was renewed a few years
ago and it is a part of this current Official Community Plan.
Larry Penonzek
70 Head Road
Elphinstone, BC
Mr. Penonzek said the SCRD does not have control of the roads and until the SCRD forms a municipality
the Province will always control our road network. As far as the comments about the four homes on the
property, that can only be achieved if the property is subdivided into two parcels. He did not believe that
four homes could be created on that property so in order to create four homes on that property it will
require a subdivision which MoTI approves and they will ask for the road to be connected to Lot D.
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The Chair called a second time for further submissions.
The Chair called a third and final time for further submissions.
CLOSURE
There being no further submissions, the Chair advised that there being no further submissions from the
public, announced the public hearing for proposed "Elphinstone Official Community Plan Amendment
Bylaw No. 600.2, 2011”, and “Sunshine Coast Regional District Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 310.138,
2011” closed at 7:22 p.m.
The Chair thanked everyone for attending the public hearing.

Certified fair and correct:

Prepared by:

_______________________________
Lee Turnbull, Chair

______________________________
J. Stevens, Recording Secretary
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Andrew Allen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

MarionToffan [mariontoffan@EastLink.ca]
September-08-13 4:42 PM
Andrew Allen
Elphinstone OCP and 2013 proposed changes

Dear Andrew Allen SCRD Planner
I received the public hearing notice for September 11th, 2013. Thank-you.
As I have indicated verbally on the issue of changing lot sizes to allow residents cluster homes I think this is an
idea whose time has come.
Reflecting on Safdi's Expo '67: wonderful compartments each with a different view. Why don't we design some
new concepts ourselves here?
I'd like to see all manner of newer ideas for dwellings: Portable summer houses for guests. Firetowers for
people hankering for a better view. Semi-buried structures needing less heating. Houses with suspenders in case
of earthquakes. Old ferry boats used for over-nighters when visiting Vancouver. There need to be more
possibilities when it comes to a place to hang your hat.,
I need to stress the importance of simplicity in design so that upkeep will be easier for whoever is responsible
for the dwelling. We could insulate better, be more stringent on plumbing and wiring and insist on greenbelts to
encourage edible landscapes.
Then it would be my perfect world. Instead we're going to get more garages and way more concrete. And I
won't stand in the way of that view either. Bring on the new inhabitants.
Marion Toffan
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sparky91@telus.net
Andrew Allen
Public Hearing. Lot Z, D.L. 909, Group1 New Westminster District Plan LMP24780
September-10-13 9:33:34 PM

Mr. Andrew
Allen.                                                                                                                                                                                          
September 10, 2013
Planner.
SCRD.
Mr. Allen. Per the instructions of "NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING" dated Aug. 30, 2013 in the Coast Reporter, and having attended
two Public Information meetings over the last year I state the following:
1.) I am opposed to Amendment Bylaw No. 600.2 .
2.) I strongly oppose and do not support any change of Zoning from current RU1.
Reasoning:
1.) The change in land use zoning will require an expansion of the current Sunnyside / Clark roadways connecting to Chaster /
King. The PROPOSED higher density and modified roads will increase the traffic flow along
      Sunnnyside / Clark roads. This increased housing density / traffic flow alters the RURAL charactor of the neighborhood. This
RURAL quality is what I and many other people on Sunnyside / Clark bought into
      long ago. The current owner of discussed property is able to make a reasonable profit by developing the land within the
current land usage zoning. Reasonable, not maximizing profit at the expense of the charactor of
      the neighborhood.
2.) In my opinion the cart is in front of the horse. From last years first public meeting onward there has been a presumption from
the land owner that rezoning is ASSUMED. The ensuing discussions from
      the land owner and SCRD planner tend to focus on the details of "x" number of houses, or cluster housing as the lowest
common denominator. I reject this, and urge other affected owners and elected SCRD
      director(s) to do likewise.
Lets get back to the basic issue, RU1 to R, or RURAL to RESIDENTIAL.
I suggest our neighborhood STOP this re zoning now.
Regards.
Clinton Smart
Owner, 1136 Sunnyside.
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Mrs. S. Goddard
1136 Sunnyside Road
Gibsons, BC V0N 1V3

September 10, 2013

Sunshine Coast Regional District
C/o Mr Andrew Allen, Planner
1975 Field Road
Sechelt BC V0N 3A1

Dear Mr Allen
Re: Public Hearing, September 11, 2013 for bylaw amendments of Sunshine Coast Regional District for
property located at 1282 Sunnyside Road, Lot Z, D.L. 909, Group 1 New Westminster District Plan
LMP24780
Having attended two of the previous public information meetings regarding the above named property
I disagree with both of the proposed bylaw changes.
1. Bylaw No. 600.2, 2011: The OCP designation should remain as Rural Residential.
2. Zoning No. 310.138,2011 The property zoning should remain as RU1.
I am concerned with the continued increase of traffic flow, especially past the existing playground on
Sunnyside. An increase of zoning density does not fit within the existing nature of the neighbourhood; I
feel it will adversely affect the current rural character.
To propose development that would ensure direct access to Chaster and King Roads is wrong. A dead
end driveway – as currently zoned is the right way to go.

Mrs. S. Goddard,
Owner
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SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT
BYLAW NO. 600.2, 2011
A bylaw of the Sunshine Coast Regional District to amend “Elphinstone Official Community Plan Bylaw No.
600, 2007”.
The Board of the Sunshine Coast Regional District in open meeting assembled enacts as follows:

PART A – CITATION
1.

This bylaw may be cited as the “Elphinstone Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 600.2,
2011”.

PART B – AMENDMENT
2.

Map 3 of the Elphinstone Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 600 is hereby amended by redesignating Lot Z, District Lot 909, Group 1 New Westminster District, Plan LMP24780 from Rural
Residential to Residential C, as denoted on Appendix ‘A’ to this Bylaw.

3.

Map 3 of the Elphinstone Official Community Plan Bylaw N. 600 is further amended by removing Lot
Z, District Lot 909, Group 1 New Westminster District, Plan LMP24780 from Comprehensive
Development and Cluster Housing Area #4.

PART C – ADOPTION
READ A FIRST TIME this

27th DAY OF

OCTOBER

2011

READ A SECOND TIME this

25th DAY OF

JULY

2013

CONSIDERED IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE SUNSHINE
COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT FINANCIAL PLAN AND ANY
APPLICABLE WASTE MANAGEMENT PLANS this

25th DAY OF JULY

2013

PUBLIC HEARING HELD PURSUANT TO
THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT this

11th DAY OF

2013

SEPTEMBER

READ A THIRD TIME this

DAY OF

2013

ADOPTED this

DAY OF

2013

____________________________________
Corporate Officer

___________________________________
Chair
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SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT
ZONING AMENDMENT BYLAW No. 310.138, 2011
A bylaw to amend the "Sunshine Coast Regional District Zoning Bylaw No. 310, 1987".
The Board of Directors of the Sunshine Coast Regional District, in open meeting assembled,
enacts as follows:
PART A - CITATION
1.

This bylaw may be cited as the "Sunshine Coast Regional District Zoning Amendment
Bylaw No. 310.138, 2011".

PART B – AMENDMENT
2.

Schedule A of Sunshine Coast Regional District Zoning Bylaw No. 310, 1987 is hereby
amended by rezoning Lot Z, District Lot 909, Group 1 New Westminster District, Plan
LMP24780 from RU1(Rural One) to R2 (Residential Two), as denoted on Appendix ‘A’ to
this Bylaw.

3.

Schedule B of Sunshine Coast Regional District Zoning Bylaw No. 310, 1987 is hereby
amended by rezoning Lot Z, District Lot 909, Group 1 New Westminster District, Plan
LMP24780 from the ‘F’ subdivision district to the ‘C’ subdivision district, as denoted on
Appendix ‘B’ to this Bylaw.

PART C - ADOPTION
READ A FIRST TIME this

27th

DAY OF

OCTOBER

2011

READ A SECOND TIME this

25th

DAY OF

JULY

2013

PUBLIC HEARING HELD PURSUANT TO
THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT this

11th

DAY OF

SEPTEMBER 2013

READ A THIRD TIME this

DAY OF

2013

ADOPTED this

DAY OF

2013

__________________________
Corporate Officer
__________________________
Chair
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ANNEX G
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

October 3, 2013

TO:

Planning and Development Committee – October 17, 2013

FROM:

Andrew Allen, Planner

RE:

Geotechnical Review – Halfmoon Bay, Roberts Creek, Elphinstone and West
Howe Sound

Recommendations
1. THAT the Kerr Wood Leidel Geotechnical Hazard Reports for Halfmoon Bay, Roberts
Creek, Elphinstone and West Howe Sound be received;
2. THAT the reports and draft development permit area maps be referred to the Roberts
Creek, Elphinstone and West Howe Sound APCs;
3. THAT a public information meeting be held in Roberts Creek, Elphinstone and West
Howe Sound;
4. THAT after referral to APCs and public information meetings, staff report back to the
Planning and Development Committee regarding the feedback and provide
recommendations to update the respective OCPs;

Background
Kerr Wood Leidel (KWL) consulting engineers have conducted updates of geotechnical hazards
within Halfmoon Bay, Roberts Creek, Elphinstone and West Howe Sound. The reports are now
complete and the information is ready to be reviewed by the Board and public. The
information contained within the reports is intended to be used as background information to
update the development permit areas within the respective official community plans. The
current information has been incorporated into the new Halfmoon Bay OCP: Bylaw 675; which
is presently at first reading stage. The remaining three OCPs, which have all been updated in
recent years, would be subject to amendments to revise the development permit information.
The geotechnical reviews were conducted by reviewing previous studies such as the original
geotechnical reconnaissance reports by Thurber Engineering in 1990 and 1992, the Emergex
Planning hazard risk assessment from 2005 and the Delcan reports from 2006 and 2009. These
documents provided background information which has further supplemented by historic air
photo analysis and GIS analysis. The GIS analysis included lidar and topographic review that
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Elphinstone and West Howe Sound
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was collected in 2009 as part of the Integrated Transportation Study. The reviews were verified
by fieldwork to ensure accuracy.
KWL utilized a consistent approach for each of the study areas, recommending the same type of
development permit areas for each OCP area. The suggested development permit areas were
mapped and provided to the SCRD in digital file and in the final copies of the reports. The
supplied mapping is quite good and is compatible with our ESRI GIS program and can be used to
update the development permit area maps with a high degree of accuracy. The new maps will
be much more accurate than our previous mapping, which was initially hand drawn and later
translated into GIS files.
The proposed development permit area maps are attached to this report for information.
When the geotechnical information is referred to the Advisory Planning Commissions and the
general public the proposed development permit area map can be compared against the
existing development permit area maps. The development permit area boundaries can then be
compared at a property by property level.
The recommendations from the KWL report were utilized while drafting the new Halfmoon Bay
OCP and thus the development permit areas have been revised. The remaining three OCPs:
Roberts Creek, Elphinstone and West Howe Sound should be updated to include the new
geotechnical recommendations. The development permit area chapters should be re-written to
provide for the more up to date information, which reflects the current standards for
development approvals and factors of safety.
The relevant OCPs have each had development permit areas since the original Thurber
Engineering reports were conducted in the early 1990s. The development permit process has
served the SCRD and property owners well. A development permit ensures that the land and
the associated development proposal have been considered closely by a geotechnical engineer
with development plans approved by the SCRD. In 2012 the SCRD risk threshold policy was
updated to reflect the changes in the building code and related recommendation from the
Association of Professional Engineers. Geotechnical considerations and factors of safety during
development are treated seriously and current and accurate information is critical.
The updated geotechnical assessments for the OCP areas provide an update of the hazard areas
and a detailed spatial analysis through GIS mapping that accurately display the identified
hazardous areas.
The geotechnical reports can be viewed online at www.scrd.ca/Geotechnical-Updatesand are
also available in the Director’s reading library. Members of the public can also read the reports
in the SCRD Field Road office or on the website. Copies can also be produced and sold at a
price that covers the production cost.
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The maps of the proposed geotechnical development permit areas are attached to this report
and will be available on the screen at the Planning and Development Committee meeting.

Development Permit Areas
The recommended development permit areas pertain to the following hazard types:
1. Ocean Hazards
2. Creek/River Hazards
3. Slope Hazards
The updates at this time pertain to geotechnical development permit areas and do not apply to
non-geotechnical development permit areas such as form and character and agricultural
buffering. The following is a description of each of the hazards.

1. Ocean Hazards:
One of the key recommendations of the KWL report is the consideration of sea level rise as a
factor affecting ocean hazards. The KWL report indicates that current expectation and
projection of sea level rise compounds regular and rare coastal hazards and the magnitude of
the hazards will increase over time and coastal properties are at risk.
The ocean hazards recommendation contains two components: coastal flooding and coastal
slopes. Each component is summarized in the following paragraphs.
1a. Coastal Flooding
Coastal hazards include flooding from a combination of regular tidal processes and can also
occur from rare seismic events. In addition to flooding other related hazards include erosion
and failure of coastal bluffs, which is further elaborated upon in the following section 1b.
Coastal zone hazards include flooding of lower-lying terrain and erosion and instability of
oceanfront slopes. Slope stability issues on oceanfront slopes may arise as a result of coastal
erosion (e.g. undermining of the toe), poor or mismanaged drainage, gradual weakening, or
seismic shaking.
Rising sea level has been considered in the ocean hazards but the impact of sea level rise on
ocean slope erosion and stability is difficult to anticipate. KWL recommends that consideration
should be given to a regional study to define future coastal flood construction levels (FCL)
incorporating sea level rise.
The purpose of this recommended development permit area is to determine a safe building site
that is above the FCL. This is more typically defined by a vertical setback rather than horizontal.
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Provincial Guidelines prepared by Ausenco Sandwell in 2011 establish the flood control
guidelines, the sum of the components equal to the FCL and the following table summarizes the
guidelines:
Component

Note

Tide

Higher high water large tide

Sea Level Rise

Recommended allowance for global sea level rise:
1 m for year 2100, 2 m for year 2200

Storm Surge

Estimated storm surge associated with design
storm event

Wave Effects

50% of estimated wave run up for assumed design
storm event. Wave effect varies based on shoreline
geometry and composition

Freeboard

Nominal allowance = 0.6 m

Flood Construction Level = Sum of all components.

After considering the sum of the components in the table, KWL recommends a development
permit area from the midpoint of the foreshore up to the 8 metre level. The 8 metre level is
measured from a baseline of the mid-beach area, measured as the Canadian Geodetic Datum
(CGD). In most cases waterfront properties start at the natural boundary of the ocean, which is
higher than high tide and therefore higher than mid beach and the 0 CGD level. KWL estimates
that the natural boundary is approximately 2-3 metres above CGD, and therefore the
development permit area would extend 5-6 metres vertically into a property. The development
permit area is ultimately an assessment area to find the safe coastal Flood Construction Level
(FCL), rather than a firm setback. Zoning bylaw setbacks or covenants, with setback provisions,
from previous developments remain in place.
A coastal flood hazard assessment would be required to estimate the safe FCL in the Coastal
Flooding development permit area. A report supporting a development permit application
would include an analysis of the coastal flood hazard potential on the subject property
including:
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a) An estimation of coastal flood levels for the expected life of the development; and
b) An outline all protective measures required to achieve the FCL such as engineered fill or
foundations, coastal bank protection or building envelope design.
The intent of this development permit area is to provide analysis and construction techniques
which can provide for protection from coastal storms and the uncertain impacts of sealevel rise.
Some waterfront properties such as the rocky slopes of Langdale will be virtually unaffected by
this particular development permit areas, whereas other low lying properties, such as Coopers
Green for example, are entirely covered by the development permit area. The end result may
be either greater horizontal setbacks; buildings constructed on mounded envelopes or in more
extreme cases even raised on stilts.
The Roberts Creek and West Howe Sound OCP’s already have the shoreline management
development permit area and each of the OCP’s involved in this study contain geotechnical
areas covering all of the foreshore area (Elphinstone) or parts of the foreshore (Halfmoon Bay,
Roberts Creek and West Howe Sound). Therefore an introduction of development permit areas
along the foreshore is not entirely new; however the introduction of a geotechnical hazard for
low bank rather high than bank is a new concept.
Consideration should be given on how to mesh the development permit requirements with the
existing development permit areas, particularly the Shoreline DPA. A new DPA could be
created to supplement the existing shoreline DPA or the existing permit areas can be amended
to include the new information.
Careful planning is also required to ensure the
recommendations for the DPA for coastal flooding are not in direct conflict with the
recommendations with the shoreline DPA, particularly with respect to the armouring of the
foreshore. Horizontal setbacks, building site elevation and beach nourishment should all be
considered in advance of shoreline armouring. The new development permit area should
maintain the environmental attributes of the marine foreshore.
1b. Coastal Slopes
In addition to the coastal flooding hazard, KWL also recommends a coastal slopes development
permit area for slope stability and geotechnical concerns, along the higher slopes of waterfront
areas. This generally replaces or updates the geotechnical development permit areas already in
place in each of the applicable OCP’s. Due to high quality mapping, the boundaries have also
changed; this is a case where examining the existing and proposed maps can demonstrate to
interested parties the proposed changes.
The intent is to determine a safe setback from the top and bottom of the ocean front slope for
construction purposes through examining the site specific characteristics of the waterfront
slope.
A review at development stage will include an analysis of the slope stability,
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groundwater, tree retention and rockfall hazards. This essentially is the same type of review
that is already occurring in high slope waterfront areas such as the Redrooffs Escarpment,
eastern Roberts Creek, Ocean Beach Esplanade and Langdale.
Together the recommendations for development permit areas in the Coastal Zone Hazard
consider both high and low bank hazards along waterfront areas.

2. Creek/River Hazards
KWL recommends development permit areas along all watercourses in the study areas. There
are three components to the Creek Hazards development permit area recommendation: creek
corridor, ravines and floodplain. Each of these components is a potential hazard and different
creeks or even different runs of the same creek will have unique hazards to consider.
The KWL reports summarize the three types of flooding that can impact creek systems:
flooding, debris floods and debris flow. The difference between the three types of floods is
related to the amount of debris in the water and the severity of the event. A flood refers to
clear water flow while debris floods and debris flows are very rapid flows of water and debris
and along a steep channel, transported along in the form of massive surges. Debris floods are a
mix of water and debris, debris flows are primarily debris, with some water, and are considered
the most dangerous of the three flood events. The 1983 flood event of Clough Creek in Roberts
Creek was an example of a debris flow; which was attributed to upland land alteration and tree
removal.
Each report from KWL summarises the creeks within the specific OCP and identifies the
potential hazard as being either flood, debris flood or debris flow. This will help inform
property owners and their engineers of the potential hazards in proximity to the creek. The
specific creek hazards were calculated using the Melton Ratio, which is used to identify the
physics of initiation, transport and deposition of the flood events. The Melton Ratio is defined
as the ratio of the total watershed relief to the square root of the drainage area,
Within Halfmoon Bay a majority of the creeks are considered to be at risk of flooding, Roberts
Creek has many creeks which are identified as being at risk of debris floods and debris flows.
Creeks in Elphinstone and West Howe Sound are also primarily subject to debris floods and
flows. Creeks in the latter three OCP areas originate in the steep reaches of Mt. Elphinstone
whereas the slopes above Halfmoon Bay are a little more gradual.
A vast majority of the creeks within the applicable OCP areas are already within development
permit areas for geotechnical purposes, the new information from KWL provides a distinction
of the specific hazard and also provides a more detailed mapping location of the creek and
buffer area. This development permit area is also combined with the setback requirements of
the development permit area for riparian areas protection.
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3. Slope Hazards
Areas with moderate to steep terrain away from the coast bluffs have been identified as being
within hazardous areas for open slope and rockfall hazards. Potential landslide impact areas
were estimated for slopes 10 metres in height or greater and impact areas were estimated
based on the landslide travel angles. Rockfall is also considered as a component of the slope
hazards. Areas of rockfall hazard were identified by slope scarp topography, field assessment
and aerial photo analysis.
A development permit for development in this area would examine the stability of the building
site, the down slope impact of land clearing, assessment of groundwater conditions and
recommendations for setbacks to the crest of slope.
This development permit area primary applies to the hill slope areas with light settlement
patterns. One notable example where this development permit area applies in a residential
neighbourhood is Soames Point.

Summary
The recommendations by Kerr Wood Leidel consulting engineers for geotechnical updates for
Halfmoon Bay, Roberts Creek, Elphinstone and West Howe Sound should be utilized to update
the Development Permit Areas chapter in the respective Official Community Plans. The
information has already been included in the new Halfmoon Bay OCP, which is at first reading.
Amendments to the other three OCPs in the study area will be required.
The areas for amendment include: ocean hazards, creek hazards and slope hazards.
Referrals to the pertinent Advisory Planning Commissions and subsequent public information
meetings in the electoral areas should occur for Roberts Creek, Elphinstone and West Howe
Sound, after which OCP amendment bylaws can be drafted and considered for readings and
adoption.

___________________
Andrew Allen, Planner
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ANNEX H
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

October 2, 2013

TO:

Planning and Development Committee, October 17, 2013

FROM:

Teresa Fortin, Planner

RE:

Application File 2410890 by West Coast Wilderness Lodge for Commercial
Moorage fronting DL 5279 & 6590 in Egmont, BC

RECOMMENDATION
The Planning and Development Committee recommends that the Ministry of Forests,
Lands and Natural Resource Operations be notified that respecting Application File
2410890 by West Coast Wilderness Lodge for commercial moorage that the applicant
apply to amend the Official Community Plan and Bylaw 337 to reflect the proposed use
on the foreshore fronting DL 5279 & 6590.

BACKGROUND
The Regional District has received an application from the Ministry of Forests, Lands and
Natural Resource Operations for a proposed commercial moorage facility by West Coast
Wilderness Lodge fronting DL 5279 & 6590 in Egmont. Please review the application
(Attachment A) for more information.
DISCUSSION
Zoning and Existing Uses
The applicant is seeking permission to build a moorage facility to accommodate personal use
and clients of the West Coast Wilderness Lodge.
The foreshore in Egmont is not zoned. In 2002, the applicant successfully rezoned (Bylaw
337.60) the upland parcel from R3 (Residential and Auxiliary Commercial) to C2 (Tourist
Commercial) in order to reflect the activity that was occurring on site. There was no mention of
foreshore activities at the time of the rezoning. See zoning and map in Attachment B. The
upland activity appears to comply with the zoning. In 1997 the applicant was granted a variance
(337.54) to relax the maximum commercial floor area on site, from 200 m² to just over 400 m²,
to accommodate the on-site commercial uses.
There is a commercial marina (Back Eddy Marina) adjacent (west) to the application area. The
applicant implies that their intent is to service their own clients and not operate the facility for
rent like a traditional marina.
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OCP Policies
The Egmont Pender Harbour Official Community Plan has the upland property designated as
Tourist Commercial (see Attachment C). The foreshore does not have a land use designation.
OCP Policies 11.1, 11.2 and 11.3 are specific to Tourist Commercial designation and indicate
that the zoning should be “encouraged”.
11.1 Schedule A4 designates as TOURIST COMMERCIAL land and water areas that provide full
facility services for tourist commercial purposes, including tourist accommodation and restaurant
facilities, marinas, as well as those areas which have been historically zoned for such facilities.
11.2 Future TOURIST COMMERCIAL sites have not been designated on Schedule A4. Applications
for rezoning to Tourist Commercial that comply with the criteria stated in this policy will be
encouraged.
Extension of zoning to permit tourist accommodation and other related facilities in areas not
designated as TOURIST COMMERCIAL by Schedule A4 will be evaluated on criteria that includes
but is not necessarily limited to the following:
(a) the proposed development will not pose a detrimental impact on ENVIRONMENTALLY
SENSITIVE AREAS as indicated on Schedule A2;
(b) proposed expansion over tidal waters will not pose a navigational hazard;
(c) the proposed development avoids GEOTECHNICAL CONSTRAINT AREAS as indicated on
Schedule A3, except where appropriate geotechnical review is provided;
(d) access to the proposed development is acceptable to the Ministry of Transportation and
Highways in terms of safety and efficiency of traffic flows;
(e) vehicular access to a proposed development will be provided in a location which, through
sensitive siting and design, causes minimal impact on adjacent properties;
(f) if the development is outside the commercial centre of Madeira Park, the trip generating
capacity of the proposed development will be compatible with the capacity, character and
traffic patterns of adjacent roads and with the character of the residential or rural area;
(g) adequate provision will be made to screen off street parking areas from neighbouring
properties, including provisions to minimize or eliminate light “spill over” from illuminated
parking areas;
(h) liquid waste disposal from the overall development must be acceptable to the SCRD (for
community sewer systems under SCRD ownership) or Coast Garibaldi Health Unit or
Ministry of Environment (depending upon sewage volume);
(i) approvals from the Coast Garibaldi Health Unit for:
i.
on-site sewage disposal (sewage flows less than 5,000 imperial gallons/day);
ii.
food premise as specified under the Health Act;
iii.
commercial swimming pools;
iv.
community water systems.
(j) evidence of economic viability of the site and location should be demonstrated through a
market feasibility study;
(k) proposed developments in residential or rural areas should respect existing neighbourhood
character through compatible architectural design and landscaping, sensitive siting of all
buildings and an appropriate overall scale
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11.3 To ensure the public and other affected interests have adequate opportunity for
representation, and that an accurate assessment has been made by the Regional District of
anticipated neighbourhood impacts, the Regional Board should not waive any public hearing for
a proposed TOURIST COMMERCIAL rezoning.
Egmont Pender Harbour Advisory Planning Commission (APC)
The Area A APC reviewed this referral at their September 25th meeting and stated:
Area A APC supports this application and we see no need for an amendment of the
foreshore zoning fronting DL 5279 and 6590, nor an amendment to the OCP at this
time, and we consider the request of the Planning and Development department to be
inconsistent with the current zoning practices in that area.
While it is true that most of the foreshore is not zoned in Area A, there are examples of
commercial marinas in Pender Harbour that recently acquired appropriate zoning. For example:
- in 2006 Painted Boat resort marina received CD2 zoning and Tourist Commercial OCP
designation
- in 2013 Bel Investments (marina on Sinclair Bay) received C2B zoning and Tourist
Commercial OCP designation
CONCLUSION
Planning and Development staff recommend that the West Coast Wilderness Lodge apply to
amend the Official Community Plan and Bylaw 337 to reflect the proposed use on the foreshore
fronting DL 5279 & 6590.
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ANNEX I
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

October 3, 2013

TO:

Planning and Development Committee – October 17, 2013

FROM:

Andrew Allen, Planner

RE:

Zoning Bylaw Amendment Application No. 337.107
(Green for Saunders) for Lot 32, D.L.3681, Plan LMP21181

RECOMMENDATION
THAT Bylaw Amendment No. 337.107 (Green for Saunders) be forwarded to the
Egmont Pender Harbour Advisory Planning Commission for review;
THAT Bylaw Amendment No. 337.107, subject to support from the Egmont/Pender
Harbour Advisory Planning Commission, be forwarded to the Board for
consideration of first reading;
THAT if the bylaws receive first reading, the applicant arrange and conduct a local
public information meeting prior to consideration of second reading.

BACKGROUND
The Regional District is in receipt of an application by Jim Green on behalf of the Saunders
Family Trust. The application is for parking for a water access subdivision on Sakinaw Lake.
The subject property on Mixal Road and Shady Lane will require a rezoning application to be
used for parking. The proposal at this time is for 12 parking spaces. A similar application was
considered on this property in 2007 and 2008 by the previous owner. The following are details
on the subject property:
LEGAL DESCRIPTION:
ELECTORAL AREA:
LOCATION:
EXISTING ZONING:
PROPOSED ZONING:
PARCEL AREA:

Lot 32, District Lot 3681, Plan LMP21181
A – Egmont/Pender Harbour
Mixal Road and Shady Lane
RS1
RS1 with Bylaw Amendment
0.776 hectares

Discussion
An application has been made to rezone a property on Mixal Road and Shady Lane, in close
proximity to Sakinaw Lake, for the purpose of using it for parking for a legal water access
subdivision application on Sakinaw Lake. A location map of the subject property and the related
property under consideration for subdivision are attached to this report for reference. The
related subdivision – file 2011-05969 was forwarded to the Egmont/Pender Harbour Advisory
Planning Commission (APC) for review in February and April of 2012. The subdivision has not
yet advanced to Preliminary Layout Approval (PLA), primarily due to the access concerns. The
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property can be accessed by vehicle beyond the landfill on a forest service road. However, this
road is not a formal public road and cannot be relied upon for subdivision approval. Therefore
the subdivision is considered a water access subdivision and secure parking is required in order
to proceed.
The applicants have selected Lot 32 on Mixal Road and Shady Lane to be considered for
parking. The property will require a rezoning to be used for parking for subdivision on another
property. A previous application (Bylaw 337.88) was made on this property by the previous
owner. The bylaw proceeded through the process, past the public hearing, to 3rd reading in
2008. The bylaw was not adopted however, as the previous owners decided not to go through
with their subdivision. Recently the property was sold to the current owners, who would like to
secure parking on this site to proceed with their subdivision.
The applicant has prepared a site plan indicating where the parking could be located and how it
would be accessed from Mixal Road. Under the previous bylaw application the parking was
located adjacent to Shady Lane. Planning staff feel the location proposed at this time is a better
location as it has a more functional access and is not located across a lane way from several
homes. The health covenant for future septic fields was amended to make room for parking in
this area.
There is a pond on site, which appears to be a borrow pit from the previous subdivision
development. However it could have also been connected to a wetland system prior to the
previous development. The applicant has had a Qualified Environmental Professional (QEP) to
conduct a review of the pond. The QEP has confirmed that the pond does not have an overland
flow to Sakinaw Lake and is therefore not subject to the Riparian Areas Regulation. Zoning
Bylaw 337 requires a 7.5 metre setback to a pond; the parking area is proposed to be at least
10 metres from the pond. A written QEP report will be required prior to hosting a public
information meeting.

Egmont/Pender Harbour Official Community Plan
The subject property is designated as Residential C in the OCP, which listed dwellings, bed and
breakfasts and home occupations as compatible uses. For this reason, the previous bylaw
amendment application in 2007-2008, also included an amendment to the OCP as part of the
approval process. However, upon closer inspection of the OCP, it appears that there is
sufficient support for parking overall to not require an amendment to the OCP to proceed with
this development. The following are two policies within the OCP that refer to the issue at hand.
Chapter 14: Land Transportation System
Policy 14.8 - The Ministry of Transportation and Highways should be encouraged to require the
establishment of staging areas for water access only subdivisions in lake areas and to enforce
parking regulations in such areas.
Implementation: Liaison with Ministry of Transportation and Highways;
Liaison with subdivider and landowners;
Zoning amendments where required.
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Chapter 16: Public Use Areas
Policy 16.11 - Mixal Rd. (Sak. Lk): This road access to Sakinaw Lake has an established car-top
boat launch and a bench area on the upland for parking. The sandy beach provides excellent
opportunity for swimming.
Policy 14.8 encourages staging areas for parking and requires a rezoning; however it does not
require an amendment to the OCP. Policy 16.11 speaks to parking in the specific area of the
subject property. There is a park dedication that lies in between Mixal Road and the subject
property, this piece of land was dedicated for additional parking in the area. Planning staff
visited the site in August and did see some vehicles parked in this area. It is believed that the
vehicles were parked on the Mixal Road allowance rather than on the park dedication. In spite
of the availability of land within the small park dedication on Mixal Road, the proponents of a
water access subdivision should find their own parking stalls.

Land Use Zoning
The current zoning on the site is RS1, which permits one single family dwelling and a bed and
breakfast. Off street parking could be added as a site specific use on this property through a
bylaw amendment. The RS1 zone would be amended to refer to 12 parking spaces on Lot 32,
District Lot 3681, Plan LMP21181 and the site plan would be attached as a schedule to Zoning
Bylaw 337.
The applicant has reviewed the file from the previous rezoning application and has agreed to
the concessions on the land use zoning that were agreed to at that time. Those are:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Abandoning the bed and breakfast use;
A reduction in the lot coverage from 35% to 10%;
A maximum size of 300 m2 for a single family dwelling; and
A maximum floor space of 400 m2 for all buildings on site.

Referrals
As part of the review process the bylaw and accompanying information will be referred to the
Egmont/Pender Harbour Advisory Planning Commission, as well as the public. It is
recommended that a public information meeting be held to have a conversation with the
surrounding community. Property owners and occupiers within 100 metres of the subject
property will be notified of a public information meeting and a public hearing, if the application
proceeds.
Bylaw information will also be forwarded to the Ministry of Transportation and the Sechelt Indian
Band for comment.
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SUMMARY
The bylaw amendment request has been made to enable parking on the subject property to
permit subdivision on another property on Sakinaw Lake that does not have a formal road
access. An application has already been considered on the subject property by a previous
owner. This application is slightly different as parking is in a new location; however the
applicant has agreed to the concession previously agreed to by the former owners. It is
recommended that this application be received and forwarded to the Egmont/Pender Harbour
APC.

________________
Andrew Allen, Planner
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ANNEX J

SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

September 26, 2013

TO:

Planning and Development Committee, October 17, 2013

FROM:

David Rafael, Planning & Development Division

RE:

Bylaw 310.145 (Youngman) to alter the subdivision designation to allow for
subdivision of 706 Leek Road, Roberts Creek

RECOMMENDATIONS:
1.

THAT the report titled “Bylaw 310.145 (Youngman) to alter the subdivision
designation to allow for subdivision of 706 Leek Road, Roberts Creek” be received;

2.

AND THAT the Board gives Third Reading as amended to Sunshine Coast Regional
District Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 310.145, 2013 to:
a) In section 2 replace “District Lot 909” with “District Lot 905”;
b) In Section 3 within “1021.10 a) i” replace “are” with “area”;

3.

AND THAT the following be the subject of a covenant:
a) Protection of trees on both proposed parcels except for removal, subject to
SCRD approval of hazardous trees or for the purposes of farming;
b) Location of a 3000 square metre no build (except for greenhouse)/no septic
field area on the new lots to ensure that areas are available for farming;

4.

AND THAT the following be the subject of an agreement between the SCRD and the
current and future property owners:
a) Security in the amount of $20,000 ($5,000 to ensure farming takes place and
$15,000 to ensure BC Assessment Authority farm class is achieved) be
provided to the SCRD to ensure that farming (including agriculture and
livestock) takes place as required;
b) The south lot containing the farmed area achieve at least partial farm class
under the Assessment Act within 5 years of subdivision and maintained for
an additional 3 years, for a total period of 8 years;
c) Failure to meet the terms would forfeit the total amount and the SCRD could
use the funds to support farm related projects in Roberts Creek Electoral
Area such as a community garden;
d) If the terms are met then the SCRD will release the funds with the exception
of $2,500 which will be paid to the SCRD as a community benefit to support
farm related projects in Roberts Creek Electoral Area such as a community
garden;
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BACKGROUND
A copy of the draft bylaw is included in Attachment A.
A public hearing was held on September 24, 2013 and 29 members of the public attended; this
included the applicant. A copy of the report of the public hearing, containing two items of
correspondence, is included in Attachment B.
OPTIONS
1 Give Bylaw 310.145 Third Reading as amended
Staff support this option. The applicant can then work with staff to complete and register
covenants and legal agreements prior to the Board considering adoption.
2 Abandon Bylaw 310.145
As noted previously, staff consider that there is a policy argument for not proceeding.
However there was significant community support and the provision of some agricultural
use of the new lot is of interest. Staff do not support this option.
3 Propose Significant Amendments to Bylaw 310.145 and schedule a new public hearing
There were no significant issues raised at the hearing that could be resolved through
altering Bylaw 310.145. Thus staff do not support this option.
DISCUSSION
The representations at the hearing almost unanimously supported the proposal. One person,
who was unable to attend, raised the following concerns:
The subdivision is not needed to improve agriculture use; covenants are impractical;
conveys to other ALR owners that subdivision is acceptable; trees can be cut under
the guise of preparing the land for agriculture (full representation is included in the
report of the public hearing).
Support included the following points:
The lot size will be more affordable; the proposal is in keeping with Roberts Creek;
support for farming appreciated; the farm plan is well thought out; the covenants are
good checks and balances.
Overall Staff consider that given the level of support, interest in testing the farm plan
concept and level of security offered by the covenant and agreement terms, Bylaw
310.145 should receive third reading with the following amendments. Staff noted that
there are two typos that need to be amended neither of which alter the use or increase the
density. These are
a)

In section 2 replace “District Lot 909” with “District Lot 905”;

b)

In Section 3 within “1021.10 a) i” replace “are” with “area”.

The attached bylaw includes the corrections.

David Rafael, Senior Planner
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ATTACHMENT A
SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT
ZONING AMENDMENT BYLAW NO. 310.145, 2013
A bylaw to amend the Sunshine Coast Regional District Zoning Bylaw No. 310, 1987
The Board of Directors of the Sunshine Coast Regional District in open meeting assembled
enacts as follows:
PART A – CITATION
1.

This bylaw may be cited as the “Sunshine Coast Regional District Zoning Amendment
Bylaw No. 310.145, 2013”.

PART B – AMENDMENT
2.

Schedule B of Sunshine Coast Regional District Electoral Area Zoning Bylaw 310, 1987 is
hereby amended rezoning Lot 1, Block E, District Lot 905, Plan 17707, PID 007-261-187
from the ‘G’ subdivision district to the ‘F’ subdivision district, as denoted on Appendix ‘A’
to this Bylaw.

3.

Insert the following into Section 1021 RU3 Zone (Rural Three):
“Site Specific Conditions
1021.10 a)

Lot 1, Block E, District Lot 905, Plan 17707, PID 007-261-187 and any
subsequent parcels created by subdivision
i.

Despite the provisions in Section 1021.3 the parcel is limited to one
single family dwelling where the parcel area is less than or equal to 2
hectare and two dwelling if exceeding 2 hectares;

ii.

Each single family dwelling will have a ground floor not exceeding 170
square metres and a total floor area not exceeding 280 square metres.

PART C – ADOPTION
24th DAY OF JANUARY,

READ A FIRST TIME this

th

READ A SECOND TIME this

25

DAY OF JULY

2013
2013

APPROVED PURSUANT TO Section 52 of the
TRANSPORTATION ACT this

5th DAY OF SEPTEMBER

2013

PUBLIC HEARING held pursuant to
LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT this

24th DAY OF SEPTEMBER

2013

READ A THIRD TIME as amended this

DAY OF

2013

ADOPTION this

DAY OF

2013

________________________
Corporate Officer
________________________
Chair
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ATTACHMENT B

SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT
September 24, 2013
REPORT OF A PUBLIC HEARING HELD AT 7:00 PM
IN THE ROBERTS CREEK COMMUNITY HALL
1309 ROBERTS CREEK ROAD, ROBERTS CREEK, BC
“Sunshine Coast Regional District Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 31 0.145, 2013”
PRESENT:
.Chair, Area E Director
L. Lewis
Alternate Chair, Area D Director
D. Shugar
ALSO PRESENT:
Senior Planner
D. Rafael
Recording Secretary

J. Stevens

Members of the Public

29

CALL TO ORDER
The public hearing for “Sunshine Coast Regional District Zoning Amendment Bylaw No.
310.145, 2013” was called to order at 7:05 pm.
Lame Lewis, Chair
The Chair introduced Board members and staff in attendance and read prepared remarks with
respect to the procedures to be followed at the public hearing. The Chair then indicated that
following the conclusion of the public hearing the SCRD Board may, without further notice or
hearing, adopt or defeat the bylaws or alter and then adopt the bylaws providing the alteration
does not alter the use or increase the density. He then asked David Rafael, Senior Planner,
Planning and Development, to introduce “Sunshine Coast Regional District Zoning Amendment
Bylaw No. 310.145, 2013.”
SUBJECT PROPERTY
The Planner began by noting that the subject property is located in Roberts Creek, Legal
Description of Lot 1, Block E, District Lot 905, Plan 17707, PID 007-261-187, civic address of
706 Leek Road, Roberts Creek.
REASONS FOR THE APPLICATION
The Planner noted that the proposal was made by the property owners to amend the Sunshine
Coast Regional District Zoning Bylaw No. 310, 1987 to allow for a 2 lot subdivision of the 2.35
ha property.
The Planner showed a map that identified the subject parcel and its location.
PURPOSE OF BYLAW
The effect of the bylaw, if adopted, will be to allow for the 2.35 hectare property to be subdivided
into two properties. The current subdivision district designation is ‘G’ (1.75 hectare minimum
parcel size). The proposed subdivision district designation is ‘F’ (1 hectare average parcel size,
minimum of 0.8 hectares). A site specific amendment to the RU3 Zone is proposed. Despite the
provisions in Section 1021.3 the parcel is limited to one single family dwelling where the parcel
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area is less than or equal to 2 hectares and two dwellings if exceeding two hectares; Each
single family dwelling will have a ground floor not exceeding 170 square metres and a total floor
area not exceeding 280 square metres. In addition there will be text amendments for third
Reading to correct minor typos that do not impact density or use, which are as follows:
“are” to “area”;
legal description in text, District Lot should be “905” not “909” in one section.
KEY DATES FOR BYLAW 310.145
• ALR Application regarding proposed subdivision approved by Agricultural Land
Commission July 4, 2012
• Application to rezone received (July 23, 2012)
• First Reading (January 24, 2013)
• Public Information Meeting (April 30, 2013), the meeting was well attended (about 35
people) and was almost unanimous in support.
• Second Reading (July 25, 2013)
• Consideration regarding sec 52 of Transportation Act (September 13, 2013)
CONSULTATION
The Planner presented a consultation summary of agency comments during the application
process.
• Agricultural Land Commission (no comments received for the application; however
approval received for the subdivision)
• Squamish Nation (no concerns, no archaeological issues)
• Ministry of Transportation (south portion of property required for road upon subdivision)
• Ministry of Health (no objections, referred applicant to Ministry’s subdivision
requirements)
• Agricultural Advisory Commission (opposes principle of subdivision of ALR, but there
was interest in the farm proposal)
• Roberts Creek Advisory Planning Commission (after significant consideration
supported proposal subject to house size limit and farm proposal)
• Roberts Creek Official Community Plan Committee (support subject to tree protection,
farm proposal)
• Local Owners/Occupiers (100 m from subject property) for both the information
meeting and public hearing
COVENANTS
During review of the original proposal, the following items were identified as needing to be
secured thorough covenant prior to consideration for adoption:
1. Security in the amount of $20,000 ($5,000 to ensure farming takes place and $15,000 to
ensure BC Assessment Authority farm class is achieved) be provided to the SCRD to
ensure that farming (including agriculture and livestock) takes place as required;
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2. The south lot containing the farmed area achieve at least partial farm class under the
Assessment Act within 5 years of subdivision and maintained for an additional 3 years,
for a total period of 8 years;
3. Failure to meet the terms would forfeit the total amount and the SCRD could use the
funds to support farm related projects in Roberts Creek Electoral Area such as a
community garden;
4. If the terms are met then the SCRD will release the funds with the exception of $2,500
which will be paid to the SCRD as a community benefit to support farm related projects
in Roberts Creek Electoral Area such as a community garden;
5. Location of a 3,000 square metre no build area (except for greenhouse) and no septic
field area on the new lots to ensure that area is available for farming (will require a site
survey);
6. Protection of trees on both proposed parcels except for removal, subject to SCRD
approval, of hazardous trees or for the purposes of farming.
The agreements will run with the lands and be binding on the current and future owners.
NEXT STEPS
1. Report to Planning and Development Committee (October 17, 2013) to receive the report
of the public hearing.
2. If the Bylaw receives third reading (with the minor amendments), then covenants will need
to be signed and registered.
3. Bylaw considered for adoption by the SCRD Board.
4. Subdivision application.
SUBMISSIONS AND PUBLIC INPUT
Two written submissions were received prior to the opening of the Public Hearing which were
read out by the Planner and are attached to these minutes as Appendices:
Appendix A Correspondence dated September 22, 2013 from Ms. Leah Morgan, 706 Leek
Road, Roberts Creek, BC
Ms. Morgan supports the rezoning application and said that she feels that this proposal is
making the best use of the property. She has lived at 706 Leek Road with her family for seven
years. She is very familiar with the properly and is in full support of the proposed use that Mr.
Youngman is suggesting.
Appendix B Correspondence dated September 24, 2013 from Ms. Alison Forbes, 2007 Coach
Road, Roberts Creek, BC. Ms. Forbes does not support the rezoning subdivision application.
She thinks that the subdivision is not needed to improve agriculture use that covenants are
impractical, and the application conveys to other ALR owners that subdivision is acceptable and
that trees can be cut under the guise of preparing the land for agriculture.
CONCLUSION
The Planner concluded his remarks and passed the Hearing back to the Chair for public input.
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DISCUSSION
The Chair called a first time for submissions.
Mr. Chris Beeton
1099 Edwards Road
Roberts Creek, BC
Mr. Beeton has no objections to the proposal. He believes that Mr. Youngman will do what he
says he will in regard to farming with respect to the Covenants required by the SCRD for the
rezoning application.
Mr. Steve Oka
2468 Lower Road
Roberts Creek, BC
Mr. Oka is in favour of this proposal. He believes that what Mr. Youngman is proposing in
regard to a farm is a plan and that he has good intent. He believes the amount of land in the
Agricultural Land Reserve that is used for farming is low about 30%. He wants to see farming
which he believes is consistent with the spirit of Roberts Creek. He said he understands that
some neighbours may be a little hesitant about change; however he sees this whole rezoning
application as one that will produce farms. He would like to see the Bylaw proposal approved
unlike the Agricultural Advisory Committee (AAC) who opposed it. He said that he is at a loss as
to why the MC would oppose it and why they wouldn’t even assist Mr. Youngman to make the
rezoning application happen.
Scott Avery
2950 Lower Road
Roberts Creek, BC
Mr. Avery asked if the $2,500.00 retained from the $20,000 bond was a type of amenity
bonusing?
The Planner responded by saying that the SCRD looks at the $2,500.00 as community benefit,
but not a density bonus, as the number of potential dwellings will remain the same. The
rezoning is seen as density neutral, even though two lots are created.
Mr. Avery said he thought the rezoning application is a good one and he supports it.
Mr. Albert Eger
713 Sullivan Road
Roberts Creek, BC
Mr. Eger said he lives right adjacent to Daryl Youngman at 713 Sullivan Road. Mr. Eger said he
and his wife support the rezoning proposal. He said that he farms and that he and his wife raise
horses along with other animals and has lived on their property for about twenty years. He
believes that Mr. Youngman could achieve something in the farming area. He said his support
is based on two ideas: the 1.75 ha is a good idea as it creates a kind of a vacuum effect as
there are only a certain number of people who can afford that size of property and that type of
people tend to be absentee, and Roberts Creek certainly has that type of problem. Mr. Eger
said for this fundamental reason going from 1.75 down to 1 is very good as it builds a
community with people who will participate in that community. He said that this type of
community is in keeping the spirit of Roberts Creek as opposed to creating multi-million dollar
homes on very large properties.
Mr. Eger asked the Planner to explain what the southern portion of the second lot which is to
run east west off of Leek Road which is going to be gazetted or granted for a road exactly
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means as he believes it is a condition for all properties in that area. Mr. Eger said that he
supports the subdivision but would consider a comment on the road to be appropriate.
The Planner showed the following map of the site area

i.
The Planner explained that what the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure (M0TI) does
upon subdivision is to look for opportunities to improve the road access around the area. He
pointed out the little road right of way that extends off of Leek Road which was likely created
when the other property was subdivided; at that time the MoTl requested only half the road
width, so lOm of the standard 20m. And with the subdivision of this property the MoTI is likely
to look for the equivalent distance on the south side of the subdivided property. The Planne
r
explained that this is how the MoTl approaches subdivision in rural areas as they are the
approving agency.
Director Donna Shugar
Director Shugar asked the Planner to explain how the MoTI process affects the 1.75 ha in the
rezoning proposal.
The Planner explained that the SCRD zoning bylaw allows for up to 10% of the property area
to
be turned over to road dedication if it is a requirement of subdivision so the parcel size can drop
below minimum parcel size by no more than 10%. Given the length of that ‘road’ and the fact
that they will probably be looking at 1.17 ha area it does look like it is achievable to give up that
portion of the road should the Ministry require it and not impact the subdivision’s viability. If
it
turns out that they cannot achieve less than the 10% on one property then the F subdivision
designation allows for averaging. So they can drop the property size down on the southern lot
to 8,000 sq. metres and maintain the 1 hectare average. He then showed another map which
was clearer and noted that it showed potential farm areas, subject to detailed survey that would
be the subject of no build / no septic field covenant as follows:
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Mr. Nathan Wade
1057 Gladwin Trail
Roberts Creek, BC
Mr. Wade thinks it is a great idea that Daryl is talking about putting covenants on trees in ALR
that could otherwise be clear cut under the farm practices Act. Mr. Youngman is doing a benefit
to the community and he supports the rezoning application fully.
Mr. Roger Maidens
2019 Coach Road
Roberts Creek, BC
Mr. Maidens said that he and his wife run a natural health clinic and natural health food
business. They have lived in Roberts Creek for the past three years. He said he is new to the
area but his wife grew up on the Sunshine Coast and both he and his wife are supportive of the
farm proposal in the proposed rezoning application.
Ms. Lee-Anne Erickson
3407 Richards Road
Roberts Creek, BC
Ms. Erickson said she also supports the proposed subdivision for much of the same reasons as
everyone else here tonight. She sees it in keeping with what this community is all about. She
does not understand why there is any opposition or if there is. She said all the houses around
here are in smaller pieces. She thinks everything the Youngmans are proposing is really
intelligent and well thought out and is what she wants to see as a person that lives here and she
hopes the rezoning application goes through quickly.
Ms. Heather Conn
3054 Lower Road
Roberts Creek, BC
Ms. Conn said that she is a member of the Advisory Planning Commission of Roberts Creek.
She said that in the early stages of the application she opposed it because she had concerns
not for the Youngman’s application but for future possible exploitation or abuse of the situation
but since then she said she has heard more and has enough faith to feel that there are enough
checks and balances in the system that are being treated on a site specific basis and for her this
is a really big issue and this application can be looked at on a one time use and she is aware
that there is a precedence setting factor but in this case it is a one time only basis and for this
reason she now approves of the application.
Ms. Autumn Ruinat
2016 Coach Road
Roberts Creek, BC
Ms. Ruinat said she and her husband have lived in Roberts Creek for two years now, so they
are quite new but they do support the rezoning application and are quite excited that there will
be a farm and food to eat.
The Chair called a second time for submissions.
CLOSURE
The Chair called a third and final time for submissions. There being no further submissions, the
Chair advised that the public hearing for proposed “Sunshine Coast Regional District Zoning
Amendment Bylaw No. 31 0.145, 2013” closed at 7:48 p.m.
The Chair thanked everyone for attending the public hearing.
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Prepared by:

Je’Stevens, Recording Secretary
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APPENDIX A
2012-Sep-23 L Morgan re 706 Leek Rd Show of support
From:
Sent:
September-22-13 3:10 PM
To:
David Rafael
Subject:
706 Leek Rd Show of support

Dear David,
I am unable to attend the Public Hearing on Tuesday September 24th.
I am
writing to you as a show of my formal support for the
rezoning/subdivision/farming application of 706 Leek Rd in Robert
s creek.
I feel that this proposal is making the best use of the property. I
lived at
706 Leek Rd with my family for 7 years. I am very familiar with
the
proper
ty
and I am in full support of the proposed use that Mr Youngman is sugges
ting.
I have lived on the Sunshine Coast for 14 years and own and or co-own
4 local
businesses a Sole Proprietorship, a Partnership, a corporation and
a
Non
profit organization. I also co-own an Industrial Property in Upper
Gibsons.
Please feel free to contact me if you would like to discuss this matter
further.
Sincerely,
Leah Morgan
0819329 BC Ltd / Healingscents / Lotis Blue Gallery
Preservation of Arts Culture and Environment
Shaw Rd
Gibsons BC VON1V8

Sent from my ipad

Page 1
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APPENDIX B
From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

TrendscaDes
David Rafael
donna shuoarhotmpil.cpm
Bylaw No. 310.145 Subdivision of 706 Leek Road
September-24-13 4:05:43 PM
imape00Lono
-

My name is Allison Forbes and I live at 2007 Coach Road, Roberts Creek. I am unable to attend the
meeting regarding the subdivision of 706 Leek Road, to be held at Roberts Creek Hall on September
24, 2013 at 7:00pm. However, I would still like to express my thoughts on subdivision of land
protected under the Agricultural Land Reserve.
I am fundamentally opposed to the removal of land from the ALR. By the government’s own
admission, subdividing a lot the size of PID 007-261-187 substantially reduces its commercial
viability as agricultural land. In short, with few exceptions, subdivision effectively removes a plot
from the ALR, regardless of its ALR designation.
I condemn the ALR Commission’s approval for the subdivision of any ALR land that does not
demonstrate increased agricultural productivity. To this, I suggest formal action be taken against
the local commission for not upholding the Agricultural Land Reserve Act in this case, as it was
proposed to them. This is especially important if local food production and related jobs is a priority
for the Board. However, I laud the Board’s reticence in approving any such proposal and their
obvious due diligence. ALR is not an urban land reserve, nor should it be a windfall opportunity for
those who buy it at ALR prices, pay ARL-level taxes, log it then subdivide it for profit.
It is my understanding that the proposal put forth by Mr. Youngman consists of two parts:
1.
2.

amending the subdivision designation from ‘G’ to ‘F’ with related dwelling restriction; and
a series of covenants limiting the number of trees cut on one parcel, and restricting the use
of the other parcel to farming only.

Although Mr. Youngman should be applauded on his innovative proposal, I must still oppose it for
the following reasons:
Subdivision is not required to improve this parcel’s agricultural use.
o A request for subdivision results from Mr. Youngman’s financial situation and is only
required because he wants to retain it. I agree that it was not being farmed prior to
Mr. Youngman’s purchase, but that doesn’t preclude it from being farmed in the
future. There are, or have been at least two farming operations on lots at least five
acres located on Leek Road. In other words, farming on this property is not
dependent upon Mr. Youngman’s ownership. In contrary, as I will discuss later,
subdivision reduces the chances of it ever being farmed should Mr. Youngman sell it.
•

The proposed covenants are impractical.
o It has been suggested that no more than 30% of the trees will be cut from one of the
sub-divided parcels. What is the baseline date? In my opinion, more than 30% of
the trees have already been cut on that parcel since Mr. Youngman’s ownership.
Will the 30% contained in the covenant pertain to those trees standing at time the
covenant comes into effect, or from the time of ownership? That would represent
over a 60% reduction in trees since 2010 when the property was purchased.

o How will the covenant be measured and enforced? Will pictures be taken and kept
on file? Were pictures taken in 2010? Will the covenant be actively enforced by the
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SCRD (for example by requiring permits to cut trees), or passively enforced through a

system requiring public initiation. There is currently a covenant on Coach Road
properties against raising farm animals, yet in the 21 years I have lived there, there
have been chickens, sheep, and a horse kept by more than one of my Coach Road
neighbors. Nothing was ever done.

o A mandatory farm-use covenant would follow the other parcel of land. Government
discussion papers state that even the five acre minimum suggested for ALR might be
too small for conventional farming practices. Therefore, subdivision would ensure
the parcel be farmed unconventionally, with the associated risks of any new
technology/approach. Again, kudos to Mr. Youngman for his plans in this regard.
Although I sincerely wish him the best in his endeavours should he pursue them,
research suggests it will be extremely capital intensive, and statistically
unsuccessful. Given Mr. Youngman’s admitted financial situation, perhaps his
proposal is a bit too ambitious.
o It was suggested to me that a deposit be held by the SCRD in the event of failure to
comply with the farming covenant. A noble suggestion but again impractical in
deterring people from purchasing ALR, and subdividing it for profit unless the
deposit is at least equal to the amount that the sub-divided parcel is sold for.
Otherwise, loss of the deposit only reduced the profit in selling the subdivided
parcel. It is not a deterrent.
It is with great reticence that I write this letter. I sincerely feel for Mr. Youngman’s situation as I
have been in it myseif, and appreciate the effort he has gone through in reazing his dreams. But, i
am fundamentally opposed to removing land from the ALR, and see subdivision as a means to
remove it even though the ALR designation is maintained. I also don’t feel that the proposed
covenants are adequate.
The most likely result of approving the re-zoning and subsequent covenants is this:
vpi-

more land will effectively be taken out of the Sunshine Coast’s ALR
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http://www.alc.gov.bc.ca/mapping/alr maps/Sunshine Coast/ALR Map 92G .043.pdf
•

yet another precedent of someone purchasing ALR at ALR prices, logging the majority of it,
subdividing it and selling one parcel for profit. The chance of the farm-use only parcel being
successfully cultivated in the long-run given its size is less than 50%. The only benefit to the
community will be the deposit retained by the SCRD when the farm-use only covenant is
contravened.

This case highlights opposing land-use objectives in Roberts Creek self-sustaining food
production
versus preservation of land as detailed in the Roberts Creek Community Plan. I strongly
urge you to
reconsider the implications of approving this proposal.
—

•

It conveys to other multi-acre ALR land owners that subdivision is still acceptable. The only
aspect to change is the potential loss of the deposit paid when the covenants are broken.
And what are the chances contraveners will be caught? As a side note, I was alarmed at
the
number of individuals who identified themselves as ALR acreage owners during the June
information session held at Roberts Creek Hall who expressed interest in the ability to
subdivide their property. Again, I appreciate the Boards’ reticence in approving ALR
subdivision.

•

a substantial number of trees can still be cut under the guise of preparing land for farming,
but the chances of a smaller piece of land being financially viable for commercial food
production in the long-run without sustained capital investment is statistically unlikely. In
other words, the community loses trees but we don’t get food in exchange. However, the
developer gets the revenue from the trees, and the profit from the subdivided land less
the
amount of the deposit.

Regards,
Allison Forbes
2007 Coach Road
Roberts Creek, BC
VON 2W6
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ANNEX K
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

October 3rd, 2013

TO:

Planning & Development Committee – October 17th, 2013

FROM:

Gregory Gebka, Planner - Planning & Development Division

RE:

OCP / Zoning Bylaw Amendment Nos. 641.1 & 310.127 – Groom
(Electoral Area D)

RECOMMENDATION:
(1) THAT the report entitled “OCP / Zoning Bylaw Amendment Application
Nos. 641.1 / 310.127 - Groom”, dated August 23rd, 2013, be received;
(2) THAT Bylaw Nos. 641.1 and 310.127 be forwarded to the Board for
consideration of Third Reading;
(3) THAT Bylaw No. 310.127 be forwarded to the Ministry of Transportation &
Infrastructure (MoTI) for approval pursuant to Section 52 of the
Transportation Act; and
(4) THAT Bylaw Nos. 641.1 and 310.127, be forwarded to the Board for
consideration of final adoption.

BACKGROUND:
A public hearing was held on October 1st to consider Bylaw Nos. 641.1 and 310.127.
The intent of the application is to permit a two-lot subdivision of a 0.41-hectare property
located on Stephens Road.
This report summarizes discussion at the public hearing and provides recommendations
as how to proceed with Bylaw Nos. 641.1 and 310.127.
DISCUSSION:
A copy of the public hearing report is enclosed as Attachment ‘A’. Apart from the
applicant and their family, only one member of the public attended the October 1 st public
hearing. No concerns were expressed regarding the proposed rezoning for subdivision.
During the public hearing, Director Shugar asked whether the Ministry of Transportation
& Infrastructure (MoTI) had requested any road dedication as part of the rezoning
referral process. Staff at the public hearing confirmed MoTI had not. Following the
public hearing, staff contacted MoTI staff, who confirmed that they usually cannot
comment on whether road dedication is required until a subdivision application is made.
In some cases, when concurrent applications for rezoning and subdivision are made,
then MoTI can respond specifically concerning the need for road dedication. In this
particular case, because a subdivision application has yet to be made, there is no
indication from MoTI whether road dedication could be required.
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As summarized by staff at the recent public hearing, the Board previously withdrew its
request for the applicant to register a covenant on title to establish a 30-metre
environmental protection area on the property adjoining Stephens Creek and to restrict
the number of dwellings to one per lot. Instead, the Board requested the applicant
develop and implement a strategy for habitat protection and enhancement, including
invasive plant species eradication and control. The applicant has done so, as
demonstrated at their public information meeting on June 27th.
In the event that the proposed bylaws receive third reading, Bylaw No. 310.127 will be
forwarded to MoTI for approval, as per section 52 of the Transportation Act, prior to the
bylaws being returned to the Board for consideration of final adoption.

___________________________
Gregory Gebka, Planner
Planning & Development Division
GG/
Attachments

N:\Land Administration\3360 Zoning & Rezoning Bylaw 310\3360-20 310.127\Report to Oct 17 Board OCP Zoning Bylaw
Amendment Application No. 641.1 310.127 - Groom.docx
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ATTACHMENT A

SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT
October 1, 2013

REPORT OF A PUBLIC HEARING HELD AT 7:00 PM
IN THE ROBERTS CREEK COMMUNITY HALL
1309 ROBERTS CREEK ROAD, ROBERTS CREEK, BC
Roberts Creek Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 641.1, 2013
Sunshine Coast Regional District Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 310.127, 2011
PRESENT:

Chair, Area E Director
Alternate Chair, Area D Director

L. Lewis
D. Shugar

ALSO PRESENT:

Senior Planner
Recording Secretary
Members of the Public

G. Gebka
J. Stevens
5

CALL TO ORDER
The public hearing for “Roberts Creek Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 641.1, 2013”
and “Sunshine Coast Regional District Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 3 10.127, 2011” was called to
order at 7:00 p.m.

Lorne Lewis, Chair
The Chair introduced Board members and staff in attendance and read prepared remarks with respect to
the procedures to be followed at the public hearing. The Chair then indicated that following the
conclusion of the public hearing the SCRD Board may, without further notice or hearing, adopt or defeat
the bylaws or alter and then adopt the bylaws providing the alteration does not alter the use or increase the
density. He then asked Gregory Gebka, Planner, Planning and Development, to introduce “Roberts Creek
Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 641.1, 2013” and “Sunshine Coast Regional District
Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 3 10.127, 2011.”

SUBJECT PROPERTIES
The Planner began by noting that the Official Community Plan (OCP) and zoning bylaw amendments
involves Lot 12, Block G, District Lot 809, Plan 7877 (the “property”), also known as 1019 and 1031
Stephens Road in Roberts Creek. The Planner showed a map that identified the subject lot and its
location on Stephens Road.

The property comprises an approximate 0.41-hectare (1 acre) lot, measuring approximately 58 metres
(191 feet) on its south side and 72 metres (237 feet) along its west side. The property and all surrounding
lots on Stephens Road are zoned R 1 and within the ‘E’ subdivision district, which sets out a minimum
average lot size of 5000 m
. The Planner also indicated the property is also designated within the Roberts
2
Creek Official Community Plan (OCP) as ‘Residential C’, which sets out a minimum 5000-rn
2 lot size
due to the lack of adequate soils to support on-site septic.
The property has a gentle grade from north to south and has Stephens Creek running through its northwest
corner. A riparian Development Permit Area extends from the natural boundary of Stephens Creek 30
metres onto the property. The property contains two single family dwellings occupied by the applicant
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and their extended family, plus an auxiliary building (workshop). The applicant proposes to subdivide
the property for family estate planning purposes and, to staff’s knowledge, have no plans to develop the
property. The OCP and zoning bylaw amendment application was originally submitted in 2009, at which
time the SCRD postponed consideration of the application until the new Roberts Creek OCP is largely
complete.
As identified by proposed Bylaw No. 641.1, the application is to re-designate the property within the
Roberts Creek OCP from “Residential C” to “Residential A”, in order to allow rezoning the property to a
. As proposed, Bylaw No. 3 10.127 would rezone the property from
2
smaller minimum lot size of 2000 m
the ‘E’ subdivision district to the ‘C’ subdivision district, in order to permit a two-lot subdivision of the
.
2
subject property, with each lot having an area just over 2000 m

APPLICABLE OCP POLICIES
The Planner noted:
•

The current OCP Land Use Designation is “Residential C”

•

The property is contained within the “Community Amenity Bonusing” area, within which the
SCRD may consider higher density developments subject to:
-A liquid waste management strategy
-A rezoning process, including public hearing
-Consideration of specific criteria including:
Impact on adjacent properties
Impact on environmental values and proximity to environmentally sensitive areas
Protection of biodiversity
Minimizing habitat fragmentation
Distance from hazardous areas, etc., noting that other criteria is under Policy 6.4 of the
OCP.
Within the Community Bonusing Area, a range of amenities may be required, depending on the
scale of the development, such as:
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Provision of affordable and rental housing
Heritage conservation
Public access and/or use
Natural habitat conservation / restoration such as removal and control of invasive plants
Protection of biodiversity
Park dedication
Community facilities
Bike lanes and trails
Energy efficient building design
Land for community agriculture/community forest
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The Planner noted that in May, 2012, following further consideration, the SCRD Board
withdrew its
previous request requiring a covenant be registered to limit the number of dwellings to one
per lot and
establish a 30-metre environmental protection covenant. Instead, the Board requested the
applicant
prepare a biodiversity strategy for the site, including the control of invasive plant species.
As requested, the applicant commissioned Paul van Poppelen, R.Bio, to prepare a strategy
document
entitled “Fish Habitat Enhancement and Riparian Area Restoration Proposal”. The paper documents
the
applicant’s efforts and outlines a strategy for enhancing biodiversity and controlling invasive
plant
species. The strategy was highlighted at a public information meeting held last June.

CONSULTATION
The Planner presented a summary of consultation during the application process, as follows:
th,
The Roberts Creek APC considered the application on August 29
2011, at which time the APC
expressed support for the application conditionally upon the applicant registering a covenant to
establish a
30-metre protection area along Stephens Creek.

The following external agencies were consulted with comments as follows:
Squamish Nation no concerns
School District No. 46— no concerns
Fisheries and Oceans Canada no response
Vancouver Coastal Health no concerns
Ministry of Transportation no concerns
—

—

—

—

The application was also forwarded to the SCRD Corporate Services Department, which confirm
ed the
OCP amendment would have little or no impact on the SCRD 5-year financial plan.
The application was also forwarded to the SCRD Infrastructure Services Department, which
confirmed
that the OCP amendment would have little or no impact on applicable solid waste management
plan.
The applicant held a public information meeting concerning their rezoning application on June
was attended by four members of the public in addition to the applicant and their family.

th.
27

which

-

SUBMISSIONS
Two written submissions received prior to the opening of the Public Hearing were read out
by the Planner
and which are attached to this report as Appendices:
Appendix A
Appendix B

Letter of support received September 26, 2013 from Ms. Donna Boutilier
Letter of support dated September 26, 2013 from Odessa and David Bromley

CONCLUSION
The Planner concluded his remarks.
Director Shugar, Alternate Chair, asked the Chair if there had been any discussion with
the Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure (MoTI) whether it will require additional road dedication.
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The Planner responded that the SCRD did not receive any comments from the MoTI concerning potential
road dedication, noting that the matter may be dealt with at the time a subdivision application is made.
The Planner indicated that to the best of his knowledge no subdivision application has been made yet.
Director Shugar, Alternate Chair, indicated that during a public hearing last week involving another
property being re-zoned there was information that MoTI had indicated road dedication was to be taken,
but perhaps in this case all of the existing roads are wide enough and no additional road dedication is to
be required.
The Planner responded by saying that he would follow up with the MoTI to see whether road dedication
will be required at the subdivision application stage.

DISCUSSION
The Chair called a first time for submissions. Hearing none the Chair called a second time for
submissions. Hearing none, the Chair called a final time for submissions.

CLOSURE
There being no submissions, the Chair advised that the public hearing for proposed “Roberts Creek
Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 641.1, 2013” and “Sunshine Coast Regional District
Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 3 10.127, 201 1” closed at 7:16 p.m.

The Chair thanked everyone for attending the public hearing.
Certified fair and correct:

Irne Lewis

Prepared by:

Recording Secretary

ir
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CEIVEL
3
SEP
2B2O,

I

RR24,
1041 Stephens Road,
Roberts Creek,
B.C. VON 2W4
Dear Mr Gebka,
Re: Public Hearing on 1st Oct 2013 re Bylaw Nos 641.1 and
310.127
I regret I will be unable to attend this meeting. However I would
like it to go on
record that we fully support the Groom family in their applicati
on.
Sincerely

Donna Boutiller
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APPENDIX B
Gregory Gebka
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Odessa Brom ley [odessa_bromley@hotmail.com]

September-26-13 5:06 PM
Gregory Gebka
Lot 12 block G, District Lot 809

Hi Greg,
I am writing on behalf of the Bromley family, owners of 1012 Stephens Road, in Roberts Creek, regard
ing the
request to allow subdivision of lot 809. We have been neighbours of the Gunn family for many
years and
would like to support their application. We see no indication this division of property would be
detrimental to
our neighbourhood. We wish them well with their application.
Thank you,
Kind Regards,
Odessa and David Bromley

1
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ANNEX L

SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

October 1, 2013

TO:

Planning and Development Committee – October 17, 2013

FROM:

Lesley-Ann Staats – Planning Technician,
Planning & Development Division

RE:

Zoning Options for Federally Licensed Medical Marihuana Production Facilities

RECOMMENDATION
1.

THAT the report titled “Zoning Options for Federally Licensed Medical Marihuana
Production Facilities” be received;

2.

AND THAT staff prepare draft zoning and other bylaw amendments, as may be required,
to:
a. Establish medical marihuana production as a permitted use within SCRD zoning
bylaws
b. Permit medical marihuana production on lands that are within the Agricultural Land
Reserve, subject to regulations such as density and siting

3.

AND THAT consideration be given to permitting medical marihuana production in
specific rural and/or industrial zones.

BACKGROUND
As discussed in previous reports to the Planning and Development Committee, in 2011 Health Canada
announced proposed changes in federal policy regarding the production of medical marihuana. The
Marihuana for Medical Purposes Regulations (MMPR or the Regulations) have now been registered and
are in effect. Health Canada notified staff (over a telephone conversation) that two licences under the
MMPR have now been issued. Both licensed facilities are located in Saskatoon.
Recap on Changes in Federal Marihuana Regulation
Health Canada will abandon the “personal use license” and “designated person license” as they have led
to thousands of “grow-ops” around the country that were suspected of operating under the cover of these
federal licences. Health Canada is now issuing licenses for more centralized commercial-scale indoor
medical marihuana production facilities only.
The number of “personal use” and “designated person” licences increased nationally from 477 in 2002 to
22,000 in 2012. Thus, it has been forecasted that local governments and municipalities should expect a
high degree of interest in commercial marihuana production.
As part of the application process to Health Canada for a medical marihuana production license,
applicants must notify the local government, police force and fire department of their intention to make an
application to Health Canada, and receive a security clearance from Health Canada. Licences will
authorize marihuana production, processing and packaging on the premises, and distribution from the
premises by registered mail or bonded courier only, to patients with prescriptions who have registered to
purchase from that licensed producer.
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A licensed producer must notify the above local authorities when the license is granted, if an amendment
to a license is approved by the Minister, when the license is suspended or revoked, or when the license
is reinstated. Federally licensed marihuana producers will have to comply with all applicable provincial
and municipal regulations, including building and zoning bylaws; however, it will be at the discretion of
Health Canada not to approve a licence if the appropriate local zoning is not in place.
The SCRD has received one notification in Area F. The property is adjacent to ALR lots and is in a Rural
Residential zone.
Medical Marihuana Production in the Agricultural Land Reserve
In July, a report was submitted to the Planning and Development Committee regarding the Agricultural
Land Commission’s (ALC) interpretation of medical marihuana production in the Agricultural Land
Reserve (ALR). The ALC stated that “if a land owner is lawfully sanctioned to produce marihuana for
medical purposes, the farming of said plant in the ALR is permitted and would be interpreted by the ALC
as being consistent with the definition of “farm use” under the ALC Act… [However,] not all activities
associated with its production would necessarily be given the same “farm use” consideration.” These
associated activities (such as business offices and research and development facilities) must be
approved by the ALC.
Medical marihuana production in the ALR is a farm use and cannot be prohibited, although local
government can regulate the use. Should the SCRD regulate the farm use in the ALR, staff recommend
that the ALC review and comment on the regulations in the bylaw prior to adoption.
Previous Board Resolution
A staff report (Attachment A) was submitted to the Planning and Development Committee that outlined
considerations regarding zoning options to regulate medical marihuana production. At its meeting on
March 28, 2013, the Board adopted the following resolution:
143/13

Recommendation No. 5

Zoning Options for Medical Marihuana

THAT the staff report dated March 7, 2013 titled “Exploring Zoning Options for Legal
Medical Marihuana Production” be received;
AND THAT the recommendations regarding a process for evaluating and considering
zoning possibilities be endorsed by the Board and pursued by staff;
AND FURTHER THAT this report be forwarded to all APC’s and OCP Committees.
The staff report was forwarded to all APC’s and OCPC’s and comments are summarized below.

DISCUSSION
APC and OCPC comments summarized
Area A – Medical marihuana should not be permitted in proximity to residential usage areas or other
areas with high degree of human activity. The APC would like to see opportunity for public
input on large scale proposed installations, such as a newspaper announcement, but not
necessarily a rezoning process. This APC suggested defining medical marihuana production in
the bylaw and creating a framework of zoning rules.
Motion: Moved by J. Hall and seconded by J. McDonald
This APC supports Planning Staff’s position that more analysis needs to be done and also
supports the initial land use considerations in the table on page 44 of the Staff Report to the
Planning and Development Committee of February 14, 2013. “Grandfathering” currently
operating licensed growing facilities* might be needed as the new regulations go forward. R3
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Zones, or larger lots, where proper detached facilities can be installed, would be the only
residential zone this APC would consider as acceptable for production sites. Smaller
residential lots would not be recommended for this industry.
PASSED
Area B – Do we really want residential zones to have these facilities? The big question is whether
medical marihuana facilities should be in industrial or rural zones, and not residential zones.
This APC feels that neighborhoods do not want medical marihuana facilities in residential
zones.
Area D – Large scale production is best suited to industrial zones. Small scale (i.e., less than 6 plants
for personal use) does not require zoning.
Area E – Not in favour of the new regulations. This APC has concern about the impact of smells on
adjacent properties.
Area F – This APC agreed with staff comments on the following concerns: organic production, issuing
of licenses, inspections, building, health and safety codes, enforcement, coming into force,
equity and concentration of production.
Roberts Creek OCPC – The RCOCPC does not agree with the industrialization of growing medical
marihuana. However, because the regulations are presented, they recommend production
operations be restricted to industrial areas only. This group encourages the use of a local cooperative model to reduce cost to medical users, keep cash flow local, and let patients have a
stake in quality and strain of marihuana produced (including an organic strain). The RCOCPC
supports growing plants outdoors, in controlled areas.
Halfmoon Bay OCPC – no comments received.
Local Government Authority
Local governments have the broad power under s. 903 of the Local Government Act to regulate or
prohibit within a zone the use of land and buildings. As noted in recent newsletters by Young Anderson
Barristers and Solicitors (January and May 2013), a local government may regulate or prohibit the
growing or selling of marihuana through its zoning powers, provided that the regulation or prohibition is
based on proper planning purposes and is not inconsistent with the MMPR or any other federal
legislation. This use cannot be subject to special zoning prohibitions or regulations merely because it
may involve conduct that contravenes the criminal law; zoning must focus on legitimate land use
planning and management concerns.
Zoning Options
Option 1: Maintain the status quo. Based on staff interpretation of the Zoning Bylaws, medical
marihuana production would be a permitted use in any zone that permits Agriculture as a use.
This would include Country Residential, Rural (which includes all ALR properties), some Rural
Resource (only in Bylaw 337) and Light Industrial (only in Bylaw 310) zones. Because staff
interpret the production of medical marihuana as an agricultural use under Zoning Bylaws 310
and 337, a building for the use would not be subject to a floor area ratio, as there is no floor area
limit for existing agricultural buildings. The building will, however, be subject to meeting the
maximum parcel coverage requirements. As mentioned in previous staff reports, staff would not
interpret large-scale medical marihuana production as “horticulture” (a use permitted in any zone)
although this is debatable.
A land use compatibility matrix for medical marihuana production facilities that was sent to the
PDC in February has been updated and is attached as Attachment B.
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Option 2: Classifying medical marihuana production as intensive agriculture. This would
involve a zoning bylaw amendment to change and add the definitions – “agriculture” and
“intensive agriculture”. Medical marihuana production would be classified under intensive
agriculture, and therefore only permitted in zones that permit intensive agriculture, such as ALR
properties, light industrial zones (in Bylaw 310) and possibly larger rural parcels only.
Option 3: Permit medical marihuana production as a use in specific zones. This option would
involve amending the zoning bylaws to include a definition of “medical marihuana production” and
listing the use in specific zones. If identified as a use, this enables the SCRD to have full zoning
authority over where the use is permitted. The use can be regulated through building density,
siting, size and dimensions.
What are other Local Governments doing?
District of Sechelt: The DOS is currently drafting a new zoning bylaw which will include a definition of
medical marijuana production and list it as a use. The new bylaw will propose that it be listed as
a specific permitted use in the new light and heavy industrial and agriculture zones.
Town of Gibsons: The TOG is currently maintaining the status quo. Gibsons has no provisions in the
bylaw, neither permissive nor prohibitive. The Town does not have immediate plans to change
zoning. At this point it is considered an industrial or agricultural use, depending on the location.
Regional District of North Okanagan: In July, the RDNO drafted an Operational Procedure for medical
marihuana production that (1) permits the use in the ALR if the ALC approves it with a 30m
setback (2) permits the use as a home occupation, and (3) permits the use in light industrial,
general industrial, and agricultural industrial zones.
District of Maple Ridge: The DMR has amended its zoning bylaw to establish the production of medical
marihuana as a permitted use only on ALR lots. The proposed setbacks are (a) 60m
front/exterior side (b) 30m side/rear (c) 30m from one family, accessory employee, or temporary
residential use buildings (d) not less than 200m from an elementary or secondary school, and (e)
not less than 1000m from another medical marihuana production facility. The DMR has been in
consultation with the ALC, which has confirmed that the setback requirements are acceptable,
although the DMR is waiting for a complete review and response from the ALC prior to holding a
public hearing.
Regional Municipality of Corman Park (located in Saskatoon – where the first two federal commercial
medical marihuana production licences were issued): Prairie Plant Systems Inc., under the
MMAR, was the only legal commercial medical marihuana production facility in the country that
was monitored by Health Canada. Prairie Plant Systems Inc. was the sole supplier of medical
marihuana to Health Canada for 13 years. The production facility is classified as “Intensive
Agriculture – Horticulture” use, and is permitted in three Agricultural zones.

SUMMARY
The new Marihuana for Medical Purposes Regulations have now been registered and are in effect.
A previous staff report (Attachment A) was forwarded to the APC’s and OCPCs for information.
Staff have reviewed APC and OCPC comments, and the general consensus from all committees is
that commercial-scale medical marihuana production should not be permitted in high density
residential neighbourhoods, and only in industrial zones.
Staff outlined three possible options to consider: (Option 1) maintaining the status quo; (Option 2)
classifying medical marihuana production as intensive agriculture; or (Option 3) permitting medical
marihuana production as a use in specific zones, subject to regulations.
Staff recommend permitting medical marihuana production as a use in specific zones, subject to
regulations (Option 3). This is similar to what the District of Sechelt, the Regional District of North
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Okanagan, and the District of Maple Ridge are doing. Because the ALC have stated that medical
marihuana production is classified as a farm use, local government can regulate but not prohibit
this use in the ALR. Staff recommend regulating the use in the ALR through density and siting
requirements and also considering permitting medical marihuana production in specific rural
and/or industrial zones.

Lesley-Ann Staats
Planning & Development Division

ATTACHMENTS: 2
Attachment A – Staff Report, “Exploring Zoning Options for Legal Medical Marihuana Production” dated March 7, 2013
Attachment B – Land Use Compatibility of Medical Marihuana Production Matrix
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Attachment A - Staff Report

SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

March 7, 2013

TO:

Planning and Development Committee – March 21, 2013

FROM:

Meredith Seeton – Planning Technician, Planning & Development Division

RE:

Exploring Zoning Options for Legal Medical Marihuana Production

RECOMMENDATION
1.

THAT the report titled “Exploring Zoning Options for Legal Medical Marihuana
Production” be received as information;

2.

AND THAT the recommendations regarding a process for evaluating and considering
zoning possibilities be endorsed by the Board and pursued by staff.

BACKGROUND
On December 6th, 2012, Health Canada released information about proposed changes to
the way Canadians will be able to access medical marihuana. Key aspects of the new
regulations are as follows:
•

It will no longer be legal to grow medical marihuana in private dwellings.
Production will take place indoors by larger scale commercial producers;

•

Doctors and other health practitioners will prescribe medical marihuana and Health
Canada will no longer be the authorizing body for individuals to possess
marihuana for medical purposes;

•

The sale and distribution of dried medical marihuana will be by specific regulated
parties to individuals who can possess it. Medical marihuana will be shipped by
producers to users, or users will be able to acquire it directly from pharmacies,
authorized health care practitioners, and hospitals, who could purchase it directly
from licensed producers.

In February, PDC considered the implications of these new regulations, and a letter was
sent to Health Canada within the 75 day feedback period (see February PDC report for
further background on the new regulations).
PDC also directed staff to further explore and report back on zoning implications and
options. This report provides an outline for bringing further information and input to the
PDC.

DISCUSSION
Considering zoning for medical marihuana production does not necessarily mean limiting
the production of the crop. There are three questions at issue:
1. How should the existing zoning bylaws be interpreted when it comes to medical
marihuana production?
2. Are there additional areas where medical marihuana production should be a
permitted use?
3. Are there areas where the current zoning bylaws would permit production but the
use might be incompatible with other uses on or adjacent to the lots?
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The Nature of the Use
Part of the process of amending or reaffirming the parts of the zoning bylaws relevant to
medical marihuana production is developing a clear understanding of what type of use
legal medical marihuana production is. Additional considerations will include whether
these uses could be auxiliary to other uses (e.g. residential or rural uses).
An Agricultural Use:
• Legal medical marihuana production (which will only be allowed indoors) could be
considered an agricultural use, with impacts similar to greenhouse production of
other crops. However, medical marihuana production can potentially entail
perceived and real safety concerns for the producer and neighbours.
• The Agricultural Land Commission (ALC) has clarified that the legal production of
medical marihuana at commercial scale is considered a farm use. Bylaws or bylaw
amendments affecting medical marihuana production in the ALR will need to be
referred to and reviewed by the ALC.
An Industrial Use:
•

Legal medical marihuana production will take place indoors, and will require
servicing from utilities. The new regulations detail strict security requirements.
These aspects mirror other industrial uses.

Impacts to Consider
Proximity to adjacent land uses – residential dwellings or other uses that entail a
high degree of human activity;
• The size and configuration of the property, including access to the property;
• Proposed scale of the production facility and any accessory use (i.e. storage);
• Utility requirements (i.e. electrical power, water);
• Potential noise generation;
• Visual impact and landscaping screening;
• Traffic impacts;
• Building ventilation and potential odors;
• Environmental impacts such as the storage and disposal of controlled substances,
air quality, water quality and quantity;
• Safety and security.
Because marihuana – a very high value crop – is a controlled substance and there is a
black market and related criminal activity, there are both perceived and real safety issues
to be considered. * This differentiates medical marihuana production from many other
agricultural and industrial uses. Relevant questions include the following:
• Should medical marihuana production be permitted in proximity to residential uses
or other uses with a high degree of human activity?
• Should production should be limited to areas more easily monitored by RCMP?
• Is it in the public’s interest to go through a rezoning or other public permitting
process before production facilities are created?
•

*

Note that the new proposed federal regulations detail a number of security requirements for licensed
producers.
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Preliminary Interpretation of Current Zoning
Marihuana production can be understood as an agricultural use as defined in the zoning
bylaws, which is a listed and permitted use in many rural zones. Medical marihuana
production is also not specifically excluded from the definitions of ‘home occupation’ and
‘home based business’ and could therefore potentially be permitted in zones where those
uses are allowed, subject to certain restrictions (Section 502 (10) in Bylaw 310 and
Section 507 in Bylaw 337). †
‘Industry’ is not a defined term in the zoning bylaws, though ‘light industry’ is, and does not
include crop production. Arguably then, current industrial zoning does not allow for the
production of medical marihuana (agriculture is currently not a listed permitted use in
industrial zones).
Horticulture - a use permitted in all zones in the SCRD - is defined in Bylaw 310 as “the
growing of fruits, vegetables, flowers and ornamental plants for domestic purposes and,
where expressly permitted, for commercial purposes”. Marihuana plants arguably do not
fall within the colloquial understanding of fruits and vegetables, though in a botanical
sense, they are fruiting plants. Planning staff do not consider medical marihuana
production to be a horticultural use as defined in the bylaw.
Approaches to Zoning
There are various options for aligning the zoning bylaws with the new regulations and
either allowing medical marihuana production everywhere or restricting it to particular
zones. The SCRD could:
•

Amend the definition(s) of agriculture, light industry, and/or horticulture, to include
or exclude medical marihuana production.

•

An additional definition of medical marihuana production could be added to the
bylaws and listed as a permitted use in particular zones (or listed as permitted in
all zones).

•

A new zone could be created, for medical marihuana production, potentially with
auxiliary uses as well.

SUGGESTED PROCESS FOR ALIGNING ZONING REGULATIONS
Staff intend to develop an expanded compatibility matrix, building on the table included in
the February 2013 PDC report. Adding details regarding the compatibility of uses will
require research into the list of impacts to consider (above).
As part of the research, staff propose contacting a current larger-scale producer of legal
medical marihuana to request a site visit or discussion, to deepen our understanding of
operations and impacts of the use.
Staff will also continue to collaborate with and learn from the approaches taken by other
local governments such as the District of Sechelt, the Town of Gibsons, and the Regional
District of Central Kootenay (see Attachment 1 for a growing list of approaches taken by
other local governments).
Though the February staff report was referred to several local groups and received some
preliminary comments, staff propose reaching out again to various agencies and groups
for input:

†

The federal regulations do not set a minimum scale of operations, though they do intend to shift
production to larger-scale sites. The specifications for production facilities may in practice limit the ability
of residents to operate facilities as ‘home occupations’ or ‘home based businesses’.
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Local RCMP detachment and SCRD Policing Committee: for input of crime and
safety issues
• BC Hydro: for input on utility demands and other considerations
• APC’s A-F and RCOCPC: for further input on zoning regulations
• AAC: for input on zoning regulations for agricultural lands
If and when a bylaw or bylaw amendment is drafted and given an initial reading, additional
agencies will receive referrals, including the ALC.
Zoning regulations should be aligned and in place by the time the new regulations are
phased in – March 31st of 2014.
•

Meredith Seeton
Planning & Development Division
ATTACHMENTS: 1 – Examples of approaches taken by other BC local governments
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Medical Marihuana Production:
Examples of approaches taken by other BC local governments

Attachment 1

(excerpt taken from draft staff report in Regional District of Central Kootenay
MMGO: Medical Marihuana Grow Operations)
The City of Kamloops
The Development and Engineering Services Director presented a report to Council in November 2012 outlining a
recommendation to amend the current zoning bylaw in order to facilitate siting for federally-licensed medical
marijuana grow operations. He presented a follow-up report in December 2012 recommending that Council
postpone changes to the zoning bylaw until after the proposed MMPR have been formally adopted.
As part of their initial review, city staff considered three options: 1) maintain the status quo and continuing to lobby
Health Canada for changes to the regulations pertaining to medicinal marijuana; 2) moving ahead with local zoning
regulations for MMGOs (in advance of changes to the MMAP) with the understanding that the regulations may go
beyond the local government’s jurisdiction and may be challenged in court; and 3) Permit MMGOs in industrial and
agricultural zones where residential dwellings are absent. Further to options #2 and #3, the City would establish
criteria to evaluate the feasibility and associated safety and security of a MMGO for any given property. The criteria
include requirements to:
• Provide a description of any and all discharges to air, sanitary sewer, storm sewer, streams, or
groundwater;
• Provide an original MMAR license, and a copy for the local government;
• Obtain a building permit;
• Meet all applicable local, provincial, and federal regulations;
• Provide a ventilation plan that specifies how the system will prevent any offensive odour from leaving the
building;
• Locate all operations indoors and in a stand-alone building;
• Have an official mailing address and be located on street/road that is accessible to emergency response
vehicles;
• Limit the use of a building to the MMGO only;
• Setback an MMGO at least 150 m from any residential building, daycare facility, playground, community
centre, school, public park, or any use catering to individuals under the age of 18;
• Prohibit the practice of diverting building generated C02 gas or otherwise provided C02 gas to feed plants;
and
• Decommission MMGOs that are inactive for more than one year and remediate the site.
Kelowna
MMGOs are currently handled by the Building Department. Currently, there are no zoning regulations in place to
address MMGOs.
Mission
Planning Staff have prepared a draft report recommending that MMGOs be permitted on properties designated
Rural or Agricultural Land Reserve. It also recommends that MMGOs not be permitted within single family
dwellings. Council has requested that Staff provide more information with respect to existing MMGOs that are
currently operating in commercial or industrial areas.
The District of Sechelt
Sechelt proposed siting MMGOs on agricultural and industrial lands, but received feedback from local farmers and
has since decided to move ahead with industrial zoning for MMGOs only. District staff is of the opinion that
industrial sites would be easier to monitor and secure, and are therefore more appropriate.
Coquitlam
In July 2012 staff prepared a zoning bylaw amendment to prohibit the production of medical marijuana in residential
areas, except when it was for personal use (this is in accordance with the current Marijuana Medical Access
Regulations). As part of the amendment, third-party production, as regulated and permitted under the federal
MMAR would be restricted to industrial sites. The City identified 5 industrial areas for MMGOs. Council would
review any “designated-person production licenses” for rezoning. Under the proposed regulations MMGOs need to
be fully enclosed and they are the only permitted principle use on the lot.
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Table 1: Land use compatibility matrix for medical marihuana production facilities
Compatibility of
Generalized Production of Medical
Marihuana
Land Use
Industrial

Compatible
in Bylaw 310
Not Compatible
in Bylaw 337

Considerations
Given that production will be taking place indoors and includes
manufacturing, processing, fabricating, assembling, storing,
transporting, distributing, wholesaling, and testing – this is compatible
with other industrial land uses.
Under Bylaw 310 – the use is compatible.
Under Bylaw 337 – the definition of “light industry” excludes
agriculture products processing” and would therefore not be
compatible in Industrial zones.
Planning staff see no reason to restrict production on industrial lands.

Rural

Compatible
Where agricultural or industrial uses are permitted in rural areas, the
on larger parcels only. production of medical marihuana could be a compatible use.
Consideration should be given to the utility requirements of such
facilities and the capacity and desirability of rural areas to be supplied
with the necessary power and water. Planning staff recommend this
be limited to larger parcels.

Agricultural

Compatible
Agricultural areas permit greenhouse production of crops and do not
subject to associated restrict growing to food crops. As such, indoor production of medical
marihuana would be consistent with other agricultural uses. The ALC
uses.
considers medical marihuana production a permitted farm use.

Residential

Not Compatible
The new regulations prohibit production in private dwellings. There is,
on small parcels in high however, no restriction placed on production in detached auxiliary
density neighborhoods buildings in residential areas. Theoretically, then, production could
occur in garages in residential areas where home occupation is a
permitted use. 1
Since the nature of the regulations is to support larger-scale
production, planning staff recommend this use not be permitted on
small parcels and in high density neighborhoods.

Commercial

Not Compatible

Traditionally, production, processing and packaging activities have not
been considered compatible with commercial uses. Because
distribution is by registered mail or bonded courier only, staff would
interpret that medical marihuana production is not compatible with
commercial uses.

Because distribution will need to occur through the mail, implications for parking and loading
associated with production facilities are rather limited.
1

The federal regulations do not set a minimum scale of operations, though they do intend to shift production to
larger-scale sites. The specifications for production facilities may in practice limit the ability of residents to operate
facilities as ‘home occupations’ or ‘home based businesses’ in residential areas.
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ANNEX M
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

October 4th, 2013

TO:

Planning and Development Committee, October 17th, 2013

FROM:

Peter Longhi, Chief Building Inspector and Bylaw Manager

RE:

Building Department Revenues for September, 2013

______________________________________________________________________
RECOMMENDATION:
THAT the report from the Chief Building Inspector regarding Building Permit revenues for
September 2013, be received for information.

DISCUSSION:
Permit revenues have been trending downward over the last three months contrary to previous
year’s revenues. The attached Excel spreadsheet Building Permit Billings YTD without taxation
added.
The value of construction overall, and hence permit revenues generated thus far in Electoral
Area B, seem to dominate the Building Department permit revenue sources. This would be a
result of some higher end residential projects and more recently, the application fee for the
south Pender water works in Area A.
There have been some recent changes in the APEG BC requirements for structural engineers
on residential projects which will affect changes in their ability to deliver engineering on homes
and other buildings in a timely manner. As well these changes will pass some future costs on
to owners who are using their services. The main thrust from APEG BC is the fact that they are
raising the accountability bar for their members and will now be requiring additional concept
reviews to take place on nearly all projects that involve engineering.
These cost concerns are expected to work themselves out over the coming year once
applicants and design/building community become more conversant with the changes. The fact
remains that increases in engineering costs will be passed on to the owners where those
engineering services are needed.
There are a few larger projects
and these are:
•
•
•
•

expected to be applied for this year which should help revenues
St. Mary’s Hospital Phase Three
Balance of South Pender Waterworks upgrade permits
Sechelt Band Cultural Center
Larger retail client to be placed on Band Lands.

Respectfully;
Peter Longhi
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11

12

2013
9

Description

-

01 -2-520-381 Legal Fees
01-2-520-458 Fuel/lubricants Vehicle
01 -2-520-461 Insurance/licence Vehicle

01-2-520-345 Computer Software/Support
01-2-520-347 Library/publications

01-2-520-266 Deliveries/transportation
01-2-520-281 Materials & Supplies
01-2-520-284 Meeting Expense
01-2-520-293 Office Expenses
01-2-520-314 Telephone &Alarm Lines
01-2-520-320 Travel
01-2-520-335 Advertising
01-2-520-338 Dues & Subscriptions

-

01-2-520-200 Administrative Services
01-2-520-213 Grants-Energy Rebate Pgm-Fortis
01-2-520-220 Salaries & Wages
01-2-520-225 Benefits
01-2-520-227 Wcb Building Inspection Services
01-2-520-235 Training & Development
01 -2-520-251 Cash Over/short

520 Building Inspection Services

Expenditures

Revenues

520 Building Inspection Servic

01-1-520-015 Property Tax Requisition
01-1-520-016 Grant Prov Govt Conditional
01-1-520-110 Licenses & Fines
01-1-520-113 Building Permit Fees
01-1-520-115 Other Permit Fees
01-1-520-116 Renewal Fees
01-1-520-118 Title Searches
01-1-520-128 Other Revenue

520 Building Inspection Services

BUILDING INSPECTION
Revenues

Account No.

Year
:
Period :

GL Department Report

SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT
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0
0
0
0

-0
73
1,125

3,377

481
4,999

2,091
1,992

273
356
3,123

45
3,383
1,067

481
4,999
3,377

0

356
3,123
2,091
1,992

0

1,067
273

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0

Budget

45
3,464

73
1,125

-0

5,701
1,469

250
274,845
74,874

73,307

-439,016

-439,016

-619

-9,604
-1,350
-1,869

-250
-340
-331,161

-93,823

Year to Date

0
0

0
0
0

0
0

81
0

581
0

5,120
1,469

250
245,272
67,296

0
0
29,573
7,578

-24,996

73,307

-414,020

-414,020
-24,996

-32

-587

-1,713

-586
-150
-156

0
0
10
-24,082

Current

-9,018
-1,200

-350
-307,079

-250

-93,823

Open Bal

-481
-4,999
-3,377

-273
-356
-3,123
-2,091
-1,992

-1,067

-45
-3,464

0
-73
-1,125

-5,701
-1,469

-250
-274,845
-74,874

-73,307

439,016

439,016

619

250
340
331,161
9,604
1,350
1,869

93,823

Variance

Budget:
Group by:

GL5330

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

0
0
0

0

0

0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

% Used

Actual Amount
Default

Page:

UNHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT
Permit Type:
District:
Area:

BP5700
Date: Oct 02,
Status Code:
Year:
Period:

All
All
All Areas

Page: 1
2013 Time: 3:48 pm
ISSUED
2013
9 To 9

BUILDING DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT
For the Month of: September 2013
Three Year Construction Type Comparison
Work Code Description

2013

2012

2011

7
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0

11
0
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
4
0

14
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
11
1

ADDITION AND ALTERATION
WOOD STOVE/CHIMNEY
AUXILIARY DWELLING
COMMERCIAL CONSTRUCTION
DEMOLITION
AGRICULTURAL BUILDING
INDUSTRIAL BUILDING
MULTIFAMILY DWELLINGS
NEW CONSTRUCTION
SWIMMING POOL
plumbing fixtures only for SFD
PERMIT RENEWAL
SINGLEFAMILYDWELLING
SINGLE FAMILY DWELLING
Special Inspection
TEMPORARY PERMIT
TENANT IMPROVEMENT
UPGRADE
RETAINING WALL
WOOD STOVE? CHIMNEY
AUXILIARY BUILDING
CHANGE OF USE
Total Permits:

21

Total Billings:

6
.3q

Total Project Values:
Cumulative Values:

$ 1,096,000.00
$ 28,788,025.00

22

38

51,862.50

44,440.25

$ 4,262,900.00
$ 34,947,369.00

$ 4,911,830.00
$ 35,301,320.00

District Breakdown
District Name
rea A
REA B
\rea D
rea E
\REA F
5echelt Indian Government District

Total Number of Permits

Total Billings

Total Project Values

4
8
2
4
2
1

q,037.50
9,015.00
584.00
357.00
1,522.00
310.00

53,000.00
867,000.00
40,000.00
6,000.00
105,000.00
25,000.00

GrandTotals:
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ANNEX N
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

October 9, 2013

TO:

Planning and Development Committee, October 17, 2013

FROM:

Steven Olmstead, GM Planning and Development

RE:

Gibsons Community Shuttle Service Funding Request

RECOMMENDATION:
THAT the GM Planning and Development’s report dated October 9, 2013 titled
“Gibsons Community Shuttle Services Funding Request” be received;
AND THAT the Gibsons and District Chamber of Commerce project “Gibsons
Community Shuttle Service” $2000 be funded from Economic Development functions
Area E & F, and apportioned on an assessed value basis.

BACKGROUND:
The following recommendation was made at the July 11, 2013 Board meeting;
Recommendation No. 1 Gibsons Community Shuttle Service
THAT the correspondence from the Gibsons and District Chamber of Commerce
regarding “Gibsons Community Shuttle Service” be received;
AND THAT the Gibsons and District Chamber of Commerce project “Gibsons
Community Shuttle Service” $3000 be funded from Economic Development functions
Area E & F, and apportioned on an assessed value basis as follows:
• Area E 01-2-534-214 - $831;
• Area F 01-2-535-214 - $2,169.
The Gibsons & District Chamber of Commerce now request an additional $2000 to cover their
shortfall. The shortfall would be funded from the Economic Development functions from Area E
& F and apportioned on assessed value, as follows:
•
•

Area E 01-2-534-214 - $554;
Area F 01-2-535-214 - $1446.
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October 3, 2013
Planning and Development Committee
Sunshine Coast Regional District
Dear committee members,
This summer, the Gibsons Chamber and the Town of Gibsons operated a pilot community
shuttle bus service to gain real on-the-road data about the feasibility of and demand for a
community shuttle service. This has long been identified as a high priority by planners and local
residents. Our final report, with ridership counts, financials, and lessons learned, is attached.
The decision to move forward with this project was made at rather short notice due to the
sudden prospect of both sea plane and foot passenger ferry service arriving in Gibsons in the
summer of 2013. Although we did our best to get corporate sponsorships, the short timeline
made this difficult. Many of the logical partners for this project are based off coast (e.g. the
owners of the two malls), and require considerable advance notice.
Therefore, despite our best efforts, we fell $2500 short of our fundraising target. In addition,
fare revenues were lower than projected--partly due to the Sunshine Coast Credit Union's
sponsorship deal which allowed their members to ride for free by showing their cards. The
SCCU has lots of members! We were able to realize some savings by coming in under budget on
our expenses, but we have ended up with a loss of over $2000.
While the Gibsons Chamber did not contribute any cash to this project, we estimate that our
staff time and printing costs exceeded $2500. This does not include many hours of volunteer
effort on the part of our board members.
We would greatly appreciate it if the SCRD would consider covering our $2000 shortfall out of
Economic Development funding.
Thank you for your consideration.

Donna McMahon
Executive Director

Location: Unit 21, 900 Gibsons Way Mailing Address: PO Box 1190 Gibsons, BC V0N 1V0
exec@gibsonschamber.com www.gibsonschamber.com
T (604)886-2325 F (604)886-2379
Visitor Centre T (604)886-2374 F (604)886-2379 Toll Free (866)222-3806 gibsonsbcvisitors@telus.net
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Gibsons Community Shuttle Bus
Summer 2013

FINAL REPORT
Background to the Project
A community shuttle service has long been identified as a priority by community
organizations and planners in the Town of Gibsons. The topography that creates the
town's beautiful views also means a steep climba particular challenge for seniors and
others without a vehicle, including visitors who arrive by boat. While BC Transit provides
bus service, it is relatively infrequent and targeted at travel between major destinations
rather than local short haul trips in town.
Among the reports that identified a shuttle as a priority are the Transit service plan, the
Town's Transit Feasibility Study, the Age Friendly Communities Plan, and the Progress
Plan. It is also considered an economic development priority. By 2013, shuttle bus service
had been "over studied and under implemented."
In May of 2013, a few local citizens decided that they were tired of all talk and no action,
and looked into offering a trial shuttle service for the summer to determine the long term
feasibility and demand for shuttle service. They approached several transportation
providers and received a very positive reception from Sechelt School Bus, whose buses
and drivers are under-used in the summer months.
A number of factors contributed to the decision to go ahead with this project:


The availability of a fully licensed (and wheelchair equipped) bus and drivers made
the logistics "doable".



Gibsons Harbour Authority, which had just expanded the wharf facilities, was in
negotiations with an airline and a water taxi company to bring float plane and foot
passenger ferry service to Gibsons. Although in the end neither company was able
to put a service in place for the summer of 2013, it was clear that there was a
need for better land transportation to meet up with people arriving on foot.



The Chamber had recently signed a contract with the Town to provide economic
development services. One of the big up sides of this project is that it used existing
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resources, employed a local company and provided jobs for people who usually
have seasonal layoffs, thereby keeping dollars in our community.


As part of a Car Free Tourism campaign, the Chamber was looking at opportunities
for attracting more short-haul visitors from Greater Vancouver. Lack of frequent
local transit is an obstacle to visitors arriving on foot.

In June, 2013, the Town and the Chamber met and launched a campaign to find
sponsorships for the bus. This was a very last minute campaign and it could not be pulled
together instantly, so the Town and an anonymous private donor sponsored a "soft
launch" for the weekends of June 15, 22 and 29 in order to provide shuttle service for two
local festivals (the Jazz Festival and the Children's Festival) and the Canada Day weekend.
The full roll-out, with sponsor branding, took place the first weekend in July under the
slogan "Fun, Friendly, Flexible."
In retrospect, there are lots of things we could have done better. But considering that the
core team were a bunch of very busy people organizing it off the side of their desks, and
that none of us had run a bus service before, we did an awesome job.
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Lessons Learned
WHO USED IT - Not surprisingly, more people took the bus
up hill than down (roughly 2 to 1). But it wasn't just the hill.
Seniors used the bus for very short trips, such as
Sunnycrest Mall to IGA Mall. Popular destinations included
work, church and the Legion.
DAYS OF SERVICE - Sunday afternoons were dead. Saturday
was busy, but it was also the longest day of services (10 am
to 5 pm versus noon to 6 on Friday). Merchants at the two
malls would have preferred more weekday hours when
stores are open and the Medical Clinic takes drop-in
patients.

Visitors
Locals

Uphill
Downhill

FARES - Although there were some good arguments for
setting cash fares, and we did have an "Or Pay What You
Can Afford" policy, it would have been better to make the
fares "By Donation" from the beginning. Fares were a
barrier to the seniors and low income individuals who most
Friday
need the shuttle service. When Community Services
Saturday
advertised the pay what you can afford policy, ridership
Sunday
picked up. Also, many of these local residents have annual
BC Transit passes and assumed they could use them. (We
accepted them. No one was refused a ride.) A lot of people
showed their credit union membership cards to get a free ride as part of our sponsorship
deal with the credit union.
FUN, FRIENDLY, FLEXIBLE - Everyone liked this mandate. Flexibility, in particular, is very
important for people who have mobility challenges, or visitors who don't know the area.
ACCESSIBILITY - The wheelchair lift was used from the very first weekend, both for
wheelchairs and grocery trolleys. Having this capacity was important.
BUS SIZE - Having a small, manoeuvrable bus was also important, as the bus had to be
rerouted around street closures and events.
BIKES - Unfortunately the bus couldn't handle bikes. We had a lot of inquiries about bikes
and it should be a priority for any long term service.
SIGNAGE - Putting signs and sponsor logos on a school bus turned out to be very
challenging. This was a problem both in terms of sponsor branding, and in terms of
customer recognition. (Quite a few people never quite realized that the school bus was a
shuttle bus.) Sechelt School Bus has discussed this with Vital Signs, and if this service were
to be offered again with the same type of bus, they recommend a vinyl wrap that goes
over the windows--creating a much more visible presence.
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DRIVERS - The Sechelt School Bus drivers
were wonderful. They are well trained,
experienced drivers used to dealing with
the public, and they made the service
truly Fun, Friendly and Flexible. They also
gave us valuable advice in improving the
route and signage.
PLANNING TAKES TIME - OK, we knew
this, but we rushed the project through at
the last minute anyway. Any future
program of this sort should be put
together months in advance to allow for
sponsorship campaigns, publicity,
branding and logistics.
PROJECT TRACKING - We should have
gathered more names and testimonials.
In addition, clearer briefing with the
drivers about keeping passenger counts would have been helpful. And we never arrived
at a great system for collecting fares from the driver, given that the Town and Chamber
are closed weekends.
COMMUNITY SUPPORT - In general, there was very strong community support for this
program. The Chamber received emails, phone calls and drop in visits from citizens saying
that they were happy to see this service offered. These were not "the usual suspects"
(people who are already heavily involved in the community) -- these were members of
the public who aren't usually heard from. Visitors were also happy, and marina and
harbour staff were pleased to have a service for boaters.
That said, there were a few complaints, some of which were direct, and others of which
we heard about on the grape vine.


There was a formal complaint registered by a taxi company with the Transportation
Branch in Victoria, claiming that we were an unlicensed bus service and unfair
competition. This was resolved with the licensing authorities, since the service met all
the criteria for an exempt community service.



A few merchants in the Landing felt that we were hurting their business by providing
transportation for boaters and locals who would otherwise have to shop at their
stores.
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Apparently rumours circulated
that we were trying to "bust the
Transit union" by running a nonunion service. To be very clear,
the Town (and Chamber) don't
want to run a bus service. This is
BC Transit's mandate. The only
long term solution is to have BC
Transit provide community
shuttle service. With hindsight,
it would have been advisable to
visit the Labour Council and
explain our goals.

Instead of trying to reroute around the Sea Cavalcade
PUBLICITY - While we did advertise
parade, we put the bus IN the parade. It was a hit.
the service with newspaper ads,
press releases, posters and emails, it
takes a while to get the message out there, and we needed more continuous publicity
through the summer. With more advance planning, we could also have done more event
tie-ins.

Going Forward
The Gibsons Community Shuttle pilot project demonstrated that a small, flexible bus
service was warmly welcomed by riders. It also helped to relieve parking congestion
during events, and to increase flow between Gibsons’ business hubs.
While BC Transit has identified as local shuttle service, or paratransit service, as a priority,
it is not yet on the immediate horizon. Local government and the Chamber will continue
to press for this service through the BC Transit consultations taking place this fall.
The organizers will also report back to the Town's Economic Development select
committee and the SCRD's Transportation Committee, and other community partners,
and seek advice on next steps.
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THANK YOU
All of the following people went above and beyond to make this project happen:

















Mayor Wayne Rowe
Councilor Charlene SanJenko
Emanuel Machado (Town of Gibsons CAO)
Selina Williams (Town of Gibsons Corporate Officer)
Lee Turnbull (SCRD Area F Representative)
Lorne Lewis (SCRD Area E Representative)
Donna McMahon (Gibsons Chamber Executive Director)
Dean Walford (Gibsons Chamber President)
Cindy Enevoldson (Gibsons Chamber board member)
Sechelt School Bus: Randy, Jill-Marie and Shona
Nancy McCaw, Sunnycrest Mall
Jodi Fichtner, Sunshine Coast Credit Union
Brian Smith, Community Futures
Vital Signs: Jason and Brian
Community Volunteers: John Hird, Clint Budd
The staff at: The Visitor Information Centre, Gibsons Marina, Gibsons Harbour
Authority
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COMMUNITY SHUTTLE
ACTUALS VS BUDGET to September 30, 2013
Actuals

Budget

$959.17

$2,000.00

$3,000.00
$3,000.00
$3,000.00
$1,500.00
$1,500.00
$1,500.00
$200.00

$3,000.00
$3,000.00
$3,000.00
$1,500.00
$1,500.00
$1,500.00
$200.00
$200.00
$2,500.00

$14,659.17

$18,400.00

Bus Leasing
Signage
Advertising/Promotion

$15,080.00
$994.09
$870.60

$15,834.00
$1,000.00
$1,500.00

Total Expenses

$16,944.69

$18,334.00

Balance

-$2,285.52

$66.00

INCOME
Cash Fares
Sponsors - Confirmed
Town of Gibsons
SCRD
Sunnycrest Mall
Community Futures
SCCU
Anonymous
Blackfish Pub
Seaweeds
Other Sponsors
Total Income

EXPENSES

In addition to the cash contributions to this program, this is an estimate of the
staff and volunteer time that went into making it happen.
TIME (hrs)

Volunteers - Fundraising, Meetings
Volunteers - Signage, Posters, Flyers
Volunteers - Other Misc.
Town Staff - Signage
Town Staff - Promotion, Administration
Chamber Staff - Bookkeeping, Administration
and Promotion
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Ridership Statistics
Total

Visitors

Fri
Sat
Sun

July 5
July 6
July 7

16
26
12

4
12

Fri
Sat
Sun

July 12
July 13
July 14

15
48
22

Fri
Sat
Sun

July 21*
July 22*
July 23*

Fri
Sat
Sun

Locals

Uphill

Downhill

SCCU

Total
Weekend

Pass

12
14
12

10
19
11

6
7
1

3
7
3

N/R
N/R
N/R

54

3
16
4

12
24
18

8
40
15

7
8
7

N/R
N/R
N/R

N/R
N/R
N/R

85

14
16
19

8
2
3

6
14
16

5
13
14

9
3
5

1
3
11

3
6
1

49

July 26
July 27 $
July 28

18
67
45

12
29
25

6
38
20

11
37
37

7
30
8

N/R
N/R
N/R

N/R
N/R
N/R

130

Fri
Sat
Sun

Aug. 2
Aug. 3
Aug. 4

32
42
18

16
17

16
25
18

16
30
11

16
12
7

15
13
2

5
19
12

92

Fri
Sat
Sun

Aug. 9
Aug. 10
Aug. 11

30
57
24

5
28
4

25
29
20

16
34
15

14
23
9

11
10
3

12
25
13

111

Fri
Sat
Sun

Aug. 16
Aug. 17
Aug. 18

12
27
11

0
13
0

12
14
11

9
23
9

3
4
2

N/R
N/R
N/R

N/R
N/R
N/R

50

Fri
Sat
Sun

Aug. 23
Aug. 24
Aug. 25

30
48
32

12
38
8

3
10
24

15
32
22

15
16
10

N/R
N/R
N/R

N/R
N/R
N/R

110

Fri
Sat
Sun

Aug. 30
Aug. 31
Sept. 1

7
42
14

2
29
6

5
13
8

N/R
N/R
N/R

N/R
N/R
N/R

N/R
N/R
N/R

N/R
N/R
N/R

63

452
$ 425
Sea Cavalcade
Parade229
Day

82

96

* Full passenger count not taken 296

* head counts not given - just trips with passengers

$ Parade

Highest ridership was on Sea Cavalcade Weekend and Synchronicity Festival weekend (we made a
special loop over to Shirley Macey Park, which is not on a bus route).
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744

ANNEX O
PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT DIVISION MONTHLY REPORT
FOR SEPTEMBER 2013
1.

Development Control
A. Please refer to the attached tables titled SCRD Subdivision and Development Activity and
SCRD Bylaw Amendment and Permit Activity for a summary of development activities.
B. Crown Land/Foreshore, Water Licence Application Referrals, Pesticide Use Application
Referrals, UREP referrals.
The SCRD received one Crown referral in September.
Application for utilities: electric powerline purposes file 2410911 by Sakinaw Woods
Strata Corporation for a utility corridor near Sakinaw Lake.
C. Governmental Referrals (District of Sechelt / Town of Gibsons / Islands Trust)
D. Agricultural Land Commission Applications
D-58 (Lachuczewski) for non-farm use in order to operate a small restaurant as part of a
micro-brewery at 801 Highland Road, including developing a retail sales area larger than
permitted under the ALR Use, Subdivision & Procedures Regulation. The AAC further
reviewed the application in September. Following discussion with the AAC, the applicant
will consider modifying their application to allow for product ingredients to equal less than
50% of total by weight, as required by the ALR regulation.
E. Subdivision Activity
No new applications were received in September. On-going applications in upper Roberts
Creek and Sakinaw Lake have been progressing toward completion.
F.

Development Variance Permits
New Applications
No new applications were received.
Ongoing Applications
Electoral Area A
337.139 (Pearce) located at Nelson Island to vary the setback from the natural boundary of
the ocean from 7.5 m to 0 m to legalize construction of a new workshop, storage and wood
shed, reconstruction and expansion of the existing walkways and decks which include
increasing the walkway’s elevation and renovation of the existing dwelling within its
previous footprint. The application was referred to DFO, SIB, Ministry of Natural
Resource, and SCRD Building Division for comment. The SIB has requested a PRF prior
to any land alternation activities. A notification was sent to the neighbours within 100 m
from the subject property for comment. The applicant was requested to send an accurate
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site plan showing the location of the buildings and actual property lines regarding the
existing high water mark, which has not been received. Once we receive the site plan the
application will be sent to the APC to review.
Electoral Area B
310.175 (Rutherford) to vary the required setback to waterbody (ocean) in order to permit
a retaining wall located at 5603 Mintie Road. The application was deemed incomplete and
more information is forthcoming.
310.177 (Johnson) to vary the minimum required building setback to waterbody (ocean) in
order to permit an auxiliary building (“gazebo”) with attached deck located at 8347
Redrooffs Road. Staff researched building approval records in order to prepare a report to
the October APC meeting
G.

Board of Variance
No new applications were received in September.

H.

Building Permits
Staff reviewed 20 building permit applications in September to confirm Zoning Bylaw and
Official Community Plan compliance.

I.

Development Permits
New Applications
Two new applications were received
Electoral Area B
DP B-60 (Saunders) is located within DPA #2 on Redrooffs Rd. This application is to
demolish an existing garage, expand the concrete foundation and construct a new garage.
Area D
DP D-122 is located within DPA #4 and DPA #17 on Geddes Rd. This application is to
demolish the existing dwelling and construct a new dwelling in its location, and improve
access to the beach.
Ongoing Applications
Electoral Area A
DP A-28 with variance (Cook for Muench) located at Sakinaw Lake, an application to
legalize the already rebuilt decks, landing and stairs within the 20 m setback from Sakinaw
Lake. The application was referred to Mar. 27th APC. The APC did not recommend
approve this application as presented, requesting more details on current improvements,
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especially in regard to making it more accessible for a person with disability. At their
second meeting of Apr. 23rd, the APC recommended approving the variance conditional to
the owners’ agreement that this is a one-time only addition to a max. size of 300 sq. ft. The
applicant applied to the Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations
(MFLNRO) to legalize their existing deck and floats. The SIB didn’t support the
application and requested the illegal structures be demolished. Staff requested the SIB refer
the application again to their referral committee for further investigation. Notification was
sent to the property owners within 100 m of the subject property. No objections have been
received. The applicant will be referred to the PDC after the applicant resolves the issues
with SIB and the MFLNRO.
Electoral Area B
DP–B58 (Van Klinken Enterprises for Klager), located on Redrooffs Road, an application
for the demolition of an existing single family home and the construction a new single
family home. The Save Harmless Covenant has been registered, but a site plan and
construction drawings are required to move forward with application review.
Electoral Area D
DP D-111 (Matheson) with variance located at 1815 Sunshine Coast Hwy to relax the
setback from natural boundary of a watercourse from 15 m to 0 m and also to relax the
front parcel line setback from 5 m to 0 m to legalize an already built retaining wall. The
Board approved the Development Permit at its meeting on June 6th, 2012, subject to receipt
of creek’s history through MOTI, receipt of a geotechnical engineer’s landslide assessment
and assessment of the structural integrity of the retaining wall. Staff received the first two
items. The geotechnical engineer sent a letter discussing the wall’s integrity including its
potential to disturb a stream protection and enhancement area. They suggested the best
path for all parties is approval of the structure based on the information that has been
provided to date without asking for structural integrity confirmation. According to the
investigation conducted by the Chief Building Inspector, the investigation regarding
structural integrity of the retaining wall is required before issuance of the DP. The
geotechnical engineer was informed about the result of this investigation and recent
changes of the retaining wall to reconsider the prepared assessment and recommendations.
DP D-121 (Green Vista Contracting for Scorrar), located at 975 Conrad Road, an
application for the construction of a single family dwelling within the 30 meter riparian
assessment area. Required documentation was received at the end of September and the
application is currently under review.
J.

Bylaws
New Applications
No new bylaws were initiated by the SCRD in September.
On-Going Applications
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Electoral Area D
OCP Zoning Bylaw Amendment Nos. 600.1 & 310.127 (Groom). A public hearing was
held on October 1st, the results of which will be reported to the October Planning &
Development Committee meeting.
Bylaw 310.145 (Youngman) regarding amending subdivision district to allow for a two lot
subdivision in ALR. Public Hearing was held September 24, 2013 and a report of the
hearing is on the October Planning and Development Agenda.
Electoral Area E
OCP and Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 600.2 and 310.138 (Penonzek and Johnson) a
public hearing was held September 11th at Frank West Hall. A report of the hearing is on
the October Planning and Development Agenda.
Electoral Area F
Bylaw 310.109 (Box Canyon Power Project) Bylaw given 3rd reading and adopted on July
25, 2013. Applicant notified and requested to submit a temporary use permit (TUP);
preparation taking place and a TUP will be submitted in due course
K.

Tree Cutting Permits
No new applications were received.

L.

Strata Conversion Applications
No new applications were received.

2.

3.

Long Range Planning and Major Projects
(A)

Agricultural Area Plan Stage II and III – Stages II and III continued with staff working
with the Ag Plan consultants on conducting a series of public workshops, focus group
meeting, and video production in September through October.

(B)

Halfmoon Bay Official Community Plan – Several referral comments pertaining to the
Halfmoon Bay OCP have been received. Staff attended the Advisory Planning
Commission to discuss the OCP. More comments and meetings are taking place in
October.

(C)

Zoning Bylaw No. 310 review – staff prepared an updated draft zoning bylaw amendment
including proposed new ‘A Zone’.

Other
(A)

The geotechnical reports from Kerr Wood Leidel have been reviewed and a staff report
will be considered on the October Planning and Development Committee agenda.
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(B)

Staff reviewed proposed policy actions for local government on housing, early childhood
development, and community social cohesion and provided comments to the Policy
Consultant at Vancouver Coastal Health.

(C)

Staff prepared a report for the October PDC with zoning options to consider for medical
marihuana production facilities as the federal Marihuana for Medical Purposes
Regulations are now in effect.

(D)

Staff continued to work with local Vancouver Coastal Health staff to organize a food
policy forum – to be held on October 9th and 16th.

(E)

Staff prepared a UBCM briefing note regarding a comprehensive management plan in
Howe Sound.

(F)

Staff facilitated a successful Forage Fish Workshop on September 9th.

(G)

Staff attended the West Howe Sound Community Forum in West Vancouver on September
25th.

______________________________
Steven Olmstead,
General Manager of Planning and Development Division
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Bylaw Amendment and Permit Activity
BYLAW AMENDMENTS RECEIVED
Bylaw Amended

Year
2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Zoning Amendments
310
337

12
6

6
1

7
2

2
2

3
1

4
2

OCP Amendments
West Howe Sound
Elphinstone
Roberts Creek
Halfmoon Bay
Egmont/Pender Hrbr
Hillside
Twin Creeks
Totals

0
2
2
2
5
0
0
29

0
0
0
3
2
0
1
13

1
1
1
2
2
0
0
16

0
0
1
1
0
0
0
6

0
0
1
1
0
0
0
6

0
0
0
1
2
0
0
9

2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec YTD

0

0

0

2

2

2

2

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

DEVELOPMENT VARIANCE PERMITS AND BOARD OF VARIANCE ORDERS RECEIVED
Year
Zoning Bylaw
2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec YTD
Bylaw 310
3
13 14 10
6
10
2
0
2
Bylaw 337
5
7
7
9
1
2
2
2
4
Totals
8
20 21 19
7
12
2
0
2
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
DEVELOPMENT PERMITS RECEIVED
Year
Official Community Plan 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
West Howe Sound
Elphinstone
Roberts Creek
Halfmoon Bay
Egmont/Pender Hrbr
Totals

4
4
8
7
4
23

7
6
12
3
5
33

6
5
5
8
2
26

2
4
10
10
5
31

8
2
10
6
5
29

3
3
7
5
3
21

2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec YTD
0
1
1
8
1
3
1
1
2
1
1
1
3
1
1
3
1
2
4
3
0
0
0
2
2
2
0
0
0
15

BUILDING PERMIT REVIEW
Year
Official Community Plan 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
West Howe Sound
Elphinstone
Roberts Creek
Halfmoon Bay
Egmont-Pender Hrbr
Totals

38
29 45 37
58
44 45 49
68
59 54 71
86
61 62 70
153
93 117 105
403 286 323 332

35
44
56
64
70
269

33
39
51
56
74
253

2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013
Jan Feb Mar April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec YTD
1
0
4
1
1
2
5
3
4
21
4
4
5
5
3
7
5
2
12
47
2
5
3
1
3
3
3
3
1
24
5
1
1
4
2
6
3
2
26
2
8
6
7
6
7
5
4
4
1
48
17
20
20
14
18
19
23
15
20
0
0
0 166

Crown Land Permit Applications
Electoral Area
West Howe Sound
Elphinstone
Roberts Creek
Halfmoon Bay
Egmont-Pender Hrbr
Totals

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
1

0

0

0

0

0

1
6
8
16

2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013
Jan Feb Mar April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec YTD
0
3
3

1
1

1
1

0

0

1
1
2

1
1
5

2
2

1
2
3

1
1

0

0

0

3
9
15
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SCRD Subdivision and Development Activity

Electoral
Area
A
B
D
E
F
Totals

Subdivision Applications Received By Area*
Year
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
TOTAL
SEP
8
4
8
4
3
4
1
7
3
8
5
4
2
3
8
5
5
3
0
3
21
22
22
23
0

Proposed # of Parcels Through Subdivision Application Reviewed
Year
Electoral
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
Area
TOTAL
SEP
YTD
A
20
8
16
8
3
B
7
13
2
13
6
D
14
24
12
8
E
6
8
15
4
F
34
5
0
6
2
Totals
81
58
45
39
0
11

YTD
2
1

1
4

Subdivision Application Fees Collected
Year
Amount Collected
$15,455.00
2009
$22,165.00
2010
$19,947.00
2011
$14,335.00
2012
SEP
$4,310.00
2013 YTD

Electoral
Area
A
B
D
E
F
Totals

Electoral
Area
A
B
D
E
F
Totals

Subdivisions Receiving Final SCRD Approval
Electoral
2011
2012
2013
Area
SEP
YTD
A
3
2
2
B
1
1
3
D
3
6
2
E
4
4
1
F
3
2
Totals
14
15
0
8

Money In Lieu of Park Dedication
Year
2010
2011
2012
TOTAL
$16,875

2009

$32,500
$29,000
$77,500
$139,000

$16,875

$0

$0

Electoral
Area
A
B
D
E
F
Totals

2013
SEP

YTD

$0

Development Cost Charges Collected From Subdivision
Year
2013
2009
2010
2011
2012
TOTAL
SEP
$2,000
$8,000
$6,000
$6,000
$3,000
$12,250
$2,450 $12,250
$12,250
$24,900
$7,350
$2,450
$2,450
$34,300
$2,450
$39,300
$39,600
$42,750 $30,050
$65,000
$0

$0

2010

0.985
0.985

0.0852
0

0

0.0852

YTD
$24,000
$2,450

$26,450

Strata Conversion Applications Reviewed
2013
Electoral
2011
2012
Area
SEP
YTD
A
B
1
D
1
E
F
1
1
0
0
Totals

2011
1
2
1

2
1

3

4

ALR Applications Reviewed
2013
2012
SEP
YTD
Subdivision
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

0

Development Cost Charges Collected From Building Permits
Year
2013
Electoral
2009
2010
2011
2012
Area
TOTAL
SEP
YTD
A
B
D
E
$2,450
F
$2,450
$4,900
Totals
$0 $2,450
$2,450
$4,900
$0

District of Sechelt
Development Cost Charges
Year
$118,800
2009
$56,100
2010
$82,500
2011
$223,300
2012
SEP
$38,500
2013

Electoral
Area
A
B
D
E
F
Totals

Lands Received as Park Dedication (Hectares)
Year
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
TOTAL
SEP
YTD

Exclusion

Inclusion

0

0

Non-Farm

0
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ANNEX P
Agricultural Advisory Committee
September 24, 2013

3:30 pm

Minutes of the meeting held in the Board Room of the Sunshine Coast Regional District,
1975 Field Road, Sechelt, BC
Present:
Regrets:
Absent:
Also present:

Call to order

Dale Peterson (Chair), Betty Hart, Margrett George, Jon Bell, Dave Ryan,
Martin Kiewitz, Dawn Myers, Katie Latham, Jade Bisson, Dennis Wilkinson
Gerald Rainville, Frank Roosen, Peter Doig
Nicole Huska
Andrea Lawseth, Agroecological Consulting (part)
Ione Smith, Upland Consulting (part)
Marek Lachuczewski for ALR #D‐58 (part)
Greg Krolikowski for ALR #D‐58 (part)
Donna Shugar, Director, Area D (Roberts Creek) (part)
Jeffery Paleczny, Town of Gibsons Development Services Coordinator (part)
Andrew Allen, SCRD Planner (part)
Gregory Gebka, SCRD Planner
Diane Corbett, Recorder

3:31 pm

1.

Agenda
The amended agenda was adopted as amended:
o Change order of items under Business Arising for convenience of the public
o Add:
3.4 Results of Agricultural Area Plan questionnaire
4.5 Recommendation regarding subdivision in the ALR
4.6 Breweries on the Sunshine Coast

2.

Reports and Minutes
The following meeting minutes were accepted as written:
o Agricultural Advisory Committee Minutes of June 25, 2013
o Agricultural Advisory Committee Minutes of July 23, 2013

3.

Business Arising From Minutes and Unfinished Business
3.1 ALR Non‐Farm Use Application No. D‐58 (Lachuczewski)
The proponents responded to questions and requested clarification from staff, the
director and members regarding details, regulations, and possibilities pertaining to
their situation and Application ALR No. D‐58 for Non‐Farm Use (discussed at the AAC
June meeting). The proponents determined that they would reconsider their
options.
3.2 Local Food Claims
Dave Ryan discussed a recommendation to the Board regarding a submission to the
Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) public consultation on “local food claims”.
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He commented that the CFIA proposed definition regarding “local food claims” could
impede local attempts to develop an economic system around local food.
Recommendation No. 1:
As a stakeholder, the SCRD, who is currently developing an Area Agricultural Plan,
a Food Policy Council and building a sustainable local food system, wants to
prevent local foods from being strangled by industrial‐scale food safety
regulations.
Therefore, the AAC makes the following recommendation that the SCRD Board
sends a letter to the CFIA stating the following:
Due to the fact that consumers do not agree on one definition, the CFIA
should not propose to define for consumers what is or is not local. Instead,
by requiring a person to disclose the origin of the product, farm name, farm
location (town, city and province), consumers can make their own
determination as to whether a food advertised as “local” meets their own
standards.
In light of the time sensitivity of this proposed submission to the CFIA, with a
deadline of September 27, 2013, it was agreed by consensus that a request to the
SCRD Corporate Officer would be made to include the recommendation as a late
agenda item for the Board meeting of September 26.
Action:
Dave Ryan will draft a cover memo and request inclusion of the
recommendation on the September 26 SCRD Board agenda.
3.3 Draft Vision Statement (Agricultural Area Plan)
The staff report on the draft AAP Vision Statement was received.
Recommendation No. 2:
That the Agricultural Area Plan draft Vision Statement of July 2013 entitled
“Planning and Development Division Redraft for Discussion” is adopted as the final
draft Vision Statement as amended: remove “and farming” from the last line.
3.4 Results of Agricultural Area Plan Questionnaire
Dale Peterson discussed questionnaire results received during his three recent
sessions at local IGA supermarkets, where he interacted with the public about the
AAP survey and received 177 responses. These “live” survey results will be included
with the total results upon closure of the on‐line survey in October, and compiled
within the Agricultural Area Plan final report.
3.5 BCTS Operational Plans in Vicinity of Reed Road Area
Further discussion ensued on proposed BC Timber Sales cut blocks on Crown Land in
the vicinity of Electoral Area E (Elphinstone), identified as A91378‐G043C3ZS and
A91376‐G043C3ZD. A map from the Town of Gibsons Aquifer Study was distributed
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that illustrated the location of the Chaster Creek aquifer and topography of the
areas under consideration. The former proposed cut block is in the Chaster Creek
watershed; the latter proposed cut block is located in the Agricultural Land Reserve.
Points from discussion:
o Upper blocks are located in the headwaters of the aquifer.
o Properties on Russell and the high side of Burton have a private water source,
with shallow wells and surface ponds for all drinking water.
o Logging (at upper blocks) will affect water supply quality and quantity
downstream; all land below is agricultural land.
o Even if they did replant, there would be erosion.
o Chaster Creek is fish bearing.
o Chaster runs over the corner of my property and under the highway. Have seen
culvert blocked many times. There will be wash‐outs , debris coming down, for
years. …MOTI regularly patrols that culvert…. built before Mount Elphinstone
was logged, when it was sufficient. Once Elphi was logged, the snow pack came
right down. Even where trees are growing, it still dries up.
o (Area of proposed cut blocks) is prime recreational land.
o Water table is very high in the land below.
o Lots of peat moss that soaks in winter releases in summer.
o It is the biggest agricultural area on the lower Sunshine Coast.
o It will affect rural properties not on ALR – will this be drawn to their attention
also?
o Top blocks: concern is runoff... Lower portion is an opportunity for community
agriculture. If cleared and stumped: would be in a position to go into agriculture.
Not exchanging it but using it for community agriculture. Rent to a farmer, not
subsistence but large‐scale – it would have impact on the food system.
o Why not say “No logging”?
o Two issues: impact on adjacent lands of logging; logging of the lands themselves.
o In the headwaters, take out 10% of trees, not clear‐cut.
o Maybe make an agroforestry application to the ALC around that to preserve that
(ALR piece). There is more on the floor. Permaculture, berries, mushrooms…
o We seem to agree that cutting all these areas is not a good idea.
o A best management practice is the precautionary principle… We are not
convinced from an agriculture perspective that they are maximizing the potential
of the whole property. Maybe do a woodlot. On the higher ones, use precaution:
aquifer and road. Regarding the agriculture component, we don’t know the
effect on groundwater, soil runoff, water retention.
o No clear‐cutting. It is detrimental to properties below, and would destroy
topsoil.
o It cannot be deleterious to the ability to farm, cannot harm the ability to use that
property for agricultural purposes.
o Have them do an agricultural assessment of the ALR land. Allow for a trade. If it
is agricultural land and they have the right to take it and cut trees: best that we
get something for it so we do save agricultural land for the future.
o Has potential to render farms below unfarmable.
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o
o
o
o

No logging in the watershed
Two issues: lowest block: ALR issue; upper ones are watershed issues.
Have greater setbacks
Impacts on water quality and quantity in the future

Recommendation No. 3 Regarding proposed Cut Block A91376‐G043C3ZD:
That there is no clear cut or any other logging activity on ALR land that would
impair in any way the ability to realize the land’s full agricultural potential due to
concerns about water quality, water retention and sedimentation; and that a
potential agricultural assessment be conducted at the proponent’s expense by an
independent professional agrologist; and that an assessment be conducted on the
potential impact on other agricultural properties before any logging activity
commences.
Recommendation No. 4 Regarding proposed Cut Block A91378‐G043C3ZS:
That there is no clear cut or any other logging activity that would impair in any way
the ability to realize the land’s full potential due to concerns about water quality,
water retention and sedimentation; and that an assessment be conducted on the
potential impact on lands below before any logging activity commences.
4.

New Business
4.1 Edge Planning
The Chair distributed handouts and gave an overview of “edge planning”.
Recommendation No. 5
That edge planning is included as part of the Agricultural Area Plan, and that there
will be edge planning for all ALR property.
4.2 Halfmoon Bay OCP Bylaw No. 675
The staff report entitled “Bylaw 675: Halfmoon Bay Official Community Plan” was
received.
Recommendation No. 6
That the following be added into the Resource chapter of the Halfmoon Bay OCP
regarding forest harvesting:
o No clear cutting or any other logging activity is permitted on ALR land that
would impair in any way the ability to realize the land’s full agricultural
potential due to concerns about water quality, water retention and
sedimentation;
o Potential agricultural assessment required at the proponent’s expense by an
independent professional agrologist;
o Consideration regarding impact on other adjacent agricultural properties.
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4.3 Invitation to Food Policy Forum
Committee members were invited to attend the Food Policy Forum, scheduled for
October 9 at Seaside Centre with a follow up event on October 16 (World Food Day)
at Sechelt Indian Band Hall.
4.4 Agricultural Area Plan Workshop / Speaker Series
Committee members were invited to attend the Agricultural Area Plan Workshop /
Speaker Series:
o September 24
Collaborative Marketing
o October 2
Cooperative Farming Structures
o October 8
Agri‐tourism and Value Added Marketing
o October 15
Meat Processing at a Small‐Scale
4.5 Recommendation regarding Subdivision in the ALR
Recommendation No. 7
That all ALR land not be considered for subdivision unless there is a proven
positive benefit to agriculture; and that, when considering a proposal for a
subdivision in the ALR, no proposal will be considered “minor” for the following
reasons: (1) precedents are established, where future applicants refer to examples
of where similar requests were accepted; (2) concurrent “minor” subdivisions very
quickly become “major”.
4.6 Breweries on the Sunshine Coast
Concern was raised regarding impacts of breweries and their associated industrial
processes and effluents upon the Agricultural Land Reserve. Discussion ensued.
Recommendation No. 8
That, if the SCRD notices or staff has been informed that an ALR property is being
used in a way that contravenes the Agricultural Land Act and Regulations or the
SCRD zoning requirements, the SCRD should investigate and ensure compliance
with both provincial and district regulations.
5.

Next Meeting

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 at 3:30 at SCRD

Adjournment 6:15 pm
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ANNEX Q

Area ‘A’ Minutes

September 25, 2013

AREA 'A' MINUTES
SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT REFERRALS ADVISORY PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING
PENDER HABOUR SECONDARY SCHOOL LIBRARY, MADEIRA PARK

WEDNESDAY, SEPT 25, 2013 AT 7:00PM

Present:

G. Craig (Chair), J. Dickin, A. Skelley, G. Park, D. Burnham, R. Metcalfe, F.
Mauro (Area A Director) and C. Patterson (Secretary)

Regrets:

J. McOuat, J. Hall, L. Falk, J. McDonald, G. McBain and C. McEachern.

Guest:

J. Green, Representing Sakinaw Woods Strata Corporation

CALL TO ORDER: 7:01 P.M.
MINUTES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Egmont/Pender Harbour (Area A) APC Minutes of July 31, 2013
Halfmoon Bay (Area B) APC Minutes of July 23, 2013
Agricultural Advisory Committee Minutes of July 23, 2013
Natural Resources Advisory Committee Notes of August 7, 2013
Planning and Development Committee Minutes of July 18, 2013
Motion: Moved by J. Dickin and seconded by R. Metcalfe
To adopt the Minutes of July 31, 2013 for Area 'A' and to accept the balance of the
minutes with thanks.
PASSED

BUSINESS ARISING FROM MINUTES AND UNFINISHED BUSINESS
NEW BUSINESS
6.

Application File No. 2410890 by West Coast Wilderness Lodge for Commercial Moorage
fronting DL 5279 & 6590 in Egmont, BC.
Discussion centered on the conclusion of the Planning and Development Staff, which was
to consider recommending the applicant apply to amend the Official Community Plan and
Bylaw 337 to reflect the proposed change on the foreshore fronting DL 5279 and 6590. It
was felt by a number of the APC Board that this requirement would cause unnecessary cost
to the applicant as they already had commercial zoning upland of the foreshore.
Motion: Moved by A. Skelley and seconded by G. Park
Area A APC supports this application and we see no need for an amendment of the
foreshore zoning fronting DL 5279 and 6590, nor an amendment to the OCP at this
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time, and we consider the request of the Planning and Development department to be
inconsistent with the current zoning practices in that area.
PASSED
7.

Application for Utilities: Electric power line purposes File No. 2410911 by Sakinaw
Woods Strata Corporation for a utility corridor near Sakinaw Lake.
J. Green described what the Sakinaw Woods Strata Corporation, working with B.C. Hydro,
have done to determine an appropriate route for power installation to the strata property
and potentially to neighbouring properties beyond. The best conclusion they came to is the
proposed design in the application package. Once under B.C. Hydro’s responsibility, the
land would be allocated as a Statutory Right of Way.
It is not the current intent of the Strata to use this proposed B.C. Hydro maintenance road
as a regular transportation route to and from the Strata.
Where this line crosses the Hydro Transmission Line is not all that visible from Sakinaw
Lake. There is a question as to whether the line will be required to be underground or
above ground at this time, to be determined by B.C. Hydro during construction.
Motion: Moved by A. Skelley and seconded by R. Metcalfe
We support the application providing the applicants recognize the rural nature of the
lake and make their electricity installation, and outdoor lighting, plans accordingly,
and that public access along the corridor is maintained.
PASSED

DIRECTORS REPORT:
• F. Mauro attended the recent UBCM. There were excellent clinics held this
year. He was able to meet with several Ministers and discussions covered
several topics, such as the new Provincial recycling program, derelict vessel
issues, as well as upcoming projects such as Industry BC’s efforts to bring
wireless reception along all BC Highways. A discussion of the Howe Sound
Area’s Land Resource Management Plan showed that any decisions will take
five to ten years to implement, so there will be no moratorium on development
at this time. F. Mauro spoke of a few UBCM Resolutions that were voted on.
The SCRD Budget talks are coming up for next year, and the Board will be
meeting soon to start discussions.

NEXT MEETING: 7:00 p.m. October 30, 2013 at the Library, P. H. Secondary School

ADJOURNMENT: motion to adjourn at 7:52 p.m. by G. Craig
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ANNEX R
Halfmoon Bay APC Advisory Group
Coopers Green, Halfmoon Bay, BC
MINUTES OF TUESDAY, Sept 24, 2013
Chair
Ex Officio member
Recording Secretary
PRESENT
Alda Grames
Ray Moscrip
Jay Corman
Len Pakulak
Walter Powell
Eleanor Lenz

Elise Rudland/Eleanor Lenz
Garry Nohr
Katrina Walters
REGRETS
Richard Grant
Lorne Campbell
Ron Kernohan
Joan Harvey
Wendy Pearson
Elise Rudland

SCRD STAFF
Andrew Allen

GUESTS
Barbara Bolding
Greg Bolding
Willis Horst
Keith Anderson

1. Call to Order
Eleanor Lenz, co-chairperson, called the meeting to order at 7:00 PM.

2. Agenda
Motion: That the agenda be accepted as printed.
Carried Unanimously
3. Minutes
Minutes from the following meetings were received for information:
3.1 Area B- Halfmoon Bay APC Minutes of July 23, 2013.
3.2 Area A- Egmont/Pender Harbour APC Minutes of July 31, 2013.
3.3 Area D- Roberts Creek APC Minutes none.
3.4 Area E- Elphinstone APC Minutes none.
3.5 Area F- West Howe Sound APC Minutes none.
3.6 Natural Resource Advisory Committee Minutes of Aug. 7, 2013.
3.7 Agricultural Advisory Committee Minutes of July 23, 2013.
3.8 Planning and Development Committee Minutes of July 18, 2013.

Motion: That the above Area B minutes be accepted as discussed and that all other
minutes be received for information only.
Carried Unanimously
4. Business Arising from Minutes and Unfinished Business
None.
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5. New Business
5.1 Application File 24 10904 by Horst for Private Moorage located at 10605 HWY
101, Halfmoon Bay
APC Comments/Concerns:
-The anchor lines for the dock are the problem, according to the neighbours.
-It appears, in the drawings, that the anchor chains for the dock go beyond the extension
of the property line, past the public road allowance, and into the neighbour’s foreshore
area.
-This dock appears to be a nautical menace.
-As an alternative to the anchor chains and blocks which are posing concern to
neighbours, committee members suggest that the applicant consider an alternative and
more contained anchoring system (such as drilling concrete piping into the rock).
-It is in the public interest that the public access be kept clear of private neighbouring
moorage. The community (through OCP research) has stressed that they want to protect
the public right of way.
-The complaints of the neighbours seem to be founded, and the dock could be
constructed in another way, eliminating the need for the chains that are intruding on the
neighbouring foreshore. Consider other alternatives for design, rather than encroaching
on neighbouring foreshore. It infringes on other people’s rights.
-Why are we making comments on an incorrect drawing? Why are we looking at a set of
drawings that are incorrect? This package should go back and be presented again with a
full set of surveyed drawings.
-Why isn’t this policed by the SCRD? We talked about people having to restore
infractions to their natural state, not just paying fines: why isn’t this enforced? (There is
already work in place to charge higher fines, to the point of asking someone to remove an
infraction.)
-Recommend to put this application on hold until an accurate set of drawings is obtained.
Motion 1-Private Moorage Facility (ramp, dock, and access- including retaining
walls and stairs):
The APC asks that a full set of surveyed drawings be done because the drawings
presented in the APC package have been contested as being inaccurate. The committee
also makes a recommendation that the applicant look at alternatives for anchoring the
dock that makes it more amenable for neighbour and the public, thus removing obstacles
for navigation and encroachment on neighbouring foreshore and public right-of-way.
Carried by Majority
Motion 2- Boat Launch:
The APC recommends that the boat launch be removed as it is an illegal structure that is
not supported by zoning.
Carried by Majority
5.2 Halfmoon Bay OCP Bylaw 675
APC Comments/Concerns:
-Would like a web address to be included on the maps to make it a more interactive
document.
-Didn’t notice any methodology for non-compliance to policies. The policies can be
turned into bylaws that can be enforceable through bylaw enforcement.
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6. Directors Report:
Director Garry Nohr gave his report.

7. APC Committee Discussions/Requests:
1. Ask transportation representative (Brian Sagman) to come to an APC meeting when
the OCP committee is also present.
8. Next Meeting
Tuesday, Oct 22, 7 PM.
9. Adjournment
8:55 PM

________________________
Elise Rudland/Eleanor Lenz
HMB APC Co-Chairs

____________________
Date
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ANNEX S
Susan Hunt
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

AVICC [avicc@ubcm.ca]
Thursday, October 03, 2013 9:28 AM
Shelley Webber
Feedback Requested: Derelict and Abandoned Vessels Draft

For Electronic Distribution

—

October 3, 2013

Re: Derelict and Abandoned Vessels Manual

—

For Your Review and Input

Please forward the following to your elected officials, CAO and staff working on this file.
The Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resources has completed a draft of their “Practical Manual for
Addressing Problem Vessels and Floating Structures”, and is now requesting that UBCM Members review
and provide input on the draft manual.
For any local government dealing with problem vessels, the issue of who is responsible for what is a key
concern. The draft manual seeks to address this issue by:
1.
2.

explaining which level of government can do what in different situations;
identifying key points of contact for resolving problems; and

3.

outlining options for a collaborative approach for dealing with the most serious issues.

UBCM members are asked to review the draft manual and provide input by November 15, 2013. Please
send your comments to:
UBCM Senior Policy Analyst, Maria Stanborough, MCIP, RPP
Environment & Healthy Communities Committee

Email: mstanboroughubcm.ca
The draft document can be downloaded from the UBCM website, please click on the link below, or visit
What’s New on the UBCM website at www.ubcm.ca for more information.
http://tinyurl.com/lcb6afd

Shelley Webber
AVICC Executive Coordinator
525 Government St, Victoria, BC V8V 0A8
Tel: 250-3565122 Fax: 250-356-5119

EM: swebber@ubcm.ca
avicc.ca

ubcm.ca

The Compass: Weekly News and Information from UBCM— szibscribe for free at www.ubcm.ca
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Purpose
This manual deals with the subject of problem vessels and problem structures, which are
anchored, moored, sunk or grounded in waters covering provincial Crown land
1 or beached on
the foreshore. Also included within the scope of this manual is ‘wreck’, which includes any
cargo or other things that may have been part of or carried on a wrecked or stranded vessel.

4w’

The Purpose of this manual is:
1) to explain which level of government can do what in different situations,
2) to identify key points of contact for resolving problems and,
3) to outline options for a collaborative approach for dealing with the most serious issues.

Focus
Problem vessels and structures include wrecks, abandoned vessels or structures, vessels
causing pollution and vessels or structures viewed as a nuisance or undesirable for other
reasons.

Introduction
At the outset, it is important to acknowledge that there are no simple “cookie-cutter” solutions or
“check-box” parameters for addressing individual ipcidents involving problem vessels and
structures. Establishing guidelines, business processes, and inter-agency understandings for
addressing abandoned vessels must account for:
•
•
•

the strong legal rights afforded vessel owners as part of the right to navigate and;
the complex legal environment ihvolving federal, provincial, and sometimes, local
governments and;
limited resources at all levels that influence the ability to take action.

Addressing problem vessels and structures is a challenge because of the constitutional
authority for addressing any particular issue and because societal concerns regarding problem
vessels and structures are not always aligned with the legal framework.
The limited availability of space in marinas causes people to seek alternatives for safekeeping
their vessels by affixing them to mooring buoys or anchors as an alternative. Even when there
is available marina space, the cost of moorage is too high for some people. Normal moorage
rates may be too expensive for lower-income people and marina practices that increase rates
during peak tourism periods cause local boaters to relocate for the summer months. The
regulatory burden for marinas to allow live boards within their facilities has resulted in some

“Crown land”, subject to section 1.1 of the Land Act, means land, whether or not it is covered by water, or an interest in land, vested in the
government,
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marinas denying access to live boards. The exclusion of live aboard vessels forces their
owners to relocate to lesser-regulated locations.
There are stigmas associated with people that live on boats and when their vessels are situated
near urban areas, social disagreements can develop. Additionally, the characterization of
derelict or unsafe vessels is often a personal matter. It is common that an “ugly” vessel is
sound but viewed by some people as being a risk to the environment and to human safety.
Notwithstanding public opinion, there are circumstances where vessels in poor repair are,
anchored or tied to a buoy and do not necessarily pose an obstruction to navigation or danger to
the environment.
There are long-established public rights to navigate and to anchor for “a reasonable priod” for
purposes associated with navigation. It is accepted generally, that two weeks is a “reasonable
period” to be anchored in one location to affect repairs, load and unload suppilos and for other
activities associated with navigation. These public rights must be considered, with an emphasis
on reasonableness, whenever addressing problem vessels. The measure of time should not be
narrowly applied in situations where the vessel owner is waiting for foul weather to pass.
Respecting these established rights can create challenges when attempting to establish
whether a vessel or floating structure is in trespass because In theory, the owner need only
move their anchored property to a nearby location every two weeks as a means to forestall
action to remove the vessel or structure. (See Appendix A)

1.0 Independent Jurisdictions or “Who Can Do What?”
4’

Answering, “who can do what” is not particularly complicated. It is necessary to understand
how land ownership and legislative jurisdiction intertwine in order to identify which level of
government has the responsibility and authbrity to take action.
—

The Province owns much of the Iad covered by water (tidal and non-tidal) in British Columbia
and has the same rights over its land, as does any owner. The ability to make laws and
regulate what goes on in navigable waters (known as the power over “navigation and shipping”)
is a matter of federal responsibility.

1.1 Ownership
While the Province owns most of the inland waterways and lakes and, the protected bays,
harbours and channels of the BC coast, there are exceptions.
In some eases, the federal government may hold title to submerged land and foreshore.
Examples Include lands held by Canada for the Department of National Defense and National
Parks. The federal government also has ownership rights to submerged and foreshore lands
where the provincial Crown has transferred the administration and control of those lands. This
is common for federal harbours in British Columbia. These are:
;

This manual does not deal with ports and harbours that are established and regulated under
federal legislation. For problem vessels and structures in these areas, the first point of contact
is the port authority, the harbour commission or the agent managing the harbour.
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Fee simple ownership of submerged land is rare. In these cases, the landowner can exercise
their rights in the same manner as for land situated above the natural boundary, subject to
applicable laws. Some local government and provincial authority may still apply such as, for
zoning and waste management and environmental protection. Federal authority related to the
protection of navigable waterways and the marine-environment remains effective.

1.2 Legislation
It is generally understood that a vessel can anchor anywhere as long as it is not contrary to any
law or regulation and does not obstruct navigation. Port authorities and other entities such as
the Department of National Defense or Parks Canada and BC Parks can prohibit anchoring in
waters under their jurisdiction. If the vessel or structure obstructs navigation, it is subject to a
removal order under part 2 of the NWPA.
Each level of government has jurisdiction to make independent decisions but generally, federal
jurisdiction is viewed as a starting point for addressing concerns about abandoned vessels.
This is not meant to suggest that federal agencies must always take the lead for managing
abandoned vessels rather; strategies to address abandoned vessels must be developed with
the participation of the appropriate federal agency.

1.2.1

Provincial Legislation
The Province enacted laws important for the managc(ment of provincial Crown land. The
Environmental Management Act, the Land Act arid the Trespass Act are examples of provincial
statutes that apply to this issue. However, valid provincial laws may not apply if they intrude into
federal powers over navigation and shipping or operate in conflict with those powers.
The Province has the jurisdiction to control access to provincial Crown aquatic land. The Land
Act and the Trespass Act contain provisions for dealing with trespass on Crown land. Policies
are in place to support legislation and there is existing direction regarding trespass on Crown
land (e.g. structures built without authorization). Those policies are applicable on Crown land
covered by water however; the trespass policy is generic and does not provide specific direction
for dealing with what may appear to be problem vessels on provincial Crown aquatic land.
The Province has jurisdiction to require individuals to take responsibility for preventing pollution
and for the cleanup of pollution. The Environmental Management Act contains provisions for
the care and control of the cleanup of any debris or substance.
When addressing environmental concerns associated to problem vessels or structures there
may be overlapping provincial and federal responsibilities. Identification of the most appropriate
and effective lead organization will be determined case-by-case. The location of the problem
vessel or structure will influence the identification of the lead agency.
If the problem vessel or structure is not obstructing navigation and has sunk or grounded onto
provincial Crown land or, the object in question is not recognized as a vessel, then the Province
has jurisdiction to act. In every case, provincial ministries will coordinate with federal agencies
to verify that the Province will be acting appropriately. Two ministries play important roles in the
management of problem vessels and structures.
• The Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations (FLNRO).
Contacting the nearest regional office of FLNRO is the best option. Contact
information is available at http:Hwww.for.Oov.bc.caIrnofIreQds.htrntwcr.
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•

The Ministry of Environment (MOE).
Calling 1-800-663-3456 is the best way to report matters related to pollution.

Relevant provincial statues and regulations can be found at http://www.bcaws.ca/.

1.2.2 Federal Legislation
The federal government has legislative jurisdiction over navigation and shipping and for matters
related to the marine fishery and marine environment. Matters related to marine pollution and
the health of marine animals and plants are captured under federal authority. In the mUJority of
cases, dealing with problem vessels and structures are addressed by federal legislation
designed for the protection of navigable waterways and the deposit of noxious substances into
the marine environment. The different legislations can appear to overlap but the Navigable
Waters Protection Act, the Canada Shipping Act and the Canadian Environmental Protection
Act are commonly referred to when dealing with problem vessels and structures. In addition,
the federal Fisheries Act may have substance when addressing these situations.
There are three federal agencies having a key role in the management of problem vessels and
structures.
• Transport Canada
• Coast Guard
• Environment Canada and sometimes a fourth agency,
• Fisheries and Oceans Canada
.

Each agency has specific responsibilities but work within a collaborative framework to address
matters related to problem vessels and structures.,,
1

1.2.3 Legislation and Local Government Jurisdiction
Local governments have powers to develop and enforce bylaws governing the use of land within
their specific jurisdiction. Federal arnj provincial legislation affect local government authority
over problem vessels and structures.
1.2.4 Legislation and First Nations Considerations
The governments of Canada and British Columbia have constitutional responsibilities to First
Nations. Aboriginal interests must be taken into consideration whenever the actions of
government may affect those interests. First Nation interests can be affected by the proximity of
problem vessels and structures situated near reserve lands or areas of significant cultural
importance. Generally, the concerns of First Nations communities are similar to those of local
governments but it is very important to acknowledge that First Nations have certain rights with
respect to fishing and access to other marine resources.

2.0 Environmental Issues
2.1 Provincial Role
MOE leads the administration of BC’s Environmental Management Act. The Act requires a
person who had possession, charge, or control of a structure that is the source of a polluting
substance immediately before the substance entered into the water or onto land to report the
incident. The person defined as having control is responsible to clean up any debris or
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substances. Depending on where the structure is located, a Port Authority, the Coast Guard, or
Provincial Emergency Program staff may take part in monitoring the clean up. Environment
Canada, Health Canada, Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, Transport Canada and FLNRO
may also be involved in some aspect of the situation.
Environmental Emergencies can be reported using a Toll Free number 1-800-663-3456

2.2 Federal Role
The Canadian Coast Guard is the lead agency for all ship-source spills of oil or other noxious
substance into the marine environment in waters under Canadian jurisdiction.
When the polluter is identified and is willing and able to respond, the Canadian Cosf Guard will
advise the polluter of their responsibilities. Once the Canadian Coast Guard is satisfied with the
polluter’s intentions and plans, it assumes the role of Federal Monitoring Officer (FMO) to
monitor the polluter’s response and provide advice and guidance as required.Iri situations
where the polluter is unknown, unwilling or unable to respond, the Canadian Coast Guard will
assume the overall management of the incident as On-Scene Commander (OSC) and ensure
an appropriate response.
Should any vessel be observed discharging or leaking noxious substances, the Environmental
Response unit of the Canadian Coast Guard should be notified Immediately by calling 1-800567 -5111(24 hours).

3 0 Obstructions to Navigation
3.1 Provincial Role
The Province has a limited role to manage obstructions to navigation. FLNRO may monitor
actions taken to mitigate obstructions but Will not lead the process.
3 2 Federal Role
Transport Canada is the lead agency for ensuring the integrity of navigable waters. The
Navigable Waters Protection Program (NWPP) of Transport Canada administers the Navigable
Waters Protection Act (NWPA). Part 2 of the NWPA deals with obstacles and obstructions to
navigation. Should a problem vessel or structure be obstructing navigation then NWPP has the
legislative authority to Order the owner to take action to address the obstruction. Should the
owner not take action or fail to comply with an order by NWPP to remedy the situation then the
NWPA gives the NWPP the authority to act. Actions of the NWPP include marking, securing
and/or removing the obstruction.
Whenever a problem vessel or structure is sunk, moored or anchored in a narrow bhannel or at
the entrance to a marina in such a way, that it makes navigation over top of or around it
extremely difficult or impossible; the situation can be reported to NWPP during regular business
hours by calling 604-775-8867 or e-mail to pacnwp-cenpactc.c.ç. The complaint will be
assigned to an NWP Officer for follow up.

4.0 Vessels and Structures not defined as Obstructions to Navigation
Addressing problem vessels or structures that do not present an obstruction to navigation or
immediately threaten public safety or the environment creates the most complex situations. All
levels of government are aware that there is public sensitivity towards perceived visual,
environmental and safety impacts whenever a problem vessel or structure is reported.
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Addressing public concerns is challenged by jurisdictional roles and legal requirements and
limited financial resources to meet public expectations. In instances where the problem vessel
or structure does not pose an obstruction or an immediate risk to human safety or the
environment, cooperative solutions are the best approach for successfully meeting public
expectations.
4.1 Provincial Role
There is existing policy direction regarding trespass on Crown terrestrial land (e.g. structures
built without authorization). However, this direction is not specific to what appear to be
abandoned vessels or structures on Crown aquatic land. The person(s) responsiblefor the
trespass is responsible for removal if ordered to do so by FLNRO. FLNRO will asseSs each
situation before taking action and will always discuss the situation with Transport Canada.

4.2 Federal Role
Many of the problem vessels and structures of concern to local government and the public are
not obstructions to navigation and therefore do not fall within the scope of Part 2 of the
Navigable Waters Protection Act. The Receiver of Wreck is a position currently residing within
Transport Canada. (Appendix B) Under Pat 7 of the Canada Shipping Act, the Receiver has the
ability to authorize the disposition of wreck that has a value of less than $5,000.00. Persons
wishing to remove abandoned wreck having a value of less than $5,000.00 may seek
permission from the Receiver of Wreck to take possession of the wreck and to dispose of it in
accordance with any other applicable statue or regulation (e.g. Waste Management Regulations
or local government Bylaws). It has been observed that it is rare that wreck valued over
$5,000.00 is brought to the attention of the Receiver of Wreck. In those situations, the wreck is
usually reclaimed by the owner (or the owner’s insurer) or collected by a commercial interest
seeking to gain profit from the salvage of wreck.

43LocalGovernmentRole
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Local governments wishing to renicve an abandoned vessel or may apply to the Receiver of
Wreck outlined above. As a participant in a collaborative effort to clean-up abandoned vessels
and structures, local governments may waive tipping fees at local landfills and/or provide
equipment and labour to øssist with the removal and disposal of wreck.
4.4 Volunteer Role
The inclusion of volunteer effort to address problem vessels or structures has been proven a
viable approach. Combining government resources with volunteer labour and equipment to
clean up debris or remove problem vessels and structures has been employed successfully in
the past. It is possible that residual scrap value can be recycled to offset the cost of
removal/disposal. Volunteers may apply to seek permission from the Receiver of Wreck to take
possession of wreck and to dispose of it in accordance with any other applicable statue or
regulation.
When volunteers are working under the supervision of a government agency or local
government, these volunteers may be recognized as workers for the purposes of the Workers
Compensation Act. If a volunteer is injured while working on a project being managed by a local
government or provincial or federal agency, the volunteer may be able to seek compensation
through WorkSafe BC or alternatively through civil action. Agencies working with volunteers
must be knowledgeable regarding the expectations related to volunteers and should seek
independent advice from their usual sources and from Worksafe BC.
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It should be a priority of the agency or local government supervising the project to provide for
the safety of all workers, paid or volunteer.

5=0 Establishing Priorities
Best practices for managing problem vessels and structures require a collaborative effort by all
levels of government. Each circumstance will be different. The cooperation of other interested
parties can be a significant factor when attempting to reach a satisfactory solution for each
unique circumstance.
It is important to stress that while a government ministry or department may have the legal
authority to take action e.g. the authority to remove wreck or to take action for trespass the
practical ability to act will always be affected by the need to prioritize in light of limited resources
and other key responsibilities.
—

—

It is common practice to focus on matters having potential to cause immediate harm to the
public or contamination of the environment when investigating matters related to trespass.
Perceived unsightliness may not be addressed as an imme&ate priority. Establishing priorities
are best accomplished through an open dialogue that includes all parties having an interest in
the specific situation. It is well understood that the availability of funding is the controlling factor
for resolving most problem situations.
Local governments have appealed to the federal government to establish a funding mechanism
to address problem vessels and structures. The Province supports such an initiative.

6 0 Next Steps
The provincial government continues to work with local governments and federal agencies to
develop new tools to clarify the various issues captured within the general issue of problem
vessels and structures. The BC working group has discussed the possibilities for preparing
additional information packages such as:
• A priority risk matrix table to assist in the decision making process for taking action on
complaints.
• A simplified, systematic reference guide for government officials wishing to initiate action
regarding specific problem vessels or structures.
• An interagency contact list to add efficiencies for information sharing.
Expanding the membership of the existing BC working group can provide new energy and
broaden awareness of the most important issues related to problem vessels and structures.
The potential for including additional representation from all levels of government will be
explored.
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Appendix A:
Vessel vs. Structure and Associated Jurisdiction
Determining whether the object in question is a vessel or a structure is not as simple as it may
initially appear. For example, despite the original or former purpose of a “vessel” or “ship,” it
may no longer be a vessel or ship depending on its current use. There are instances where the
owner of a structure may have successfully registered the structure as a vessel but in reality,
the current use does not meet the test.
2
Anchoring a vessel while in the act of navigation does not require provincial approval
3 and is of
concern only if it obstructs navigation. Anchoring a structure on Crown land requires Land Act
and NWPA approval otherwise it is unlawful. Unauthorized structures can be ordered removed
regardless whether they obstruct navigation.
Factors to consider in making a determination whether or not an object is a vessel include the
nature and design of the object, its past and present use, and the intentions of its owners. The
Transport Canada vessel registry is one reference for determining whether an object is a vessel.
Determining whether the object is a vessel or structure has implications for which level of
government has jurisdiction and consequently the options available for dealing with the
situation.

Is it a vessel?
YES
Generally speaking, it is a vessel if it is:
.
an object that was built for navigating
through water and,
• under power or under sail has the
capability to move under control
A vessel can be an “object” lacking Its own.
propulsion and must be towed (e.g. a barge).

2

NO
enerally speaking, it is not a vessel (and is
therefore a structure) if it is:
•
not under power or under sail (or lacks
the capability to move by its own means);
and
•
an object that may have been built for
navigating in water but its current use is
for purposes not related to navigating
(e.g. storage, accommodation, retail sales
or other commercial purposes).
.
Not designed or constructed for the
purpose of navigation (e.g. a float/dock
with an outboard motor affixed)

-

There are examples where docks intended for private moorage purposes are registered.
See reference to “a reasonable period” in the introduction.
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Appendix B:
Receiver of Wreck
What is “Wreck”?
Federal jurisdiction over navigation and shipping extends more broadly than simply to “vessels”.
“Wreck’, which is defined in the Canada Shipping Act, is also within federal jurisdiction.
The Canada Shipping Act defines “wreck” as including:
•
•

jetsam, flotsam, lagan and derelict and any other thing that was part of or was on a
vessel wrecked, stranded or in distress and,
aircraft wrecked in waters and anything that was part of or was on an aircraft wrecked,
stranded or in distress in waters.

The Canada Shipping Act defines “derelict” as property, whether vessel or cargo, which has
been abandoned and deserted at sea by those who were in charge of it without any hope of
recovering it. Jetsam, flotsam and lagan are goods originating from vessels that have been lost
at sea or were in distress. This includes the cargo and personal belongings of the crew or
shipwrecked people.
Boats that have come off or sunk at their moorings or have beached after dragging anchor are
not considered wreck unless the owners have abandoned them without hope of recovery.
The federal Receiver of Wreck (under the Canada Shipping Act) has jurisdiction over wreck.
Who is the Receiver of Wreck?
The Receiver of Wreck (ROW) is au officer of Transport Canada, designated under the Canada
Shipping Act, 2001. The RecGiver of Wreck acts as the custodian of found and recovered
wreck. This involves resóarching ownership and working with the finder/salvor, owner,
archaeologists, mijseums, and other interested parties. If no owner is found, the Receiver of
Wreck may dispose of the wreck or award the wreck in whole or in part to the salvor.

5::.
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Appendix C:
Mooring Buoys
A moored vessel has to comply with the Transport Canada (TC) mooring buoy policy and the
Private Buoy Regulations of the Canada Shipping Act 2001. If the vessel obstructs navigation
or does not comply with other elements of the policy the buoy is subject to removal pursuant to
the Private Buoy Regulations of the CSA 2001 (the vessel is ancillary to the buoy in this case)
TC considers a mooring buoy a “work” for the purposes of Part 1 of the NWPA. However, TC
has a national policy for the installation of mooring buoys whereby an individual may place a
mooring buoy for their own use without the need for an NWPA approval. The policy is
contingent upon the conditions that the buoy does not interfere with navigation and meets all the
criteria of the policy and the regulations, with respect to size, shape color and marking of the
buoy. For more information on TC’s mooring buoy policy or the Private Buoy Regulations
contact the Navigable Waters Protection Program of TC.
Generally, FLNRO does not require members of the public to acquwe authorization to locate a
mooring buoy on Crown aquatic land for personal use as long s it conforms to the TC and
NWPA criteria mentioned above. FLNRO does require commercial/industrial users to obtain
provincial authorization to locate a mooring buoy and, there are requirements for authorization
to install docks and wharves for personal and commercial/industrial use. FLNRO will become
involved in situations where the positioning of a mooring buoy interferes with the interests of
others holding tenure on Crown land.
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AppendixD
Frequently asked questions
1) Who is willing to help the problem vessel or structure owner to do the right
thing? If the owner has limited funds, what is the incentive to have the item
removed and disposed appropriately?
J
2) What can be done about non-vessel structures that are anchored, moored,
sunk or grounded in waters covering provincial Crown land?
Both local government and the provincial government may have authority to deal with structures
(which are neither vessels nor wreck) which are located in waters over provincial Crown land.
The Province generally has the authority to remove or destroy structures that are in trespass on
its land, and local government powers related to zoning and nuisances may apply to floating
structures in same manner as they would to dry land structures.
However, if federal jurisdiction over navigation and shipping s affecteJ, then relevant federal
laws (such as the Navigable Waters Protection Act) will apply.

3) What can be done about problem vessels that are anchored or moored in
waters covering provincial Crown land
Provincial and local government powers related tcproblem floating or grounded vessels are
much reduced in relation to structures. There are two main limitations in this regard. Generally,
the Province cannot restrict the right of anchorage that is part of the common law right of
navigation, and provincial laws allowing the seizure, sale and destruction of structures or
property in trespass on Crown land are inapplicable to vessels. The right of navigation includes
an incidental right for vessels to anchor for reasonable periods for purposes associated with
navigation such as loading, unloading and repair. The Province has the authority to regulate
moorage and long term anchoring in waters over Provincial Crown Land, but that authority is
always subject to federal navigation and shipping jurisdiction.(including the rights of anchorage
that are incidental to navigation).
i:.
The Province can issue notices of trespass in relation to vessels that have anchored for
unreasonable periods, impose penalties under the Land Act against vessel owners, or seek
court injunctions. Using these tools for enforcement can be complicated by the ability of boat
owners to weigh anchor, move and assert a right of anchorage at a new location, and in
difficulty in enforcing financial penalties against vessel owners whose main asset is their vessel.
The federal Parliament does not currently regulate the anchoring of vessels.
4 Under the
Navigation Protection Act, Transport Canada officials can order the owner or person in charge
of a vessel that interferes with navigation to move the vessel, and federal officials can move it if
the owner or person in charge does not comply.
‘

4) What can be done about vessels that are sunk or grounded in waters covering
provincial Crown land, or are beached on the foreshore?
Regulations under the Canada Shipping Act regulate anchorage in Vancouver’s False Creek but these are an
anomaly, necessitated due to crowding creating problems related to marine safety and navigation.
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The legal authority of the Province and local governments to act on their own, in relation to
wrecked vessels, is limited. However, there are a number of situations where the federal
government can authorize persons (including local governments or the Province) to take action.
Specific to wreck or vessels are presently, or once were, at anchor, the following situations may
apply:
•

•

•

If the situation involves wreck;
o Finding wreck does not give the person finding it any rights to salvage, destroy or
possess the wreck. Under certain circumstances, the federal Receiver of Wreck
may authorize measures to remove or destroy the wreck. Effort is required to
identify the owner before taking action.
If the situation involves a vessel has dragged anchor or come off moorings;
o It is not wreck unless the vessel is abandoned. However, federal law provides
for such a vessel to be deemed abandoned if, the vessel is sunk, partially sunk,
lying ashore or grounded in any navigable water in Canada for tnore than two
years. Transport Canada can then authorize any person (including a local
government or the Province) to take possession of the vessel and remove it.
If the situation involves a vessel that is wrecked, sunk or grounded and is impeding or
making navigation more difficult;
o
The owner is required to remove the vessel. Transport Canada has authority to
remove such vessels if they have been in position for more than 24 hours. (see
Section 4 of this manual)

5) What can be done in relation to wreck, a vessel or a floating or grounded
structure that is causing pollution?
Under the Canada Shipping Act if Transport Canada officials believe on reasonable grounds
that a vessel is discharging pollutants or is likely to discharge pollutants, they can take
measures to remedy, minimize or prevent damage from the pollution. This can include removal
or destruction of the vessel or Its contents. It is possible that provincial legislation also applies
in these situations and it Is essential to contact provincial environmental officials and Transport
Canada both.
The Provincial EnvirQnmental Emergency Program can be contacted by calling Toll Free (24
hours) 1-800-663-3456. The Environmental Response unit of the Canadian Coast Guard can
be contacted by calling Toll Free (24 hours) at 1-800-567-5111.

6) What should parties wishing to remove a vessel consider before engaging in
the effort?
In addition to ensuring any necessary approvals are obtained to take control of the problem
vessel or structure, the plan for taking action should include other considerations such as:
•

Worker Safety including volunteers.

•

Public Safety.
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•

Pre-approval for relocation of the vessel or structure at a new site.

•

Rules and regulations applicable when undertaking activities in the marine foreshore.

•

Indentifying and handling of possible hazardous materials associated with the vessel or
structure.

•

Method and cost related to the transportation and disposal of the vessel or structure and
related materials in an appropriate manner.

•

Liability for subsequent contamination or unintended deposit of the vessel or structure at
a new location.

•

Third-party liability insurance, environmental protection insurance and other protective
measures.

There may be other factors to consider. It is recommended that the agencies normally
involved in these matters be consulted. In some circumstances, it is recommended
independent legal advice be sought

7) What can be done when the problem vessel or structure is being used as a
dwelling?
Addressing problem vessels and structures used for living quarters presents additional
considerations. All of the legislative and regulatoty considerations still apply but the situation
has to be managed with added sensitivity and acknowledgment that the occupant of the vessel
or structure has certain rights that are not unlike those afforded traditional homeowners. Local
government bylaws can apply to dwellings and occupation of Crown land for residential
purposes can be affected by provincial statues. The Canada Shipping Act and NWPA do not
specifically apply to the tenancy of problem vessels or structures.
If a decision is made to remove a problem vessel or structure being used as a dwelling, the
physical and mental well-being of the occupant and the well-being of any animals must be
factored into any strategy for removal. More so than for any other circumstance, an inter
governmental approach is required. In addition to the usual participation of agencies and local
government, health agencies and service providers should be included along with the SPCA
and the RCMP when required. When faced with this circumstance, the party seeking to address
the removal should contact representatives of partner agencies before taking action.

8) What do I need to know before cleaning up problem vessels and structures on
the beach?
Before beginning any work, it is mandatory to contact provincial and federal agencies to
determine the ownership of the land and to learn how to determine the owner of the material
intended for removal from the beach. Working in the intertidal zone requires consideration of
potential impacts to marine habitat and animals. Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) has
resources that can guide parties wishing to undertake a cleanup activity. This information
covers factors such as the use and maintenance of machinery and the restoration of the
shoreline after the work is complete: “Working Near Water in BC & Yukon”
mpo.c.caIhabftat!ndex-enq.htm and an operational statement related to working on public
beaches
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ANNEX T
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September 18, 2013

Mr. Garry Nohr
Chair
Sunshine Coast Regional District
1975 Field Road
Sechelt, British Columbia
VON 3A1

FILE Copy

Dear Mr. Nohr:
I would like to acknowledge receipt of your correspondence of August 8
addressed to the Prime Minister regarding a resolution of the Sunshine Coast Regional
District’s Board concerning Howe Sound.
You may be assured that your comments have been carefully reviewed by
this office. I have taken the liberty of forwarding copies of this correspondence to the
Honourable Gail Shea, Minister of Fisheries and Oceans, and the Honourable Leona
Aglukkaq, Minister of the Environment. I am certain that the Ministers will give your
views every consideration.

Thank you for writing to the Prime Minister.
Yours sincerely,

P. Monteith
Executive Correspondence Officer
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SEPi1O13
GarryNohr, Chair
Sunshine Coast Regional District
975 FieldRoa
Sechelt, British Columbia
VON 3A1

1
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SEP 262013

DearChairNohr:

CHMR

Your letter of August 7, 2013, to Honourable Steve Thomson, Minister of Forests, Lands and
Natural Resource Operations and Honourable Mary Polak, Minster of Environment, regarding
support for studying and developing a management plan for 1500 hectares of the Mount
Elphinstone slopes has been referred to me for a response.
In a letter to the Sunshine Coast Natural Resource District dated December 14, 2012,
Honourable Steve Thomson, Minister of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations
stated that this ministry is not contemplating any new Land Use Planning process for
Mount Elphinstone. It further stated that this ministry believes resource designations such as
the establishment of Mount Elphinstone Provincial Park and old growth management areas in
the vicinity adequately balance environmental, economic and social values. Additionally in
the spring of 2012, Honourable Terry Lake, former Minister of Environment was not
considering an expansion to Mount Elphinstone Park. This communication continues to be
government’s direction for this area.
BC Timber Sales (BCTS) would be supportive and participate in discussions concerning the
development of the local management plan that subscribes to integrated resource management
principles within the indentifled 1500 hectare Elphinstone Community Interface Zone:
provided the terms of reference acknowledge the BCTS mandate to pursue timber harvesting
opportunities. BCTS would view this as a positive step towards resolving conflicts
concerning the management of various forest amenities residing in the area.
BCTS would see itself as a stakeholder in such discussions as opposed to leading the initiative
and cannot agree to a complete logging moratorium in the 1500 hectare Elphinstone
Community Interface Zone. The BCTS program has significant investments in roads, bridges
and planning in this area which is dependent on to meet its program goals. However, this
ministry will continue to honour the 2005 public commitment to limit harvest levels across
Mount Elphinstone to approximately 27 hectares annually.

Page 1 of2
Ministry of Forests, Lands and
Natural Resource Operations

Timber Operations
and Pricing Division

Mailing Address:
P0 BOX 9532 Stn Prov Govt
Victoria, BC V8W 9M1
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Tel:
Fax:
Website:

250 387-0902
250 356-2150
www.gov.bc.ca/for

Thank you for taking the time to write.
Sincerely,

Jensen
Assistant Deputy Minister
pc:

Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment
rce Operations
Honourable Steve Thomson, Minister of Forests, Lands and Natural Resou
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Suishine Coast Regional District
1975 Field Road
Sechelt, British Columbia
Canada VON 3A1

P 604.885.6800
F 604.885.7909
Toll free 1.800.687.5753

info@scrd.ca
www.scrd.ca

ust7,2bI3
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Honourable Steve Thomson
Minister of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations
P0 Box 9040 Stn Prov Govt
Victoria, BC VSV 9E2

cO?

Honourable Mary Polak
Minister of Environment
P0 Box 9047 Stn Prov Govt
Victoria, BC V8W 9E2
Dear Ministers,
Re:

Mount Elphinstone Study

At their July
meeting, the Sunshine Coast Regional District Board had a discussion regarding the
community interface zone along the slopes of Mt. Elphinstone. A community group, the Elphinstone
Logging Focus, proposed that the Province and our community support studying and developing a
management plan for a 1,500 ha section of the Mt. Elphinstone slopes. Below is the Regional
District’s resolution regarding the proposed study:
357/13

Recommendation No. 2 Elphinstone Logging Focus (ELF)

THAT the materials presented by Mr. Bill Legg regarding “Proposal to Study l500ha
Elphinstone Community Interface Zone” and the “Cailfor Protection” be received;
AND THATthe concept of a scientific study of the l500ha of the Elphinstone Forest be
supported in principle and that support be conveyed to the Provincial Government
Please find attached a letter from the Elphinstone Logging Focus that describes the intent of the
study. The Regional District would like the Ministers to advise their staff to initiate a discussion with
our community and Regional District staff to explore how a study would proceed.
Sincerely,
SUNSHINE COAST REG

Garry Nohr
Chair, Sunshine Coast Regional District
/tf
Attachment: Elphinstone Logging Focus letter dated July 18, 2013
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Board of Directors
SCRD 1975 Field Road
Sechelt BC, VON 3A1
Planning and Development Committee
Meeting Presentation July 18, 2013
Subject: Proposal to Study l500ha Elphinstone Community Interface Zone

Directors I Committee Members,
Below is the proposal we have made to BC Timber Sales (BCTS) first discussed at our meeting
with BCTS in June. We hope that the SCRD Board will support this effort and communicate this
support to BCTS to have future decisions in this area based on sound scientific study and
community participation.

Proposal to Study lSOOha Elphinstone Community Interface Zone
Roberts Creek, Sunshine Coast, BC
June, 2013

Background
The proposed study area is located above the residential areas of Roberts Creek between the
Town of Gibsons and the District of Sechelt. The lSOOha area was identified as an
environmentally important site in The Land for Nature Project initiated in 1995. (Excerpt re the
l500ha attached). A complete copy of this Project is available in the Sechelt and Gibsons public
libraries. The l500ha Park / Protected area proposal is included in the recently adopted Roberts
Creek Official Community Plan. The area is also identified as a Community Interface Zone by the
Ministry of Forests. (See attached maps).
Logging activity in the lSOOha area has been very controversial. In 2012, the logging of TSL
A87124 by BC Timber Sales (BCTS) and blocks EW 001 and EW 002 by the Sunshine Coast
Community Forest (SCCF) resulted in a number of roadblocks, injunctions and finally in over a
dozen arrests.
Proposal
To avoid conflict in the community and provide guidelines for the long term use of this area,
Elphinstone Logging Focus (ELF) proposes a detailed professional study of the l500ha
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Elphinstone Forest. This study would build on the analysis done in the 1990s and further
broaden the scope to include an assessment of the natural services provided by the
environment of the site. The Sunshine Coast Community would be consulted and invited to
participate including First Nations, Corn munity Organizations, Recreation Groups, Forest
Industry, BC Parks, Sunshine Coast Regional District, Conservation Organizations, Tourism
Operators and others.
We are convinced that only such a professional study can form the foundation of a long term
sustainable use of the area and hopefully become a key component of a larger Land Use Plan for
the Sunshine Coast.
Funding and Terms of Reference

If we can agree to proceed with a study as suggested, detailed Terms of Reference will have to
be prepared which then would be used as the basis for Requests for Proposals. It is understood
a study of this nature would have a significant financial cost. Funding sources will have to be
found. For its part, ELF is prepared to make a commitment to contribute at least $5,000.00 to
this Project.
Action Steps Requested of the SCRD

Request the SCRD respond and send a message to BCTS and comment indicating:
• i) support in principle the concept of this study proposal.
ii) that there be a moratorium on logging while this study proceeds
iii) Additionally, with respect to the lower Elphinstone Slopes request that BCTS confine their
logging and forest management to previously logged areas.
Thank you
Elphinstone Logging Focus
en cl ./attach ments
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ANNEX V
Patty Lee
1206 Center Bay Road
Gambler Island, BC

September30, 2013
Honourable Steve Thomson (email: steve.thomson.mIaIeg.bc.ca)
Minister of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations
PC Box 9049 Stn Prov Govt
Victoria BC V8W 9E2
Dear Minister Thomson:
Subject: New Woodlots on Gambier Island, Howe Sound (Sunshine Coast Forest District)
As a property owner on Gambier Island, I was shocked to learn of impending plans to open two new woodlots
on Gambler, which would mean nearly half of the island’s Crown lands and one quarter of the entire island will
be subjected to clear-cut logging. Please stop this process now, and reconsider. It is difficult to understand why
your department would embark on such an initiative without public consultation and with an apparent disregard
for community values. Instead, wouldn’t it be more appropriate to consider alternative, off-island locations
where logging would better benefit the local communities, integrate well with local planning initiatives, and have
less relative impact on pristine wilderness?
These woodlots would encircle Gambier Lake, where poptiJar primitive campsites are nestled amid a relatively
undisturbed and ecologically sensitive area. This is a popular destination for outdoor enthusiasts. The lakeside
campsite is located right inside one of the newly designated woodlots. Clear-cut logging of the old growth along
the hillsides adjacent to the lake would destroy the lake’s wilderness setting, which attracts so many people to
the lake. Does our Ministry truly intend to pursue a plan that would clear-cut the areas adjacent to this jewel?
A significant portion of the Island’s recreational trail network is located within the new woodlots and includes
trails leading to and from Gambier Lake from all four directions. Trail access from the southwest, through
Woodlot 039, operational since the late 80s on the island, has already been drastically altered by recent
clearcutting in that woodlot. Logging within the two new woodlots will seriously affect other trails as well as the
Community Watershed that spans both new woodlots and is centred around Gambier Creek, flowing eastward
out of Gambier Lake.
It doesn’t make any sense to initiate logging operations on a part of the Gambier Island that is so visible and
admired by recreational boaters, film producers, tourists on boat excursions and those traveling along the Sea
to Sky highway. Howe Sound, located on the outskirts of one of the largest urban centres in Canada, is
renowned for its spectacular scenery and is a recreational playground for the residents of the entire Lower
Mainland. There are four yacht club outstations on the island, three children’s summer camps, about 100 fulltime residents and hundreds of recreational properties. Children’s Camp Latona and Burrard and Thunderbird
Yacht Club outstations are located along the north coast adjacent to, and within plain view of, the new
woodlots. Local property values will suffer as well. The proposed log dump for the woodlots is near Douglas
Bay, close to a recreational property subdivision, and blocks of clear-cut forest on the nearby hills will
undoubtedly devalue the investment of these property owners significantly.
•

Why does your Ministry consider the $1,500 dollars of annual stumpage revenue from these woodlots can
reasonably compensate the loss of current and future tourism and recreation revenues throughout Howe
SQund? Surely the recreational value of this largest and most dominant island in the middle of the sound far
exceeds the provincial revenue for the annual allowable cut of the woodlots? And from a practical point of view,
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due to the very limited access to northern Gambier Island, equipment and personnel for the woodlot would
likely have to come from the mainland, resulting in little, if any, benefit for the local island community.
For the sake of the island’s precious wildlife, the flourishing recreation and tourist industry, local property
owners, film producers and the province at large, I urge you to put an end to this destructive plan to expand
logging on Gambler Island. I understand that the Gambler Island Conservancy opposes these woodlots, so I
would like to see you meet with them as soon as possible to resolve this issue. Given the urgency of the
situation and the fast developing opposition to the woodlots, I would appreciate a prompt reply to this letter.
Yours

cerely,

Patty Le
cc:

Dave Peterson, A/Deputy Minister, Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations
(email: Dave. Peterson@gov.bc.ca)
Brian Kukulies, RPF, Land Officer, Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations
(email: Brian.kukulies@gov.bc.ca)
Honourable Shirley Bond, Minister of Jobs, Tourism and Skills Training (email:
JTST.Minister@gov.bc.ca)
Jordon Sturdy, MLA, West Vancouver—• Sea to Sky (email: jordan.sturdy,mIaleg,bc.oa)
Nicholas Simons, MLA Powell River

—

Sunshine Coast (email: nlcholas,simons.mla©Ieg.bc,ca)

Gambler Island Local Trust Committee (email: kstamfordisIandstrust.bc.ca and
jhagedorn@islandstrust.bc.ca)
Gary Nohr, Chair, Board of Directors, Sunshine Coast Regional District (email: info@scrd.ca)
Lee Turnbull, Electoral Area F•Represehtative (West Howe Sound), Board of Directors,
Sunshine Coast Regional District (email:info@scrd.ca)

This form letter was also sent from the following property owners:
Rosalie Boulter
Jeff Gau
Patrick & Pamela Yearwood
H. Frank Foster
all dated Sept. 30, 2013
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